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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ABSTRACT
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Doctor of Philosophy

Pipe detection and remote condition monitoring using an in-pipe excitation

technique

by Mohammad reza Salimi

Finding the location of underground utilities, essentially plastic water pipes, can be

difficult and disruptive, which is due to the lack of efficient techniques that can be used to

map these buried network services. Vibro-acoustic techniques to determine the location

of buried water pipes have been studied within the Institute of Sound and Vibration

Research within (ISVR) in the past 10 years. One technique involves excitation of the

water pipe where it is accessible, normally from hydrant, followed by measuring the

ground surface vibration, at the vicinity of suspecting pipe location. From an earlier

feasibility study it was indicated that the emitted ground borne waves from the waves

that propagate along the pipe and its contained fluid can help manifest the pipe location.

Because the attenuation of the waves is generally large for the plastic water pipe, the

pipe ground borne waves cannot be sensed at large distances away from the exciter’s

location, of order of a few tenths of a metre, or at high frequencies, above 100 Hz. This

thesis aims at using an in-pipe excitation source, which can be deployed at any desired

location along the pipe length, to overcome the attenuation problem.

Although in-pipe sources can transfer energy to the pipe contained fluid and might

allow tracking of the pipe at larger ranges, current acoustic exciters are not always

appropriate, being cumbersome and too large to fit into a typical buried water pipe.

In this thesis, two pneumatic devices were designed with the aim of generating high

amplitude signals at low frequencies and with the ability of accessing pipes with a wide

range of diameters, down to 1 cm. The devices are experimentally characterised by

a series of laboratory tests in a water-filled plastic pipe section. A comparison of the

acoustic pressure wave transmitted to a fluid filled pipe between a standard electro-

acoustic device, an electromagnetic shaker, and the pneumatic ones is made.

From the previous work on characterization of wave propagation along plastic water

filled pipes, it is known that at below 100 Hz, among all kinds of waves, the axisym-

metric fluid borne wave can predominately drive the ground borne wave. Owing to
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the good coupling of the axisymmetric fluid and the shell borne wave they should be

considered altogether. The wave speed and attenuation of both waves were measured

experimentally, and the results were checked for consistency with the theory. An analyt-

ical simulation was developed to explain the reason of high wave attenuation variances

obtained from the experimental measurement. Due to the dependency of the axisym-

metric fluid and structural borne waves’ amplitude to the elastic properties of the pipe

a simple experimental method was proposed to distinguish between the pipe wall dis-

placement that arises from the two axisymmetric waves. Such a technique might help

assess the condition of pipes through indicating the reduction in their elastic properties

due to ageing.

From the earlier work on detecting buried water pipes, it was indicated that in addition

to the axisymmetric fluid borne wave, the exciter applied to the pipe directly/indirectly

drives the ground borne waves with substantial amplitudes. To have a better under-

standing about the overall response of the ground surface, a simple analytical model

was developed, taking into account a ground borne wave emitted from the pipe and the

source respectively. Like numerous other digital image processing, in the vibro-acoustic

technique, an arctangent operator is used to extract the phase or time delay information,

as the assumed ground borne waves are emitted and travel to the measurement point.

By virtue of the fact that the arctangent operator produces phase images wrapped be-

tween −π to π, an unwrapping operator is required to remove the phase discontinuities

embedded within the image. Therefore, a novel phase unwrapping algorithm is devel-

oped with a low-cost computational requirement. Furthermore, different state-of-the-art

two-dimensional unwrapping algorithms are reviewed and compared for their ability to

remove the phase discontinuities, produced by the model. In addition, a drawback of ap-

plying one-dimensional unwrapping to the two-dimensional wrapped phase image, used

in the previous study, is discussed.

To benchmark the effectiveness of the developed pneumatic devices, different exciters

such as standard mechanical and electroacoustical exciter are utilised to map a buried

pipe. Applying mechanical excitation to the pipe is associated to the earlier feasibility

study which repeated for the sake of benchmarking the in-pipe exciters’ results against

it. Of the exciters, one of the designed pneumatic sources successfully mapped the total

length (18 m) of the pipe. Because the aim of this thesis is deploying an in-pipe source

to overcome the attenuation problem, the utilised acoustical exciters: the underwater

speaker and the designed pneumatic sources are deployed at two more locations along

the pipe. The results from each exciter are analysed in detail and compared to each

other.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and literature

review

Effective inspection and condition monitoring of buried water pipes are required to

ensure their safe and productive operation. As such, it helps to mitigate the risk of dis-

astrous failure resulting from their deterioration. In most cases, assessing the condition

of such pipes, followed by repairing or rehabilitating, requires a knowledge of their route

[1].

Traditional techniques to locate buried pipes can be problematic, as it is often necessary

to occupy public road space for excavation purposes, at multiple locations [2]. They are

likely to hinder pedestrians, produce noise and waste. Additionally, machinery consumes

funds and energy, as do the transportation of material to dump sites and to recycling

plants [3]. Besides, excavating holes to access buried water pipes adversely affects the

sustainability of roads and the embedded service utilities. Having the underground water

pipes beneath urban lands, adopting such detection procedures might cause disruptions

to traffic at congested area.

Costs directly related to locating buried utility services amount to 1.5 billion pounds per

year, in the UK, with 150 million pounds of that attributed to damage to third-party

property. The inclusion of social costs directly related to street works brings costs up to

7.0 billion pounds annually [3].

1
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Owing to the continuous development of cities, it is not surprising that buried wa-

ter distribution systems comprise different materials and technologies. Sustainability,

adaptability, lower price, simple to handle and install of plastic pipes have made them

to become popular in marketplace and rapidly replacing other types of pipe [4].

Potential techniques that might be adopted to pinpoint the location of plastic water

pipes, can be divided into two main categories: Electromagnetic and Vibro-acoustic

based techniques. In 2014 a Gyroscopic based system was developed in Belgium by the

Reduct NV company and is widely used for remotely detecting buried pipelines, both

metallic and non-metallic [5]. Therefore its principles are explained in this chapter.

Further detection techniques exist that can be used for tracing buried plastic water

pipes. The applications and limitations of these are well documented in [6, 7] and are

beyond the scope of this project.

1.1 Electromagnetic based techniques

Of the electromagnetic based techniques, Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) approaches

are normally used by pipe locator companies for the detection of underground plastic

water pipes. The use of the GPR approach dates back to 1956, when Hulsenbeck,

a German scientist, first patented and used pulse electromagnetic wave techniques to

illuminate the characteristics of a buried structure [8]. Following this initial development,

several other researchers have continued to detect subsurface objects ever since.

The operation of GPR and effective detection ranges are explained in detail by Daniels

[9]. To put it briefly, in GPR, high frequency electromagnetic pulses, continuous waves

(CW) or step-frequency (SF) signals are transmitted into the ground via a transmitting

antenna. Electromagnetic pulses approximately ranging from 1 MHz to 10 GHz lasting

from about 1 ns to 30 ns are normally adopted in a GPR survey. The transmitted wave

expand similar to spherical wave fronts into the medium. Upon its strike to a boundary

between two materials with different dielectric constants, some of the signal reflects from

the boundary and detected at the surface via a receiving antenna [10]. Providing that the

velocity of the signal in the material is a known parameter, the travelling time indicates

the distance of travelling [10]. The velocity of the discharged signal in the subsurface can

be estimated the dielectric constant and the relative magnetic permittivity of materials.
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In some GPR surveys, for a number of pulses, the transmitter is kept at a constant

position and the receiving antenna is moved at equally spaced intervals over the surface,

leading to record different time delay. Time traces of the recorded signal and/or the

depth of the object along a transect profile can be displayed vertically with the horizontal

axis display the receiver position. The recorded data from a subsurface target in an ideal

case looks like a hyperbola that is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The top of the hyperbola,

where the receiving antenna and the object are aligned, indicates the centre of the buried

object.

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(a) 

(c) 

Figure 1.1: Detection of a buried object using GPR [11]. (a) Recording the object
reflection, buried to a depth of Z, from X−N to XN .(b) Estimating the travelling

distance r−N to rN . (c) The final image that appears on the radar screen.

In some applications, recording the variation to the transmission of the signal through

the medium is more favourable for probing. Both concepts are illustrated in Fig. 1.2.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: GPR survey using transmitter Tx and receiver Rx [10].(a) Recording
the scattering from the buried object.(b) Recording the transmitted signal through the

material.
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Several studies were carried out by Ayala-Cabrera et al. [12–16] to locate and charac-

terised buried water supply systems using GPR surveys. In reference [16], for instance,

the performance of GPR technique on locating pipes made of Polyvinyl chloride (PVC),

polyethylene (PE), asbestos cement and cast iron with 0.1 metre in diameter was tested

through an experimental measurement. The experimental study consisted of burying

the pipes in dry soil to a depth of approximately 1 metre and repeat the test for each

sample. They managed to track and localize asbestos cement and cast iron pipes; how-

ever, the low amplitude reflected signal from the PVC and the PE did not clearly reveal

the contrast of the boundary between the soil and the pipe walls. Similar results were

obtained by Ni et al. [17] and it was deduced that plastic materials are transparent to the

EM waves. The primary goal of Ni et al. [17], however, was to introduce using discrete

wavelet transform as to discriminate the reflection from multiple aligned pipes, buried

to the different depth. Ayala-Cabrera et al. [12], carried out further post-processing to

improve and manifest the scattering from plastic pipes. Beside, some successful detec-

tion of a buried plastic pipe at the depth of 10 cm and 1 metre was reported in reference

[18].

In the real world situation, however, poor detection rate from GPR approaches, on map-

ping plastic water pipes was reported. Therefore, an electromagnetic traceable marker

is normally integrated with the pipe [19]. Currently there are many electromagnetic

traceable markers available in the market place. For the sake of brevity, only one of

which; pipe detector tape, is explained in this section.

The pipe detector tape, containing aluminium foil at one side, is normally buried above

the pipe axis. Due to the high reflectivity of the material, employing the GPR technique

can manifest the pipe route, but not its depth. The tape can act as an dig-in warning

to the utility owner prior to damaging the pipe [19]. The excavation for installing new

buried assets, however, normally causes the tape to be damaged or removed in part.

With the pipe detector tape, the detection still suffers from some fundamental drawbacks

associated to the GPR technique. For instance, the resolution in GPR image is approx-

imately a quarter of the wavelength of the transmitted signal. Increasing the frequency

whilst increasing the resolution, reduces the penetration depth [10]. The limitation on

penetration depth also originates from inefficient coupling of the emitted signal into the

medium, the type and heterogeneous electrical and magnetic properties of the medium
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[9, 20, 21]. For example, if the surrounding medium is conductive, contains clay, salts

present in water in the material, saturated or even moist soil, the penetration depth

of a GPR survey can be restricted to the order of few tenths of a centimetre. This

is due to the high attenuation of the transmitted and reflected electromagnetic waves

[22]. Moreover, tracking and locating an object beneath the ground surface with a high

permeability value results in lower values of the signal amplitude and penetration depth

[10].

In summary, despite the electromagnetic traceable marker integration to locate buried

objects, the operation of GPR is yet severely affected by the depth and the soil properties

where the pipe is buried.

1.2 Vibro-acoustic methods

Several vibro-acoustic techniques were previously studied at the University of Southamp-

ton. For the sake of brevity the technique that will be used and developed in this thesis

to manifest the pipe location is explained in this section. The technique was patented

in 1992 by Huebler and Campbell [23] and further developed by Burns et al. [24].

In 2011, Muggleton et al. [25] further studied the technique and mentioned that in

the presence of a leak, high amount of energy at relatively low frequencies propagates

along the pipe and re-radiate to its surrounding medium. The generated noise from

pipe and leak are sometimes loud enough to be sensed even via a listening stick above

ground. The listening stick contains a ground microphone, amplification and filtering

system combined with an electronic listening headphone or amplitude meter [26]. The

technique works by steadily move away the listening stick at the vicinity of the suspected

noise source above the surface. The location of noise sources, whether the pipe or leak,

are assumed respectively to be beneath the path or place where the measured signal

reaches to its local maxima [26].

Strong attenuation of the pipe wave due to the material damping of the plastic pipe

and spreading of the acoustic wave from the pipe wall to the surrounding medium,

above 100 Hz, suggests focusing on the low frequency content for identifying the pipe

location. At such a identified frequency range, it is well known the axisymmetric fluid

borne wave causes predominantly re-radiation to the surrounding medium. In view of
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low energy generation from most leaks, the ground borne wave is normally driven with

inconsiderable amplitude. By applying any intentional excitations that can excite the

favourable wave type with a high amplitude, over the desired frequency range of interest,

a significant re-radiation from the pipe to its surrounding medium can be attained

to illustrate its path. Therefore, several vibrating devices have been developed and

exploited in industry on this matter and thereby the radiated ground-borne wave from

the pipe can be better realised at the surface. Burns et al. [24] showed that an analysis

of phase measurements obtained from an array of sensors, perpendicular to the pipe

axis can illustrate the depth and the path of the pipe. Nevertheless, in industry, the

magnitude of the surface vibration is utilised to manifest the pipe location [26]. The

novelty of the proposed technique by Muggleton et al. [25] lies on plotting the spatial

phase data between the measured surface vibration, using an array of sensors, and

the input signal from the excitation source. Muggleton et al.[25] also mentioned that

alongside that of the ground-borne wave from the pipe, the excitation source applied to

the pipe tends to generate directly/ indirectly, high amplitude spherical ground borne

waves in the medium.

It has been stated that the magnitude of the surface vibration velocity on its own

is vulnerable to the ambient noise and for low coherence the standard deviation of

the cross spectrum density between the input signal to the driver and the recorded

vibration at the surface is approximately 5 times the true value. On the contrary for the

same CSD by averaging over 10 records the point at which the phase estimate becomes

unreliable is at coherence of 10−4, which is a low value. Beside being dependent to the

signal strength, the peak in the magnitude plot changes with respect to the sensor to

the ground coupling. Provided that the excitation is reproducible, however, the use of

magnitude data might allow recognition of any discontinuities along the pipe and might

yield some information about the sudden changes to the elastic properties of the ground

surface [25]. Discontinuities in the pipe cause wave reflection and mode conversion of

pipe waves and high amounts of energy might radiate into the soil.

The efficiency of the vibro-acoustic search is highly dependent on the excitation source

[27], the relative amplitude of the pipe and direct/ indirect source wave, pipe depth

and its coupling to the surrounding medium, material properties of the pipe and the

surrounding medium as well as the sensor type used to record the ground surface vi-

bration. Although it is reported that the method can successfully detect both iron and
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plastic water pipes, the attenuation of the desired wave might not allow the mapping of

the pipe that is far way from the excitation source. At relatively low frequency ranges

<100 Hz, such attenuations might not be considerable. The maximum length at which

a single excitation can be utilised for mapping the buried pipes has not been identified

yet. The furthest detection length is 18 m, which was reported in [25] .

1.3 Gyroscope based system

Among gyroscope (or inertial navigation) based systems, an in-pipe device which is

initially developed by a Belgium company [5], Pipetrack Ltd, is widely used for mapping

buried pipes in three dimensions. Therefore, its working principle, applications and

drawbacks are detailed in this section.

The devices are made of a sensor unit and two centralising wheel sets. The sensor unit

accommodates 18 sensors comprising the accelerometers, gyroscopes, thermometers and

magnetometers inside a long hollow circular bar. The bar length is approximately 0.5

metre and is equipped with the centralizing wheel sets at each side of its end [5]. With a

spring and barrel nut attached to the end of the centralizing wheel, the distance between

the wheels can be adjusted. The barrel nut also allows a hook rope attach to the device

and pulls the probe device along the pipe.

In this technique, before implementing the survey, a hook rope or wire is normally passed

along the pipe. By connecting the hook to the device and pulling it from other side of

the pipe, the device travels inside the pipe until reaches to the pipe end. As the device

travels inside the pipe it automatically collects multiple positional recordings (up to a

million individual points per second) along its path. After completing the measurement

the raw data are uploaded to a software to compute the angular changes compared to

the previous reading. The exact course of the pipe is outlined in accordance to the

known entry and exit coordinates of the pipe. The total length of the pipe is estimated

from the travelling time and the odometer system, designed at the back wheel set [5].

Unlike the electromagnetic based technique, in this technique the data is not affected

by the electromagnetic field that is induced by a nearby power cable. It is claimed

that the device performance are not dependant on the burial depth and the surrounding

medium material properties to where the pipe is buried. The device can outline the
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pipe configuration ranging from 50 mm to 2.5 m in diameter with an error of 0.25 in

the horizontal plane and 0.1 in the vertical plane after a single survey. Multiple surveys

deliver even more accurate results [5].

The main limitation imposed on this technique is the device size for mapping typical

buried water pipes. For a pipe with a diameter of 30 cm unless the bend radius is more

than 90 cm the device can enter to it. In practice the elbow bring the pipe to the surface

looks like a ’L’ or an inverse ’T’ shape. As such, the bending radius is approximately

equal to the radius of the pipe and therefore the tracker cannot be used [28]. In addition,

normally a dewatering is required to deploy the device. Although the radial distance

between the centralizing wheels can be adjusted, the device might stop at the position

where sediments are accumulated inside the water pipe.

1.4 Changes in the UK water supply regulations

The history of pipelines safety regulation for the UK and Wales can be divided to

before 1996 and after 1996 [29]. The regulation up to 1996 was complex and open to

interpretation. After revising the regulation and making several improvements, it was

allowed to conduct Risk Based Inspection (RBI) on buried water pipes [29]. The RBI

inspection is defined as the optimal way of examination [30]. Therefore, the operators,

integrity managers and the survey / inspection contractors are allowed to develop the

most optimal approach and technique for inspecting the condition of buried water pipes

[29]. In essence, inside access to the buried pipes for determining the pipes location and

assessing their condition is allowed to the water pipe locator companies. It should be

noted that, any implemented test and measurement should comply with the requirements

of water supply regulation 1999 [31]. For successful detection of buried pipes their

vibration behaviour should be clarified a priori. These are explained in the forthcoming

section.

1.5 Wave characteristics in fluid filled pipes

The vibration behaviour of thin cylinders surrounded by air and subjected to structural

excitations was first studied by Donnell [32] and Flügge [33]. An extensive literature,
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regarding the vibration behaviour of cylindrical shells, has been established by Leissa

[34]. A shortcoming of [34] is the exclusion of cylindrical shell vibration, when excited by

acoustical excitation. Later James [35] described the dynamic behaviour of cylindrical

shells subjected to an internal and external excitation. Fuller [36] also investigated the

wave propagation characteristics and energy distribution, within empty and fluid filled

thin walled cylindrical shells. It was shown that there are groups of waves propagating in

the pipe that are either mainly coupled to the fluid or the pipe wall, which may be real,

imaginary or complex. These wave types can be described by their circumferential modal

number n which defines the radial component of the number of half of the wavelengths

that can fit around the periphery of the pipe wall.

For pipe detection to be effective, it is of prime importance to identify the circumfer-

ential mode which contains the highest contribution to the radiation of energy to its

surrounding medium at the desired frequency range. The radiation of sound under each

circumferential mode of a cylinder has been studied by other researchers, for example in

references [37, 38], and the results indicate that the sound radiation from the breathing

mode can be assumed as a line monopole; the bending mode as a line dipole, the ovalling

mode as a line quadrupole, and so forth [38]. In other words, the radiation efficiency of

the cylinder decreases by approaching to the higher order modes. As illustrated in Fig.

1.3, below the frequency in which ka� 1 – where k and a are the wave number of the

flexural wave in an empty pipe and the mean radius of the pipe respectively – most of

the radiation is a result of pipe wall displacement under breathing mode.

There are a number of waves that propagate for each circumferential mode, given by

s, which have their own features. Fuller [36, 39, 40] established a theoretical model

to illustrate the energy distribution between different wave types, when a semi-infinite

cylinder is subjected to a radial and internal pressure excitation. Their results indicated

that, at well below the ring frequency, four types of wave carry the majority of the total

energy within water filled thin walled cylinders [41]. Out of four types of wave, three

are axisymmetric with n = 0, which is also known as a breathing mode. Of these three,

only two waves with s = 1, 2 carry high amounts of energy compared to the other waves.

The wave termed n = 0, s = 1 is an axisymmetric fluid borne wave with both axial and

radial motion, which are determined by the cylinder wall compliance. The axisymmetric

wave termed n = 0, s = 2 is predominantly a shell compressional wave with small radial

motion [39]. Coupling of the fluid to the pipe wall can be achieved, as dictated by
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Figure 1.3: Radiation efficiency for the first three modes of an uniformly vibrated
cylinder. Increasing to the radiation efficiency with respect to the wavenumber of the

bending wave multiplied to the cylinder radius, depicted per octave [38].

the Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s modulus of the pipe wall as well as bulk modulus

of the fluid [42]. The axisymmetric wave termed n = 0, s = 0 is a torsional wave

which twists the pipe cross section and is uncoupled to the fluid. Hence, the energy

associated with this wave type is exclusively within the shell [39] and thereby its effects

are not considered in this study. The energy distribution amongst these axisymmetric

waves is highly dependent on the way at which the pipes are subjected to the excitation

[36, 39, 40, 43].

For the n = 1 mode, a flexural wave propagates within the pipe. Characteristics of this

wave are minor distortion of the cross section of the pipe and added mass loading due to

the contained fluid [39]. In this mode, the pipe moves laterally, similar to a Timoshenko

beam at low frequency. As a consequence, a small portion of energy is carried by the

fluid [39]. On the whole, the waver number of the acoustic waves encompass both the

wave speed and attenuation. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the oscillation of the pipe wall for n = 0

and n = 1. Waves with a circumferential mode where n > 2 have a cut off frequency and

only propagate above this frequency. A theoretical investigation presented in reference

[44] expressed the wavenumber associated with the n > 2 waves and some of the results

are confirmed from experimental measurements in reference [45].

In water-filled cylinders, the interior fluid has the highest contribution on the radial

displacement of the pipe wall under n = 0 mode. This is the characteristic which makes
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(a)

(b)

n=1

n=0

Figure 1.4: Oscillation of the pipe wall under n = 0 (a) and (b) n = 1 mode.

the axisymmetric fluid borne wave of practical interest for detecting buried water pipes

through the vibro-acoustic technique. Therefore, the forthcoming section reviews the

potential of current acoustic sources that can be deployed into a typical buried pipe and

drive the axisymmetric fluid borne wave in the frequency range of interest.

1.6 Sources of excitation

Locating the water pipes by means of internal acoustical exciters is a new area of research

and yet no acoustic source has been manufactured for this matter. However, there are

a number of sources that can be adopted to directly drive the contained fluid and based

on their operation mechanisms, they can be divided into four main source types: (1)

Electroacoustic transduction based, (2) Detonative, (3) Electric sparks and (4) Marine

seismic sources.

1.6.1 Electroacoustic transduction based source

Electroacoustic sources can be divided into six categories, namely: piezoelectric, elec-

trostrictive, magnetostrictive, electrostatic, variable reluctance, and moving coil trans-

ducers. The advantages and drawbacks of each transducer as an underwater source are

explained in detail in [46]. Two types of electrostatic sources are normally used for

underwater excitation: (i) Piezoelectric transducers (ii) Moving coil transducers.

• Piezo electric transducers
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An example of piezo electric transducers is a hydrophone. When a hydrophone is sub-

jected to a relatively high voltage from a specified amplifier, it will transmit power to

the fluid. Due to the low damping of the hydrophone, the piezo electric material will

transmit relatively high amounts of energy to the fluid at its natural frequency. The

source strength of the hydrophone, however is much lower compared to that observed in

other sources, e.g. underwater loudspeaker, which is due to its power handling limitation

[46].

• Moving coil transducer

An example of a moving coil transducer is an underwater loudspeaker, as it is capable of

driving the fluid in the broadband excitation with moderate power [46]. The underwater

speakers are designed to excite at high frequencies (above 500 Hz) .

The use of electro acoustic devices for pipe detection, using the vibro-acoustic technique,

due to their repeatability and their provided reference signal is satisfying. However, their

moderate power delivery ability has led to some motivation to look into other sources

of excitation [46].

1.6.2 Detonative source

Detonative sources that are capable of driving the water pipe contained fluid can be

divided into two categories; high explosive and propellant explosive [47].

• High explosive

The high explosive sources include fulminates, nitro-glycerine and azides based explosive.

The peak pressure resulting from detonation is of the order of 109 Pa. During the

Second World War, underwater high explosions were an important area of research, as an

understanding of the damage caused to ships and submarines by underwater explosions

was crucial in the design of both better ships and submarines as well as better explosives

[47].

Using high explosive sources in the water filled pipe are dangerous in use and might

cause unwanted heat transfer to the fluid and require a licence prior to use in Britain

[47].
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• Propellant explosive

Propellants explode during a relatively slow burning process, compared to high explo-

sives and drive the fluid with a velocity of few meters per second . They are usually

used in the form of blank cartridges, which are used with pistols. The burning process

is completed within 0.1-10 ms. The form of resulting pressure waves from this method

is dependent upon their size and direction of explosion [47].

1.6.3 Electric sparks source

The idea of using sparks which generate pressure waves in the fluid was first developed

by Bjorno [48]. The pressure wave field generated by electric spark is similar to the one

generated from high explosives sources.

A high voltage is generated between a pair of electrodes in the water within a microsecond

period. Streamers of the electric current are emitted from the electrodes and a weak

current will flow. Depending upon the voltage gradient, breakdown of the water between

the electrodes will occur and a considerable rise in the current takes place resulting in

pressure waves. The time duration of the pulse is about 2 ms. The generated pressure

in the fluid is of the order of 104 − 105 Pa and a sufficient voltage across the electrode

for the discharge to happen lays in the order of 2− 10 kV/mm.

There are two main problems associated with underwater sparks as a source of excitation:

(1) they are naturally dangerous, as high voltages and electrical charges are necessary

to generate discharge; (2) the discharge will emit powerful radio-frequency interference

which has the potential to damage test equipment[49].

1.6.4 Marine seismic source

• Air guns

Seismic air guns are widely used in search of oil and gas reserves below the ocean floor.

The pressure waves resulting from such sources have much in common with those arising

from high explosive sources, for instance dynamites. In fact, air guns were developed

to be used, for seismic survey into the oceans, instead of high explosive sources [50].
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Normally arrays of air guns with different pressure, volume, port size and firing times

are used, to generate broad band high amplitude signal into the water, as do high

explosive sources. The generated bubble via an air gun or air guns, which are normally

towed behind a ship interacts with each other [51].

The mechanism of air guns in geophysical exploration is relatively simple. Airguns store

compressed air in a chamber and release it through a port when a fire command is

received [51]. To prevent water penetration to the chamber, the ports are shut while

the pressure inside the chamber is higher than the ambient pressure. These devices

can be tuned to generate the desired pressure pulse for the geophysics exploration.

Initially airguns were operating at 207 bar, leading to produce broad band signals into

the ocean. Because of severe damage to the marine life from such a high pressure

operating air gun, some researchers suggested to reduce the operational level to 138

bar [52]. Although visual and acoustical monitoring are used to detect marine species,

particularly marine mammals that might be present during the seismic survey, the survey

process normally begins with a low compressed air releasing as a notification followed by

gradually increasing the pressure to the full operational level. In marine seismic survey,

the airgun operates by releasing of the compressed air to generate loud blasting into the

ocean bottom normally repeated every 10 seconds 24 hours a day for days to weeks or

months in end.

High frequency pressure waves >100 Hz emitted from airguns are not useful for geophysi-

cal exploration and believed to have high impact on marine fauna. Increasing the air gun

volume chamber and decreasing the pressure, whilst maintain the required low-frequency

region for geophysical exploration, eliminates the mid and high frequency content that

are produced by typical air gun [52]. High volume air discharge to water create bigger

bubble. The peak of an airgun signature appears before the whole compressed air dis-

charges to the fluid. This is because the bubble expansion and reaching to its highest

volume. The air gun signature is normally explained by dynamics of oscillating bubble

and studied by numerous researchers.

A bubble is a globule, like masses of a substance, usually gas, surrounded by a liquid, and

is capable of resonating or “ringing” at a frequency, which depends on its size [53]. The

bigger the bubble the lower will be the frequency at which rings. The natural frequency

of a bubble depends upon the mass density of the liquid, the ambient and compressed
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air pressure, the shear viscosity of the liquid, the surface tension of the bubble and its

polytrophic index. Depending upon the gas behaviour inside the bubble: adiabatically,

isothermally or in between, the polytrophic index changes between unity and the ratio

of the specific heats of the gas. A large bubble oscillates in an adiabatic process whereas

a small one oscillates in an isothermal process. Because the bubble can be considered

as an oscillator system, it can be treated as a resonating system, where the stiffness and

the inertia are provided by its inside gas and the surrounding liquid respectively. The

damping can be provided by the radiation, viscous and thermal losses. For the purpose

air gun modelling, the damping effect due to the flow of compressed air through the air

gun ports should be taken into the account.

Fig. 1.5 illustrates the shape variation of the bubble at the different stage of oscillation,

when a compressed air was emitted from an air gun [54].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1.5: Pictures of the bubble emitted from an air gun at different stage. (a) Just
after firing (b) reaching to its maximum expansion (c) collapsing after the expansion

(d) second expansion from the smaller bubble Langhammer [54].

An example of the pressure signature from an air gun taken 1.5 meter from an air gun

is illustrated Fig. 1.6 and the main three components which illustrates its pressure

signature is shown.

The first peak at 0.01 ms is related to the direct arrival of the pressure when the air gun

fires. The second negative peak at 0.02 seconds is associated with the reflected pressure

at the water surface known as a ghost and has an opposite polarity compared to the

first arrival wave. The other peaks are related to the expansion and collapsing of the

other bubbles, which again generates direct arrival of the waves to the hydrophone and

the reflected wave from the water surface.

Although airguns are able to generate high amplitude low frequency signals into the fluid,

for the purpose of pipe detection, the bubbles generated into the fluid by airguns could
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Figure 1.6: The pressure perturbation recorded at 1.5 meters from a seismic air gun.
The presented results are relative to hydrostatic pressure (approximately 1.7 bar). The

points marked ‘A’ to ‘D’ correspond approximately to the images in Fig. 1.5 [54].

reduce the wave re-radiation from the buried water pipe and hinder the pipe tracing.

• Water guns

The water gun is a marine seismic source and is well known in the petroleum industry.

They are capable of producing a broadband signal in the fluid. The most commonly

used water guns are developed in France and operate similarly to the way as air guns do

[55]. The water gun comprises of two channels, one filled with high pressure air and the

other one is filled with water. When the gun is fired the higher pressure air propels the

piston into the water chamber causing the discharge of water from the water chamber

ports [56]. The implosion of inertial cavity generated behind a jet of high pressure flow

expelled from the water chamber ports drives the surrounding water. In essence, the

cavity is formed when the piston suddenly decelerates. Due to the hydrostatic pressure

the steam bubble collapses, generating an impulse shock wave into the surrounding

water. After firing, the hydrostatic pressure push the firing piston to its initial position

and the device is ready for the next firing.

The differences between air and water guns were examined in detail by Hutchinson [55].

Their results indicate that at low frequencies < 200 Hz, the amplitude of the pressure

signal from the air gun is much higher than that of water gun [55].

The main disadvantage of using water guns, to internally drives the pipe contained

fluid, is the phenomenon of the inertial cavitation collapsing near to a fixed surface.
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Such an undesirable characteristic can damage the pipe wall when it occur repeatedly.

In nature, the mantis shrimp exploit such a phenomena to smash snail shells to pieces.

Other applications of inertial as well as non inertial cavitations are well explained in

[53, 57] and are beyond the scope of this study.

1.7 Recording the ground surface vibration

An important requirement of the vibro-acoustic technique for searching the pipes is

proposing a sensor which can be well-coupled and be sensitive to the ground surface

vibration at the frequency range of interest.

Experimental work has been undertaken by several researchers, for instance [58, 59], to

find a suitable way of coupling the accelerometer to the ground surface. These surveys

were carried out to assess building stability to the vibration caused by earthquake or

blasting, etc. Earthquakes can cause the most destruction to the building and constitute

seismic waves with a frequency range of less than 20 Hz. Despite the recommendation

on the usefulness of the accelerometers for measurement of low frequency excitation, a

theoretical study by Gao et al. [60] suggests otherwise.

Gao et al. [60] work concerned finding a suitable sensor to measure a wide frequency

bandwidth of leak noise in the frequency domain. It was shown that the frequency

bandwidth of the Frequency Response Function (FRF) between the induced pressure

near to the excitation source and the recorded fluid pressure, pipe wall vibration velocity

and the acceleration is different from one to another case. These changes does not have

any contradiction to the frequency response of sensors.

As seen in Fig. 1.7 the FRF of a pressure based sensor has the lowest bandwidth

and highest sensitivity to the low frequency signals compared with the other two. Such

behaviour is associated to the integration of angular frequency when estimating the FRF

for the velocity and the acceleration based sensor. Likewise it could be advantageous

to record the ground surface vibration by an array of displacement based sensors rather

than velocity and acceleration based sensors.

Furthermore, an experimental study also has been undertaken by Muggleton et al. [61]

to identify a suitable sensor to record vibration of the ground surface for detection of
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of the amplitude of the FRF between Pressure ( ), velocity
( ) and acceleration ( ) and a reference signal, normalised to the corresponding

maximum amplitudes.

buried pipes. Their experiment included attaching a shaker to the buried pipe from

an access point, followed by recording the ground surface vibration above the pipe axis

using geophones and a laser. Their results show that laser performed better on some

surface texture than the other, however, poorer quality data was obtained from the

laser compared to the geophone. A number of recommendations were listed to boost

the reliability of the measured laser data such as: averaging of signal both in space

and frequency, using different heights when recording surface displacement, removing

dust or gravel from surface and using different input signals. As the geophone measures

the surface vibration velocity in m/s, the higher the surface vibration velocity from the

desired vibration source, the more the recorded data is away from the noise floor. From

the experimental results it was found that the ground surface velocity is a key factor for

determining the quality of the data compared to the surface texture [61].

In view of promising results from vibro-acoustic technique at frequencies below 100 Hz,

finding a displacement based sensor for recording the surface vibration is favourable for

detecting the pipes. Owing to the good coupling of the geophone to the different surface

texture, compared to the laser, it was decided to record the surface vibration with them.
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1.8 Aim and Objectives

The purpose of this thesis is to enhance the application of vibro-acoustic approach,

explained in Section 1.2, by using an internal excitation. The research objectives are

therefore to:

• Develop a simple analytical model, taking into account the different wave-types

which are likely to determine the ground surface vibration, to capture the dominant

physical process of the vibro-acoustic technique.

• Investigate into the use of advanced unwrapping methods to remove discontinuities

embedded within the images generated by the vibro-acoustic technique.

• Apply the previously used excitation method, a mechanical vibration, to a buried

water pipe to determine its location. The obtained data will be used for bench-

marking the experimental results of in-pipe excitations.

• Critically assess and examine acoustic sources, or instead develop or re-engineer

one, which are reproducible, controllable, can fit into a typical water filled pipe and

drive the axisymmetric fluid borne wave with a high amplitude over the frequency

range of interest, 10 Hz - 100 Hz.

• Utilise the examined or the developed acoustic source/s to map a buried pipe

followed by comparing the obtained data obtained from the utilised exciters. A

comparison between the results obtained from acoustical and mechanical vibration

of the pipe, will also be made.

• Deploy the acoustic source/s at multiple locations within the buried pipe and

repeat the vibro-acoustic measurement with a view to provide a better insight into

the use of such an excitation technique and assess the performance of the exciter/s

at different points.

1.9 Contributions of the thesis

In the accomplishment of the research objectives, the following contributions have been

made:
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1. The wave speed and attenuation of the axisymmetric structural borne wave has

been measured through an experimental measurement. Furthermore, a simple

analytical simulation has been developed to explain a potential reason for the

high variance of the imaginary component of the measured axisymmetric fluid and

structural borne wave.

2. Decomposition of the axisymmetric fluid and the structural borne wave compo-

nents of the radial displacement of the pipe wall through an experimental mea-

surement.

3. A novel pneumatic source has been developed and another one has been re-

engineered to drive the axisymmtric fluid borne wave with high amplitude, at

the frequency of interest. A series of laboratory measurements have been per-

formed to validate their applicability. Furthermore, a simple analytical simulation

that contributes to the explanation of each parameter on the generated pressure

wave from the pneumatic devices has been developed.

4. An analytical model has been developed to enhance physical insight into the use

of the vibro-acoustic technique. Furthermore, a simple unwrapping algorithm has

been developed to retrieve the contiguous form of phase images.

5. The ability of state-of-the-art two dimensional phase unwrapping algorithms to

unwrap the phase data from the analytical simulation has been assessed. Of the

utilised unwrapping algorithm, including the one that developed in this study, one

algorithm has been proposed to post process the experimental data.

6. Implementing experimental studies, using the developed pneumatic devices and

a standard electroacoustic source for the pipe detection. Further experimental

studies have been carried out at multiple locations along the pipe.

1.10 Synopsis of the Thesis

This dissertation is organised in seven chapters; Chapter 2 reviews some basic theory

of axisymmetric fluid and shell borne wave propagation in a cylindrical shell. It also

provides the theoretical expressions for the axisymmetric fluid and structural borne wave

contribution to the pipe wall displacement when the pipe subjected to an acoustical or
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mechanical excitation. Furthermore, the fundamental of the body wave propagation into

an infinite and half space elastic medium are described.

Chapter 3 starts by measuring the wave speed of axisymmetric fluid and structural

borne wave through measuring their wave number by an experimental measurement.

It introduces a new experimental method to decompose the two aforementioned waves,

from the collected experimental data.

Chapter 4 introduces two novel pneumatic sources to drive the axisymmetric fluid borne

wave at the frequency range of interest. The developed devices are benchmarked against

a standard electro-acoustic and an electromagnetic shaker.

Chapter 5 presents the analytical simulation of wave propagation in the surround-

ing medium due to radiation of wave from a point and pipe source. A novel spatial

phase unwrapping algorithm is explained in this chapter and a review of advanced two-

dimensional phase unwrapping algorithm is presented.

Chapter 6 details the application of an in-pipe excitation, by deploying an underwater

loudspeaker within the pipe and measuring the ground vibration via an array of geo-

phones in a grid. It is shown that there is a close agreement between the results obtained

from experimental study and the analytical simulation. Further survey is carried out to

determine the value of the wave speed in the pipe and the surrounding medium.

Chapter 7 draws conclusions and outlines the future works.



Chapter 2

Theory of the ground surface

vibration generated by acoustic

wave propagation along a pipe

In this chapter, the vibrational behaviour of cylindrical shells is studied. This is followed

by a description of the analytical expressions for the wavenumber of the axisymmetric

fluid and the structural borne wave. From estimating the wavenumber of each wave,

both the wave speed and attenuation can be realised. The values of such wavenumbers

are sometimes highly contingent on the properties of the inside and outside fluid.

Fundamental equations of motion of infinite and semi-infinite elastic media are presented

in Section 2.5, which are related to the two wave types that can propagate within

an infinite elastic medium: compressional and shear waves. Information about mode

conversion when the body waves meet boundaries is also established in Section 2.6.

2.1 Wave propagation in a cylindrical shell

This section provides a brief review of the free vibration of a fluid filled pipe. There

are many mathematical representations describing the free vibration of thick and thin

cylindrical shells. For the purposes of this study, the vibration behaviour of thin cylinders

is of interest only. Consider a cylindrical shell with constant thickness h and mean

22
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radius a. Shell coordinate are taken axially in x−direction, radially in r−direction and

angularly in φ−direction, shown in Fig. 2.1. The equation of the motion of a shell can
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate system for a thin walled cylindrical shell. u, v and w describe
the shell displacement in the axial, radial and tangential direction.

be written in a compact way as:

[L]{ui} = 0, (2.1)

where the displacement vector {ui} is given by:

{ui} =


u

v

w

 . (2.2)

Here [L] is a differential operator matrix which is treated as the sum of two operators,

given by:

[L] = [LDM] + ψ2
Shell[LMOD], (2.3)

where [LDM] is a ’modifying’ operator which is different for each shell theory. The

ψShell term is the shell thickness parameter and is defined by: ψ2
Shell =

h2

12a2
. ψ2

Shell is

very small for thin shells where h � a. [LMOD] is the differential operator related to

the Donnell-Mushtari theory. The vibrational behaviour of the fluid filled pipe can be

established in terms of the displacement in the axial, radial and circumferential direction,

by substituting the following wave expressions into Eq. (2.1):
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u =
+∞∑
n=0

+∞∑
s=0

Unx cos(nφ) ei(ωt− knsx+ π/2),

v =
+∞∑
n=0

+∞∑
s=0

Vnx cos(nφ) ei(ωt− knsx),

w =

+∞∑
n=0

+∞∑
s=0

Wnx cos(nφ) ei(ωt− knsx),

(2.4)

where kns is the axial wavenumber of the particular mode n and associated axial wave s.

The Unx, Vnx and Wnx terms are the modal wave amplitudes in x, r and φ respectively.

The n and s parameters are the circumferential mode number and its branch number

respectively, discussed in detail in Section 1.5. Free wave solutions can be found by

equating the determinant of the amplitude coefficients given by matrix [LDM ] in Equa-

tion (2.3) to zero, e.g. det[LDM] = 0. This leads to a set of non-trivial characteristic

equations, which can be solved for either empty or fluid filled pipes and can be divided

into the different categories in terms of the circumferential modal number.

2.2 Effect of the internal and the external fluid loading

Depending on the value of the excitation frequency, higher circumferential modes appear

within pipes. For buried water pipes, however, the external loading from the soil becomes

important for the higher modes, where n > 1, compared to the n = 0 mode. Hence, a

noticeable reduction to their amplitude is expected. The fluid loading of the contained

fluid and external medium is given by [39]

FLi =
ρf
ρp

a

h

Ω2

krns

Jn(krns)

J ′n(krns)
,FLe = −ρm

ρp

a

h

Ω2

krns

Hn(krns)

H ′n(krns)
, (2.5)

where ρf , ρp and ρm are the density of the contained fluid, pipe wall and the external

medium respectively. The Jn and Hn terms are the Bessel and the Hankel function

of order n respectively and the prime illustrates their differentiation. krns is the radial

wavenumber associated to each circumferential mode of the pipe. Ω = kLa, where

kL = ω

√
ρp
(
1− v2p

)
Ep

is the compressional wavenumber of the plate, a and h are the

mean radius and the thickness of the pipe wall respectively. The effect of loading of the

surrounding medium for the axisymmetric fluid waves, termed n = 0, s = 1, is studied
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in reference [62]. The results show that for a water filled buried water pipe, the external

loading, when the pipe surrounded by soil or submerged to water, is smaller compared

to internal fluid loading. Therefore, the speed and attenuation of the axisymmetric fluid

wave due to the loading from surrounding medium, slightly alters compared with the

in-vacuo situation.

2.3 Wavenumber of the axisymmetric fluid and shell borne

waves

Due to promising results from the vibroacoustic technique at low frequencies (< 100 Hz),

it was decided to mainly focus on the vibration behaviour of the thin cylinder in the low

frequency range. Well below the ring frequency, most of the energy in the fluid filled pipe

is carried by the waves termed n = 0, s = 1 and s = 2, with minor contribution from the

torsional waves and the bending waves [39]. Therefore, the presented wavenumbers in

this thesis are based on simplified forms of Kennard’s shell equations. These equations

are valid only well below the ring frequency and exclude the contribution of the bending

wave and the rotational inertia.

2.3.1 Axisymmetric fluid borne wave

By assuming zero density for the surrounding medium and neglecting the radiation into

the surrounding medium, the wavenumber of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave at well

below the ring frequency is given by [63]:

k21 = k2f

(
1 +

2Bf/a

Eph/a2 − ω2ρph

)
, (2.6)

where Bf and ω are the fluid bulk modulus and angular frequency respectively; Ep, ρp, h

and rare the Young’s modulus, density, thickness and the mean radius of the pipe

wall respectively. At low frequencies, the term ω2ρph which is related to the pipe wall

inertial term, can be discarded. Therefore, the fluid wavenumber equals its free field

wavenumber multiplied by a ratio, named the degree of coupling, containing the bulk

modules of fluid and elastic and geometrical properties of the pipe wall [42]. For a pipe
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with structural damping, the imaginary component of the Young’s modulus, E(1 + iηp)

reduces the amplitude of waves inside the pipe. The term is known as a material loss

factor of the pipe shell. As illustrated by Eq. (2.6) for the steel pipes the wavenumber

of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave is close to its free field wavenumber, since the

elastic modulus of the pipe wall is much higher than the fluid bulk modulus. The

wavenumber of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave for a pipe surrounded by an infinite

elastic medium, is transformed by neglecting the shear coupling between the pipe wall

and the surrounding medium to [64]:

k21 = k2f

(
1 +

2Bf/a

Eph/a2 − ω2(ρph+Mrad1) + i(ωRrad1 + ηpEph/a2)

)
. (2.7)

Here Mzrad1 and Rrad1 are the mass and resistance component of the s = 1 wave radiation

impedance and are given by [64]:

zrad1 = Rrad1 + iωMrad1 =
+∞∑
m=1

−iρmcmkm
krm1

H0(k
r
m1a)

H ′0(k
r
m1a)

, (2.8)

where ρm, km and cm are density, wavenumber and wave speed of the surrounded

medium, the summation presented for different waves in the surrounding medium. H0 is

the Hankel function of the second kind and zeroth order which represents the outgoing

wave from cylindrical shells. km1 is the radial component of the wavenumber in the

surrounding medium, given by [64]:

(krm1)
2 = k2m − k21. (2.9)

By considering the effect of shear coupling between the pipe and the surrounding medium

the s = 1 wavenumber modifies to [65]:

k21 = k2f (1 +
2Bf/a

Eph/a2 − ω2ρph+ iω
λm

λm + 2µm

[
1− 2

k21
k2r

]
zrad1...

−2
µm
a

[
1− 2

k21
k2r

]
krd1a

H
′′
0 (krd1a)

H
′
0(k

r
d1a)

− 4
µm
a

k21
k2r
krr1a

H
′
1(k

r
r1a)

H1(krr1a)

),
(2.10)
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where H0( ) and H1( ) are the Hankel functions of second kind, zero and first order

respectively. These functions describe the outgoing waves. The krd1 and krr1 terms can

be obtained from Eq. (2.9), and λm and µm are the Lamé constants which are explained

in Section 2.5.

Because in vibro-acoustic technique frequencies below 100 Hz are of interest, taking any

of the three axisymmetric fluid borne equations, Eqs. (2.6) (2.7) (2.10), will produce

almost identical results. At higher frequencies, the frequency range which is not useful

in vibro-acoustic water pipe detection, the output from each equation significantly differ

from each other. Therefore, depending on the type of the surrounding medium and the

frequency range of interest, an appropriate equation can be selected.

2.3.2 Axisymmetric shell borne wave

The wavenumber associated to the axisymmetric shell borne wave for a thin cylin-

der in vacuo, by assuming zero density of the surrounding medium and the radiation

impedance, is expressed by [63]

k22 = k2L

(
1 +

v2p
1− v2p

Eph/a
2

Eph/a2 + (2Bf/a)ω2ρph

)
, (2.11)

where kL and vp are the compressional wavenumber in a plate and its Poisson’s ratio

respectively. The remaining parameters have been previously explained, when used in

Eq. (2.6). The assumption made to obtain Eq. (2.11) is that the wavenumber of the

wave termed n = 0, s = 2 is much smaller compared to the free-field wavenumber of its

contained fluid, so k22 � k2f . It is shown in [63, 64]: that this approximation does not

induce significant error. The wavenumber of the axisymmetric shell borne wave for a

pipe surrounded by a fluid, by neglecting the shear coupling between the pipe wall and

the surrounding medium, is given by [64]:

k22 = k2L

(
1 +

v2p
1− v2p

Eph/a
2(1 + iηp)

(Eph/a2)− (2Bf/a)− ω2(ρph+Mrad2) + i(ωRrad2 + ηpEph/a2)

)
.

(2.12)
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Here Mrad2 and Rrad2 are the mass and resistance component of the radiation impedance

for the n = 0, s = 2 wave and are given by [64]:

zrad2 = Rrad2 + iωMrad2 =

+∞∑
m=1

−iρmcmkm
krm2

H0(k
r
nsa)

H ′0(k
r
m2a)

, (2.13)

where krm2 is the radial component of the wavenumber in the surrounding medium, given

by:

(krm2)
2 = k2m − k2m2. (2.14)

Inclusion of shear coupling between the pipe and the surrounding medium changes Eq.

(2.12) to [65]:

k22 = k2L(1 +
v2p

1− v2p
Eph/a

2

Eph/a2 − ω2ρph+ 2Bf/a+ iω
λm

λm + 2µm

[
1− 2

k22
k2r

]
zrad2...

−2
µm
a

[
1− 2

k22
k2r

]
krd2a

H
′′
0 (krd2a)

H
′
0(k

r
d2a)

− 4
µm
a

k22
k2r
krr2a

H
′
1(k

r
r2a)

H1(krr2a)

).

(2.15)

The krd1 and krr1 terms can be obtained from Eq. (2.14),

Similar to the comments made on the axisymmetric fluid borne wavenumber, at the

frequency range of interest, approximately below 100 Hz, changes to the wave speed and

attenuation of the axisymmetric shell borne wave are insignificant. For high frequencies,

approximately above 100 Hz, the output from each equation, Eqs. (2.11),( 2.12), (2.15),

is different.

2.4 Dynamic behaviour of a fluid filled pipe

The dynamic behaviour of a fluid filled pipe has been previously investigated in references

[34, 63, 66]. In this study, the models developed by Pinnington and Briscoe [63] are

used for further analysis. In their model, Kennard’s shell equations are utilised; the

contribution from the bending wave and the rotational inertia and shear transfer of the

pipe are disregarded and are only valid at well below the ring frequency. For the fluid
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filled pipe illustrated in the axial and radial vibration of the pipe wall which arises from

combination of the waves termed n = 0, s = 1, 2 can be expressed by:

u =

2∑
s=1

Use
i(ωt− ksx),w =

2∑
s=1

Wse
i(ωt− ksx), (2.16)

where Us and Ws are the amplitude of the pipe wall displacement, arise from the wave

termed n = 0, s = 1, 2 in the axial and radial direction respectively. The definition

of n and s are given in Section 1.5. The ks term is the wav number associated to

the axisymmetric waves, expressed in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.11) respectively, ω and x are

the angular frequency and the pipe axis respectively. The pressure within the fluid,

p(x, r, t),is given by:

p(x, r, t) =
2∑
s=1

PsJ0 (krsr) e
i(ωt− ksx). (2.17)

Here Ps , J0 and r are the amplitude of the fluid pressure arises from the wave termed

n = 0, s = 1, 2, Bessel function of order zero and the radial distance in cylindrical

coordinate system respectively. The krs term is the radial wavenumber expressed via

fluid wavenumber and the axisymmetric wavenumbers by: (krs)
2 = (kf )2 − (ks)

2. The

relationship between fluid pressure and radial motion of the pipe wall associated with

the waves termed n = 0, s = 1, 2 can be represented as:

W1

W2
= −P1

P2

[
β

1− v2p − Ω2

]
, (2.18)

where vp is the Poisson’s ratio of the pipe wall, Ω is a normalized ring frequency; Ω = kLa

, where a is the pipe mean radius. The β term is called fluid loading which is given by:

β =
2Bfa

Eh
(1− v2p), (2.19)

where Bf , Ep and h are the fluid bulk modulus; pipe wall Young’s modulus and its

thickness respectively. The axial and radial motion of the pipe wall arising from the

axisymmetric fluid and the shell borne wave are related together by:
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U1

U2
=
W1

W2

k2
k1

v2p
(1 + β − ω2)

. (2.20)

2.4.1 Axial excitation of the pipe wall

The pressure associated with each wave, within a semi-infinite pipe can be expressed as:

P (x) = P1e
i(k1x) + P2e

i(k2x). (2.21)

As illustrated in Fig. 2.2 applying axial excitation to the pipe wall gives zero pressure

within the fluid at x = 0, which can be written as:

P (0) = P1 + P2 = 0. (2.22)

Applying this boundary condition to Eq. (2.22) results in P1 = −P2 at x = 0 and

therefore by substituting in Eq. (2.18) gives:

W1

W2
=

[
β

1− v2p − ω2

]
(2.23)

𝑥 = 0 

Exciting the pipe 
wall

𝑊1,𝑊2 

𝑈1 ,𝑈2  

 

𝑊1
+e−i𝑘1𝑥  

𝑥 = 0 

Exciting the 
contained 
fluid

𝑊1 ,𝑊2 

𝑈1 ,𝑈2  

 

(b)

(a)

𝑊2
+e−i𝑘2𝑥  

𝑈1
+e−i𝑘1𝑥  

𝑈2
+e−i𝑘2𝑥  

Radial displacement 
of the pipe wall 

Axial displacement 
of the pipe wall 

Figure 2.2: Semi-infinite fluid filled pipe subjected to (a) structural and (b) fluid
excitation.
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Substituting Eq. (2.23) into Eq. (2.20) gives the relative amplitudes of the each wave,

in axial direction, as:

U1

U2
=

(
v2

1 + β − Ω2

)(
β

1− v2p − Ω2

)
k2
k1
. (2.24)

2.4.2 Fluid excitation

The axial stress within the pipe wall at any position along the pipe is given by:

σ(x) = −iρmω
2

[
U1e
−ik1x

k1
+
U2e
−ik2x

k2

]
. (2.25)

By assuming the free edge in Fig. 2.2 and applying pressure to the fluid gives zero axial

stress in the shell wall at x = 0, where the fluid was excited. Therefore, by setting

σ(0) = 0 in Eq. (2.25), gives:

U1

U2
= −k1

k2
. (2.26)

The relative wave amplitudes in the radial direction is established via substituting Eq.

(2.26) into Eq. (2.20), as:

W1

W2
=

(
k2
k1

)2 1 + β − Ω2

v2p
. (2.27)

2.4.3 Energy ratio

The energy associated with each wave per unit length of the pipe is provided by:

e1 ∼= P 2
1

πa2

ρfc
2
1

, e2 ∼= U2
2ω

22πahρp, (2.28)

where P 2
1 and U2

2 are the spatial average mean-squares of the pressure and axial displace-

ment respectively. ρf ,and ρp are the densities of the contained fluid and the pipe wall

respectively. a and h are the mean radius and thickness of the pipe wall respectively. c1
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is the velocity of the wave termed n = 0, s = 1 wave. At low frequencies when Ω � 1

and by assuming v2p < β, the relative energy associated to each wave can be expressed

by:

e1
e2
∼=
(
W1

W2

)2 v2p(1− v2p)2

β(1 + β)2
. (2.29)

2.5 Wave propagation in a surrounding medium

There are two types of wave that can propagate through in an infinite elastic medium,

compressional waves and shear waves. Compressional waves are also referred to as

primary waves, longitudinal waves, dilatational waves or P-waves. Shear waves are also

referred to as secondary waves, transverse waves or S-waves. In this study, primary

waves are referred to as compression waves, and secondary waves are referred to as

shear waves.

For an infinite elastic isotropic medium, the Navier equations can be expressed by [67–

70]:

(λm + µm)
∂∆

∂x
+ µ∂∇2u = ρm

∂2u

∂t2
, (2.30)

where ρm is the density of the medium, λm and µm are the Lamé constant and the

shear modulus of the surrounding medium respectively. The λm and µm parameters are

frequency dependent and related to elastic properties of the medium by:

λm =
Emvm(1 + iηmω)

(1 + vm)(1− 2vm)
and µm =

Em(1 + iηmω)

2(1 + vm)
. (2.31)

The ∆ = ∇.u term is the divergence of the vector u(x, y, z, t) , which shows the volume

strain, given by [67–70]:

∆ =
∂ux
∂x

+
∂uy
∂y

+
∂uz
∂z

, (2.32)

where ω and ηm are the angular frequency and the surrounding medium loss factor

respectively. Em and vm are the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the medium

respectively, which are given by [67]:
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Em =
µm(3λm + 2µm)

(λm + µm)
, vm =

λm
2(λm + µm)

. (2.33)

In compressional waves, particle motion is initiated by alternating dilation and compres-

sion, and the direction of the propagation is parallel to the particle motion. Once the

wave has passed, the material returns to its original position. These waves are analogous

to sound waves in air. By differentiating Eq. (2.30) with respect to x, y, z, gives [67–70]

:

(λm + µm)∇2∆ = ρm
∂2∆

∂t2
, (2.34)

where ∇2 named Laplacian operator which denotes the gradient of the del operator.

Applying vector operation of divergence to Eq. (2.34), gives the wave equation as [67–

70]:

∇2φ =
1

c2d

∂2φ

∂t2
, (2.35)

where φ is the compressional scalar potential, cd is the velocity of compressional waves

and can be expressed by [67–70]:

cd =

√
λm + 2µm

ρm
=

√
Km + (4/3)µm

ρm
, (2.36)

where Km is the bulk modulus of the medium. As an alternative to Eq. (2.36), velocity

of the compressional wave in infinite homogeneous isotropic medium can be represented

as a function of Em, vm and ρm, [67–70]:

cd =

√
Em(1− vm)

ρm(1− 2vm)(1 + vm)
. (2.37)

In shear waves, particle motion is perpendicular to the direction of the wave. The shear

wave particle motion may have components in the vertical plane called a SV-wave, and

also parallel to the horizontal plane called a SH-wave. Distinguishing these polarized

waves are not achievable, due to symmetry of the medium, unless they arrived at the
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surface. Performing Curl operation to Eq. (2.30), because the curl of the scalar is zero,

the wave equation of shear waves becomes [67–70]:

∇2ψ =
1

c2r

∂2ψ

∂t2
, (2.38)

where ψ is the distortional vector potential, cr is the velocity of shear waves which can

be expressed as [67–70]:

cr =

√
µm
ρm

. (2.39)

The shear wave propagates with a slower speed compared to the compressional wave,

and has the same speed in the one-dimensional and three-dimensional elastic medium.

The ratio of these two wavespeed in terms of the Lamé constants and medium’s Poisson’s

ratio can be expressed as [67–70]:

cd
cr

=

(
λm + 2µm

µm

)1/2

=

(
2− 2vm
1− 2vm

)1/2

. (2.40)

Furthermore, for the isotropic elastic medium, the value of the Poisson’s ratio can be

formulated in accordance with the velocity of the shear and the compressional wave as:

vm =
c2d − 2c2r

2
(
c2d − c2r

) . (2.41)

Propagation of the compressional wave within saturated soil composes of two wave com-

ponents; fluid and frame waves that can propagates through water and solid structure

respectively [71].

2.6 Wave propagation in a layered medium

In general, soil profile comprises of different layers with different values of stiffness.

These layers may lay in the horizontal or vertical direction. As a result, the propagation

of waves into the soil become dispersive. Usually for the homogeneous isotropic soil, the

wave speed increases proportionally to the depth. The soil’s mechanical properties can
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be found in many handbooks i.e. [70]; usually soil characteristics such as shear strength

and stiffness are a function of the void ratio and the degree of saturation. The incidence

of the bulk waves at the boundary of each layers causes reflection and refraction of these

waves. Incidence of the primary wave at the boundary between two layers generates a

reflection and refraction of the P and SV wave [68]. Similar to the P wave, incidence

of SV wave at the boundary generates a reflection and refraction of the SV and P

wave. Incidence of the SH wave, however, at the boundary only gives the reflection

and refraction of the SH waves without any conversion that implies uncoupling of this

wave to the compressional wave. The angle of reflection and refraction can be simply

determined using Snell’s law. The refraction of the waves takes place unless the angle

of incidence is larger than the critical angle, more details are explained in reference [68].

2.7 Summary

This chapter has provided the fundamental description of the vibrational behaviour of

fluid filled pipes followed by an explanation of the effects of the interior and exterior

fluid. Theoretical expressions of the n = 0, s = 1, 2 waves’ wavenumbers along the pipe

are presented, based on Kennard’s equation, in which excludes the effects of rotational

inertia, transvers shear and the bending about pipe shell wall. In the interest of mapping

buried water pipes using the vibro-acoustic technique, it is important to propose a

source of excitation which can deliver high amounts of energy to the axisymmetric fluid

borne wave, in the low frequency range (frequencies lower than 100 Hz). Therefore,

a theoretical explanation of the vibro-acoustic power transmission to fluid filled pipes

has been provided for later study of the power transmission to the axisymmetric fluid

borne wave via different excitation sources. The fundamental theory of propagation of

body waves within an infinite elastic medium, is discussed. These waves are likely to

be the dominant wave types that cause ground surface vibration in the vibro-acoustic

technique.



Chapter 3

Wave speed measurement and

decomposition of axisymmetric

fluid and structural borne wave

At low frequencies, where the result from vibro-acoustic technique is reported as being

the most promising, the pipe wave re-radiation to the surrounding medium is due to the

axisymmetric fluid borne wave. Initially an experimental technique was proposed and

used by Prek [72] to experimentally validate the theoretical model for the wave speed

and attenuation of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave. Later Muggleton et al. [73]

modified the post processing of the technique and carried out a similar measurement as

performed by Prek [72].

Although measured wave speeds were consistent with the theory, a considerable data

variance in the imaginary component of the wave number, compared to the theory, is

observed. Furthermore, in view of good coupling between the axisymmetric fluid and

structural borne wave, they must be considered together.

In this chapter the value of the wave speed and the attenuation of the axisymmetric fluid

and structural borne waves are established through estimation of their wave number,

by an experimental method. In addition, a simple analytical simulation is developed to

explain a potential reason for the existing high variance in the imaginary component of

the measured data.

36
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In light of substantial differences in the speed of the waves termed n = 0, s = 1, 2, a

simple experimental method was proposed to distinguish between the pipe wall displace-

ment that arises from the two axisymmetric waves. Owing to the dependency of the

ratio from the two waves to the elastic properties of the pipe, utilising such a method

may help to assess the condition of pipes through indicating the reduction in their elastic

properties due to ageing.

3.1 Parameter ratios between the axisymmetric fluid and

shell dominated waves

In this section the wavenumber measurement technique developed by Prek [72], is revised

to evaluate the wave speed and attenuation of the wave termed n = 0, s = 1, 2. The

technique can only probe the wave number of a particular wave type. Several wave

types, however, under each circumferential mode n = 0, 1, 2, ... propagate along the

pipe. Hence, prior to the measurement a wave decomposition should be carried out

at the pipe wall cross section. Of the circumferential modes, only the axisymmetric

vibration of the pipe wall, called breathing mode, is under focus in this study. Therefore

the more sensors are used to measure in phase expansions and contractions of the pipe

wall the better the decomposition will be achieved. The minimum sensor number to

measure the axisymmetric vibration of the pipe wall is one.

For each circumferential mode, however, several wave types propagate. The relative

amplitude of each wave type depend upon the pipe configuration and material properties,

type of contained fluid and surrounding medium as well as the excitation method.

The material properties of the used MDPE pipe and the contained fluid are tabulated

in Table 3.1. The pipe material properties were measured as described in Appendix A,

through an experimental measurement in a laboratory and for brevity the final results

are demonstrated in here. The theoretical model which shows the the relative amplitude

of the axisymmetric fluid and structural borne waves subjected to the contained fluid

and structural excitation is presented in Section 2.4. The theoretical ratios illustrated

in Eqs. (2.23), (2.24), (2.26) and (2.27) are calculated in accordance with the data

provided in Table 3.1 and are listed in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Material properties of MDPE pipe, contained fluid and its surrounding
medium.

Parameter Description of parameter MDPE Water air

a Mean radius (m) 8.45× 10−2 - -

h Wall thickness (m) 11× 10−3 - -

E Young’s modulus (Gpa) 1.65 - -

v Poisson’s ratio 0.4 - -

B Bulk modulus (Gpa) - 2.18× 109 1.42× 105

ρ Density(m3) 880 1000 1.29

The data in Table 3.2 illustrates that when the pipe is subjected to the fluid excitation,

the axisymmetric fluid borne wave becomes predominant in both axial and circumfer-

ential direction. Moreover, when the water filled pipe is subjected to an axial structural

excitation, the axisymmetric axial and radial pipe excitation is mainly due to the ax-

isymmetric shell and fluid borne waves respectively. In this case, the axisymmetric fluid

borne wave carries a small amount of energy. Therefore it is possible to measure the

wavenumber of both axisymmetric waves when the pipe is subjected to an axial shell

vibration.

Table 3.2: Theoretical ratios of variables related to the axisymmetric fluid and shell
borne wave within the MDPE pipe loaded via different excitation sources at frequency

of 10 Hz and 400 Hz.

Frequency (Hz)
W1

W2

U1

U2

Structural excitation of
the water filled pipe

10 Hz
400 Hz

15.4
17.9

5.5× 10−5

6.2× 10−5

Fluid excitation of the
water filled pipe

10 Hz
400 Hz

3015
3055

5.0
5.1

3.2 Description of selected wave speed measurement tech-

nique

Upon identifying the particle motion of desired waves, the pipe wall circumference should

be instrumented at three equidistant points, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The direction of
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mounted transducers should be aligned to the particle motion of the wave under inter-

rogation.

𝑥 = 0 

(1) (2) (3) 
Applying  
excitation

∆𝑥 

𝑥0 

∆𝑥 

𝑊+e−i𝑘𝑥0  

𝑊−e+i𝑘𝑥0  𝑊1,𝑊2 

𝑈1 ,𝑈2  

 

𝑈+e−i𝑘𝑥0  

𝑈−e+i𝑘𝑥0  

Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the arrangement used to apply the structural exci-
tation to the fluid filled pipe, followed by measurement of the pipe displacement at
three equidistant positions. W+,W− and U+, U− are associated with the axisymmet-
ric radial and the axial displacement of the pipe wall. The subscript one and two
illustrates the axisymmetric fluid and structural borne wave types respectively and the

superscripts – and + illustrate the direction of propagation of the wave.

The frequency response function (FRF) of the measured signals with respect to the

excitation signal is represented by: H1,ref, H2,ref, H3,ref at locations 1,2 and 3 respectively,

as shown in Fig. 3.1. By assuming H2,ref 6= 0, the wavenumber of a wave type can be

identify by [72]:

k =
1

∆x
arccos

(
H1,ref +H3,ref

2H2,ref

)
. (3.1)

The obtained wavenumber might be complex, which allows extraction of the wave speed

and the attenuation. The real and imaginary component of the measured wavenumber

presented in Eq. (3.3 ) are limited between [0, 2π]. According to the Nyquist criterion

when more than half of the wavelength fits between successive measurement points an

unwrapping should be applied to remove the ambiguity, which is explained by Muggleton

et al. [73] as:

Re {kunwrap} =
1

∆x
((nl + 1)π − Re {k∆x}), nl odd,

Re {kunwrap} =
1

∆x
(nlπ + Re {k∆x}), nl even,

Im {kunwrap} =
1

∆x
(−1)nlIm {k∆x} .

(3.2)
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Here nl is the number of half wavelengths between successive measurement points along

the pipe. Finally, the wave speed and attenuation associated to each wave are determined

by the real and imaginary component of the unwrapped wavenumber respectively:

c (m/s) =
ω

Re(kunwrap)
, attenuation (dB/m) =

20 Im(kunwrap)

ln(10)
. (3.3)

3.3 Experimental set up and procedure

In this measurement, an MDPE pipe with a length of 2.1 m was hung vertically from a

jack and subjected to an axial excitation via a shaker mounted on the plate and placed

on top of the pipe. Geometrical and material properties of the pipe are illustrated in

Table 3.1. The schematic of source-sensor arrangement, used to estimate wavenumber

within the pipe, is presented in Fig. 3.2. The measurement was undertaken 50 cm from

each endpoint of the pipe at equidistant locations from the mid-section of the pipe, as

illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

The measurement was carried out by four accelerometers and it was decided to mount all

accelerometers at each measurement point at the range of π/2 around the pipe circum-

ference and repeat the measurement for three locations. To measure the wavenumber of

axisymmetric fluid and structural borne wave, accelerometers should be mounted to the

pipe wall circumference to measure its circumferential acceleration in radial and axial

direction respectively.
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(a) (b)

Water filled MDPE pipe  

 

Measuring the 
circumferential acceleration 

0.5 m 

0.5 m 

0.61 m 

0.61 m 

 

Applying axial excitation 
to the top end cover via a 

electrodynamic shaker

 

0.5 m 

0.5 m 

0.61 m 

0.61 m 

 Measuring the axial 
acceleration of the pipe wall 

Figure 3.2: Experimental arrangement to estimate the axisymmetric fluid and the
shell borne wave speeds by measuring the pipe wall vibration in the (a) circumferential
and (b) axial direction. The dot on the squares illustrates the direction of measurement.

The time extended signal sent into the shaker was linear chirp ranging from 10 Hz to 1.6

kHz, averaging of the 16 times for each sensor, the transfer function averaging, reduces

the effect of noise on the measured data. The data was recorded using a ProSig P8020

with a sampling frequency of 4 kHz and low pass filters of 1.6 kHz was built into the

ProSig to avoid aliasing. FRF between the source and the sensors was carried out using

2000-points FFT, rectangular window with 50 % overlap and power spectrum averaging.

3.4 Experimental results

The experimental data corresponding to the real and imaginary component of the ax-

isymmetric fluid and the shell borne wave wavenumber is plotted in Fig. 3.3 and com-

pared to the theoretical wavenumber of these two waves as expressed in Eqs. (2.6) and

(2.11) respectively.

The wave speed of these two waves is in line with the theory, although the wave termed

n = 0, s = 1 deviates from the theory after approximately 600 Hz. The data measured

from the radially mounted accelerometers is mainly attributed to the wave termed n =

0, s = 1 wave, while the collected data from the axially mounted one is corresponded to

the wave termed n = 0, s = 2.
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Figure 3.3: (a) The wave speed and (b) the attenuation related to the axisymmetric
fluid and structural borne wave. Theoretical formulae of these two waves, which are

used to extract the wave speeds are expressed in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.11).

The obtained data from the demonstrated result in Fig. 3.3 confirmed that any phys-

ical quantities that changes due to the presence of the wave, i.e. axial acceleration or

circumferential strain can be adopted for the measurement of the wave speed and its

attenuation.

The loss value of these two axisymmetric wavenumbers deviates from theoretical pre-

dictions. At low frequency, these errors arise from ambient noise, as the imaginary

component of the wave number is small compared to the real part and the effects of

ambient noise are significant. At higher frequencies, above 600 Hz for instance, high

amount of the fluctuation is observed, however, their overall trend is consistent with the

theory. A potential reason for such oscillations is explained in the next section.

Details of the data associated with the axisymmetric fluid and the shell borne wave

including the mean value of wave speeds, the deviation from theoretical predictions and

the dispersive behaviour are summarised in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 respectively. Since

the axisymmetric fluid borne wave exhibits dispersive behaviour, its data is separated

into two frequency regions.

As illustrated in Table 3.3 the axisymmetric fluid borne wave has a lower wave speed

compared to its equivalent free field wave, which is 1500 m/s, and exhibits higher dis-

persive behaviour after 400 Hz. In contrast, it can be seen from Table 3.4 that the
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Table 3.3: Details of the measured data associated to the real component of the
axisymmetric fluid borne wave.

Data related to the axisymmetric fluid borne wave up to 600 Hz

Mean value of the
wave speed

Standard
deviation

Mean value of the wave speed
deviation from theory

Linear dependency of the
wave speed to the frequency

297 m/s 3.6 m/s 5 m/s 300− 0.01f

Data related to the axisymmetric fluid borne wave from 600 Hz-1600 Hz

Mean value of the
wave speed

Standard
deviation

Mean value of the wave speed
deviation from theory

Linear dependency of the
wave speed to the frequency

255 m/s 10.8 m/s 24 m/s 285− 0.05f

Table 3.4: Details of the measured data associated to the real component of the
axisymmetric shell borne wave between 10 Hz to 1.6 kHz.

Mean value of the
wave speed

Standard
deviation

Mean value of the wave speed
deviation from theory

Linear dependency of the
wave speed to the frequency

1445 m/s 1.2 m/s 15 m/s 1440 + 0.006f

axisymmetric shell borne wave exhibits less dispersive behaviour and its speed rises ap-

proximately by 10 % compared to the calculated compressional wave speed in the empty

pipe.

3.5 Effect of location errors and ambient noise on the mea-

sured wave speed

The aim of this section is to assess the data obtained in Section 3.4 and particularly

explain what would happen if the transducers are not mounted to the pipe wall at equal

distances along the pipe length. The relationship between any specific wave types wave

number and the measured transfer function at the three equidistant points along the

pipe is explained in Eq. (3.1). The calculated wavenumber encompasses both the real

and imaginary part, and depending on the wave type under investigation; the measured

wave numbers might be (1)- complex and (2)- purely real or (3)- purely imaginary. If

the measured wave number encompasses both real kRe and the imaginary components

kIm, k = kRe + ikIm, then Eq. (3.1) is transformed to:
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H1,ref +H3,ref

2H2,ref
= cos(kR∆x) cosh(kI∆x) + i sin(kR∆x) sinh(kI∆x). (3.4)

Curve fitting of the data using right hand side of Eq. (3.4), reveals both the real and

imaginary components of the wave number. The real component of the wavenumber,

cos(kr∆x) cosh(kI∆x), in Eq. (3.4) reveals the wave speed as c = ω/(kR). Since the

real component of the wave number contains cosh(kI∆x), a material with structural

damping possesses a lower wave speed compared to one without. When the sensors

are not placed at equal distances along pipe length, it is possible for errors to occur.

Therefore, an analytical simulation has been developed to illustrate the effects of these

errors. In this simulation the effect of errors on the wave termed n = 0, s = 1, 2 are

considered only. The applied excitation and measurement locations are illustrated in

Fig. 3.4.

𝑥 = 0 

(1) (2) (3) 
Applying  
excitation

∆𝑥 + 𝜀 ∆𝑥 

𝑊1,𝑊2 

𝑈1 ,𝑈2  

 

𝑊+e−i𝑘𝑥0  

𝑊−e+i𝑘𝑥0  

𝑈+e−i𝑘𝑥0  

𝑈−e+i𝑘𝑥0  

𝑥0 

Figure 3.4: The simulation configuration for the wavenumber measurement when
there is an small error in the location of one transducer with respect to the other two.

The full derivation of pressure wave propagation along a pipe section is given in Appendix

B. The recorded circumferential strain of the pipe wall at each position can be explained

by:

W (x0 −∆x) = W+e−ik(x0 −∆x) +W−eik(x0 −∆x)

W (x0) = W+e−ikx0 +W−eikx0

W (x0 + ∆x+ ε0) = W+e−ik(x0 + ∆x+ ε) +W−eik(x0 + ∆x+ ε)

(3.5)

Combining the expressions in Eq. (3.5) gives a function as:

W (x0 −∆x) +W (x0 + ∆x+ ε)

2W (x0)
=

cos(k1∆x) +
W+e−ik(∆x+ ε) +W−eik(∆x+ ε)

W+e−ikx0 +W−eikx0

(3.6)
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In the light of provided formula in Eq. (3.6), it can be seen that its outcome is no longer

equals to cos(k1∆x). Therefore the wavenumber will change due to the latter term on

the right hand side of Eq. (3.6) with respect to the distance errors and the reflection

coefficient at the pipe endpoint. Effects of added terms are plotted in Fig. 3.5.

Apart from the location errors, the imaginary component of the wavenumbers in Fig.

3.5 seems to be sensitive to the effects of ambient noise. This phenomenon occurs as

the imaginary component of the wavenumber is much smaller than its real component

and the contribution of noise becomes significant on the obtained data. To make the

simulation accurately reflect the experimental situation, it is desirable to consider the

effect of noise on the obtained data.

Therefore, a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation of 5× 10−4 , or approx-

imately 41 dB signal to noise ratio (SNR) for this example, has been included in the

simulation. The exact value of SNR can be estimated by switching off the excitation

source and recoding signal from the utilised sensors. Since this simulation lies in the

frequency domain, the data has been converted to the time domain via Inverse Fourier

Transform (IFFT), followed by the addition of noise to it. The data is then again

converted to the frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

By assuming the obtained results from misplacement sensors is still equal to cos(k1∆x)

and following the procedure explained in Section 3.2, the obtained data is expected to

deviate from its true value. The wave speed of the axisymmetric fluid and shell borne

wave is plotted in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b) respectively.

The deviation of wave speed values associated with each wave type are summarised in

Table 3.5. The specified errors, ε = 1 cm and ε = 2 cm, cause the averaged experimental

wave speed to deviate from the theoretical predictions by 5.7 m/s and 7.6 m/s for the

axisymmetric shell borne wave and by 7.8 m/s and 10.1 m/s for the axisymmetric fluid

borne wave, respectively, at the frequency range of 10 Hz-1600 Hz.
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Figure 3.5: The wave speed of the axisymmetric fluid (a) and shell (b) borne wave.
Data from ( ) experimental study, ( ) theory, ( ) analytical simulation with
ε = 1 cm and ( ) with ε = 2 cm respectively. Theoretical wavenumber of these two

waves expressed in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.11).

Table 3.5: Deviation of the wave speeds due to 1 and 2 cm distance errors of the
misplaced sensor compared to the ideal one.

Mean value of the wave speed deviation from theory due to

ε = 1 cm errors (m/s) ε = 2 cm errors (m/s)

Axisymmetric shell borne wave 5.7 m/s 7.6 m/s

Axisymmetric shell borne wave 7.8 m/s 10.1 m/s

The deviation of the wave speed due to other errors related to misplacement of the

sensors, has been evaluated for two more different values of the distance error (except

the two values which have been illustrated in Table 3.5. The results were then processed

by curve fitting of the data and plotted in Fig. 3.6.

Similar to the obtained data from the real component of the wavenumbers, the imaginary

component of cos(k1∆x) , was plotted for different distance errors for the axisymmetric

fluid and shell borne waves and is illustrated in Fig. 3.7 (a) and (b) respectively.

As seen in Fig. 3.7(a) the experimental data peaks pattern is irregular while the data

from the model shows a regular pattern of peaks, appearing at approximately every 350
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Figure 3.6: Mean errors in the wave speed of the axisymmetric fluid and shell borne
wave due to the distance errors of a misplaced sensor. The error values are calculated

with respect to the theoretical wave speed.
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Figure 3.7: The attenuation associated to the axisymmetric fluid (a) and shell (b)
borne wave. Data from ( ) experimental study, ( ) theory, ( ) analytical simu-
lation with ε = 1 cm and ( ) with ε = 2 cm respectively.Theoretical wavenumber of

these two waves expressed in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.11).

Hz. Nevertheless, the undertaken analytical simulation shows some small peaks which

are approximately observed in the same location as in the experimental study. There

are other peaks in the experimental data which do not appear in the developed model.

The model for the two axisymmetric waves only demonstrates the noise effect at where

the arccos function in Eq. (3.1) reaches to 0 and 2π. These discrepancies might be due
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to, for example, cross sensitivity error resulting from propagation of higher order modes

along the pipe length. The effect of such error, however, is not considered in this study.

3.6 Decomposition of the axisymmetric fluid and the shell

borne wave

Due to the substantial differences between the wave speed of the axisymmetric fluid

and structural borne wave, showed in Section 3.3, a simple technique is proposed to

distinguish between the two wave contributions to the pipe wall displacement. Decom-

position of the two waves will help quantify the characteristics of the radiated wave from

the pipe wall into the surrounding medium. The radiation loss from these two waves

into the surrounding medium is greatly affected by the density and wave speed of the

surrounding medium. As a first try, selecting an ideal situation where both wave types

have the same magnitude might help achieve successful wave decomposition (see Table

3.2). However, none of the ratios presented in Table 3.2 are close to unity. Thus, the

best option might be focusing on the ratio obtained from the radial or the axial pipe

wall displacement, when the pipe was subjected to an axial or an internal excitation,

respectively. In this section, the former situation is selected for further investigation.

The measurement in this section was conducted on the pipe rig that used for the wave

number measurement. The test specimen was assembled by placing four PCB Brüel and

Kjær accelerometers type 4883, radially around the circumference of the pipe. More

details about the utilised accelerometers are given in Table A.1. Spatial averaging of

the data from a group of accelerometers reduces the effect from higher order modes on

the pipe wall displacement.

The time extended signal sent into the shaker was linear chirp ranging from 10 Hz to 1

kHz, averaging of the 16 times for each sensor, the transfer function averaging, reduces

the effect of surrounding noise on the measured data. The data was recorded using a

ProSig P8020 with a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz and low pass filters of 1 kHz was

built into the ProSig to avoid aliasing. FRF between the source and the sensors was

carried out using 1250-points FFT, rectangular window with 50 % overlap and power

spectrum averaging.
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This measurement was taken at four locations along the pipe length, with interval dis-

tances of ∆z = 0.3m between each adjacent transducer, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8.

Several important parameters were incorporated in this technique, namely the wave

speeds, spacing between sensors and the location of the sensors. The optimal distance

for transducer placement is given by [74] as 0.1π < k∆x < 0.8π, where k is the wave

number and ∆x is the distance between adjacent transducers. The measurements were

taken at 40 cm distance from each end of the pipe. The effects from evanescent waves

might become significant for either short pipes or at lower frequency. In this experiment,

the cylinder was subjected to a structural excitation and the pipe wall acceleration is

recorded at the four positions, as shown in Fig. 3.8.

𝑊1
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−e+i𝑘1𝑥  

3 2 1 

𝑊2
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𝑊2
−e+i𝑘2𝑥 

4 

𝑥 = 𝐿 𝑥 = 0 

Applying axial 
excitation to the 
pipe wall

Figure 3.8: Diagram showing the arrangement used to decompose the radial motion
of the shell comprising of the n = 0, s = 1, 2 waves when the excitation was applied to

the pipe wall via an electrodynamic shaker.

The recorded radial acceleration of the pipe wall composes of four independent elements,

namely: two axisymmetric waves in the radial direction, travelling up and down along the

pipe. The general form for decomposition of the amplitude of each axisymmetric wave

acting in the radial displacement of the pipe wall can be achieved by (i) Substitution

of the transfer functions Q(x1)...Q(xn), which are obtained via measurement of the

radial acceleration of the pipe wall, at locations x1...xn, with respect to the applied

voltage to the speaker followed by dividing them by ω2, in the matrix in Eq. (3.7). (ii)

Substitution of the wave numbers of the two axisymmetric waves, k1 and k2 from the

analytical simulation given in Eq. (2.6) and (2.11), into Eq. (3.7). Therefore the only

unknown terms are W1 and W2 which represent the amplitudes of the axisymmetric

waves with respect to the applied voltage and the superscripts + and − represent the

waves travelling in the positive and negative direction with x0 the distance from the

excitation point:

1

−ω2
Q = ΛW, (3.7)
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where

QT = [Q(x1)Q(x2)...Q(xn)],WT = [W+
1 W

−
1 W

+
2 W

−
2 ]

Λ =


e−ik1x1 eik1x1 e−ik2x1 eik2x1

...
...

...
...

e−ik1xn eik1xn e−ik2xn eik2xn

 .

By performing matrix inversion into Eq. (3.7), the amplitude of each axisymmetric wave

can be expressed by:

W =
1

−ω2
Λ−1Q. (3.8)

In the case of an overdetermined matrix the wave amplitude can be found in a least

square manner through using the Moore-Penrose inverse [75] gives:

W =
1

−ω2
(ΛHΛ)−1ΛHQ, (3.9)

where (...)H illustrates the Hermitian transform of the matrix inside the bracket. The

ratio of theW+
1 /W

+
2 andW−1 /W

−
2 obtained from Eq. (3.9) is plotted in Fig. 3.9 using the

blue and red dotted lines respectively. Discrepancy between the data from experimental

study and analytical simulation is observed at frequencies above 150 Hz. The observed

peaks at 93 Hz, 295 Hz are related to the cut off frequencies of the n = 2, 3 mode. The

cut-off frequencies of the higher order modes, for the empty and the water filled MDPE

pipe when it is surrounded by air, are provided in Eq. (3.13). At higher frequencies of

excitation, starting at 93 Hz where n ≥ 2, the higher order modes propagate effectively

along the pipe and slight perturbations from higher order modes within the pipe resulted

in divergence of the experimental data from the theoretical predictions.

There will be inevitably errors in both transformation matrix Λ and the vector of exper-

imental matrix Q. These errors results from natural frequency of higher circumferential

modes or errors in experimental measurement i.e. misplaced sensor in the experimental

measurement, as well as inappropriate knowledge of structural properties. Effects of

foregoing items on the decomposed data are investigated in the following subsections.
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Figure 3.9: The ratio between s=1,2 waves contributions to the radial displacement
of the pipe wall, for fluid excitation at frequency 10 Hz to 1000 Hz.

3.6.1 Effect of sensor misplacement and wavenumber errors on the

wave decomposition

Another reason of oscillations after the wave decomposition, could be due to the effect

of sensor mislocation spacing along the pipe. An overview of the mislocation errors is

illustrate in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: A diagram of the analytical simulation for decomposing the radial vi-
bration of the pipe wall from the positive and negative the n = 0, s = 1, 2 waves

propagation within the pipe. The mislocation error is illustrated by ε.

The general solution for radial vibration of the pipe wall arising from propagation of the

axisymmetric wave can be expressed by: Q(x) = W+
1 e−ik1x +W−1 eik1x +W+

2 e−ik2x +

W−2 eik2x. Substituting W−1 = R1W
+
1 and W−2 = R2W

+
2 in the foregoing expression
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gives:

Q(x) = W+
1 e−ik1x +W−1 eik1x +W+

2 e−ik2x +W−2 eik2x =

W+
1

[
e−ik1x + |R1|e−i (k1x+ φR1)

]
+W+

2

[
e−ik2x + |R2|e−i (k2x+ φR2)

]
.

(3.10)

In Eq. (3.10), effects of near field waves and radiation of the waves into the surround-

ing medium are discarded. Substitution of the wave amplitudes of the two waves in

accordance with theory is presented Eq. (3.11).

|W+
1 | = 17 = |W+

2 |, R1 = R2 = −1, φW+
1

= φW+
2

= 0, φR1 = φR2 = π/2. (3.11)

Substituting the above data into Eq. (3.10) gives the complex numbers for each individ-

ual point along the pipe. In the given matrices (see Eq.(3.8)) all values are substituted

except the amplitudes of the axisymmetric waves. Since in the experimental studies the

only unknown parameter is their amplitude. By considering misplacement error, which

occurs at the location x3, matrix Λ in Eq. (3.7) becomes:

Λ =


e−ik1x1 eik1x1 e−ik2x1 eik2x1

e−ik1x2 eik1x2 e−ik2x2 eik2x2

e−ik1(x3 + ε) eik1(x3 + ε) e−ik2(x3 + ε) eik2(x3 + ε)

e−ik1x4 eik1x4 e−ik2x4 eik2x4

 . (3.12)

As can be seen in Fig. 3.11, a slight mislocation of the sensor along the pipe will causes

a rippling into the ratio of the decomposed wave type. Dividing the magnitude of the

positive and the negative going wave along the pipe is illustrated in Fig. 3.11.

High value of the deviation below 200 Hz can be explain through matrix conditioning.

The conditioning of a matrix lies at the heart of the wave decomposition and its eval-

uation considered in this section. It is normally used to estimate the sensitivity of the

decomposed wave to any source of errors; such as noise and misplaced sensor location.

The sensitivity of the decomposed wave amplitude to such errors can be estimated via

the conditioning of the problem.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.12, at frequencies below 200 Hz the matrix Λ is close to singular-

ity. Therefore the results illustrated in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.11 are reliable above 200Hz.
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Figure 3.11: The ratio between s = 1, 2 waves amplitude that contributes to the radial
displacement of the pipe wall from theoretical measurement, for an axial structural
excitation at frequency 10 Hz to 1000 Hz. The illustrated results associate to the

mislocation error of ε = 1 cm, shown in Fig. 3.10
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Figure 3.12: Estimates of Λ matrix condition expressed in Eq. (3.7).

Minimising the value of the condition number reduces the errors on the amplitude of

the decomposed wave. To reduce conditioning number, hybrid measurement systems are

nominated by several authors. In practical measurement, however, one must calibrate

the sensors and be assured that all the different nominated transducers work in phase.

3.6.2 Cut-off frequency of higher circumferential modes of a thin walled

shell

As illustrated in Fig. 3.9, the measured data was slightly deviated from the theory.

Therefore, an investigation was carried out to find the cut-off frequency of the higher

order modes within the plastic pipe when it is empty and when it is filled with water,

which is given by [76]:
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fc = fring

√
ψ2n2(n2 − 1)2

n2 + 2µn+ 1
, (3.13)

where µ =
aρf
hρs

is the fluid–shell mass ratio, fring =
cL

2πa
is the pipe ring frequency, and

ψ2 =
h2

12a2
is the shell thickness parameter. A similar formula is established by Moser

[77] (Eq. (4) of the mentioned paper). Substituting the parameter, using Table 3.1, the

cut-off frequency of the higher modes for the empty and the water filled pipe is given in

Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Cut-off frequency of the MDPE pipe when it is empty and when filled with
the water.

Mode number n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5

cut-off frequency of the
empty pipe in Hz 259 732 1408 2279

cut-off frequency of the
fluid filled pipe in Hz 93 297 632 1177

Below the cut-off frequency of each mode, there would be evanescence or quasi-propagation

of these waves within the pipe. Plane waves, torsional waves, and bending waves propa-

gate along the pipe without a cut off frequency. The energy associated with the torsional

and bending waves is restricted exclusively to the pipe wall with marginal amounts of

coupling to the fluid. Note that the cut-off frequency increases as the pipe wall thick-

ness increases and decreases as the mass of the contained fluid and the pipe’s radius

increases. Furthermore, there are other methods of finding the cut-off frequency of the

higher order modes within steel or plastic pipes, detailed in reference [78].

3.7 Summary

Tracking a typical buried water pipe by the vibro-acoustic methods requires an in-depth

understanding of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave. Due to the good coupling of the

axisymmetric fluid and the structural borne wave, the effects of these two waves should

always be taken into account simultaneously.

The wave speed and attenuation of the two waves are measured in this section through

measuring their wave number by an experimental technique developed by Prek [72] and
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Muggleton et al. [73]. The results from the experimental study were compared against

the theory. Although the obtained speed from each wave was close to the theory, the

high variation in the imaginary component of the wave number was noticeable.

Although several researchers have carried out experimental measurement and identified

the speed and attenuation of axisymmetric fluid wave, the reason for high variation at

the imaginary component was open to question. The analytical simulation displayed in

this chapter provides a potential reason of high variation.

An experimental technique was developed to pinpoint the amplitude of the each axisym-

metric wave using a proper array of accelerometers. The results from experimental stud-

ies are compared with theoretical predictions and a good agreement has been obtained.

Establishing this discrimination provides a better understanding about the changes to

the material properties of the pipe wall due to ageing.



Chapter 4

Design and laboratory testing of

pneumatic devices for an acoustic

excitation of water filled pipes

The current vibro-acoustic technique for tracing underground plastic pipes involves the

excitation of the pipe wall or the contained fluid at a fixed location. In this technique,

the ability of excitation sources to deliver energy at low frequencies, ranging from 10

Hz to approximately 100 Hz, to the axisymmetric fluid borne wave affects the distance

at which buried water pipes can be located. Below 10 Hz the environmental noise is

dominant and beyond 100 Hz attenuation due to material damping of the pipe wall,

as well as the re-radiation of the acoustic wave from the pipe wall to the surrounding

medium is too strong.

Although in-pipe sources can be moved and generate the required acoustic signal along

the pipe, current acoustic exciters are not always appropriate, being cumbersome and

often too large to fit into a typical buried water pipe with a diameter of 18 cm.

In light of above, in this chapter, two pneumatic devices are considered; a balloon gun

and water gun were developed and re-engineered respectively. The aim of such designs is

both generating high amplitude signals at low frequencies and accessing pipes with a wide

range of diameters, down to 1 cm. The devices are characterised by a series of laboratory

tests and benchmarked against a standard electro-acoustic and an electromagnetic shaker

56
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which are typically used to apply mechanical and acoustical excitation to the fluid filled

pipe.

4.1 Description of the experimental rig and power trans-

mission measurement

In this section the experimental rig and the procedure of ranking each excitation source

ability on driving the axisymmetric fluid borne wave are explained. All the measure-

ments were conducted on the pipe rig used in Chapter 3 as shown in 4.1. The 2.1 metre

pipe was filled up to two metres with water and was hung vertically from a jack. The

geometrical and material properties of the pipe are illustrated in Table 3.1.

Recording either the fluid pressure at a unique position or the source power transmit-

ted into the axisymmetric fluid borne wave can lead to characterize the potential each

source. The former technique was used and to measure the pressure transmitted to the

axisymmetric fluid borne wave the acoustic pressure was measured at 1.3 m distance

from the water surface using a hydrophone. The latter technique, whilst it was well de-

veloped in this study, it has been included in Appendix D. This is because the technique

requires a successful wave decomposition a priori, which is not always an easy task to

achieve.

It is desirable, when measuring the pressure transmission to the contained fluid, to be

able to measure or predict input powers to excitation sources or structures. This allows

making a comparison between the different sources of excitation, in terms of the power

transmitted and input powers. The time averaged electrical power input to a system can

be calculated by multiplying the instantaneous voltage by the current and integrating

over a specific time period as shown below:

< ŴEL >= − 1

T

∫
V (t)× I(t)dt, (4.1)

where V (t) and I(t) are the input voltage and current which are supplied to the excitation

source and can be evaluated by placing a resistor between the utilised circuit. Use of the

power spectral density allows to model the signal in the frequency domain. For instance,
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Figure 4.1: The pipe rig and the sensor position for measuring pressure transmission
to the contained fluid. (a) The pipe is hung vertically from a jack. (b) Position of
hydrophone and the level at which the pipe is filled with the water. (c) A picture of

the Brüel and Kjær 8103 used to measure the fluid pressure.

if the driving voltage is random with spectral density GV V and this voltage produces a

current of GII , then the input electrical power given by Eq. (4.1) becomes:

< ŴEL/Hz >= Re{GV I(ω)}, (4.2)

where GV I is the one sided cross spectral density between the voltage and current.

Results for the pressure transmitted to the fluid borne wave from the utilised electroa-

coustic devices were normalised with respect to the input electrical power of the exciter,

with the aim of estimating the efficiency of each excitation source or configuration.

It can be seen from Eq. (4.2), that estimation of the electrical power can be achieved by

recording the current and the applied voltage to an exciter. In view of changes to the

driver impedance with frequency, a resistor box was placed between the amplifier and

the exciter and the supplied current has been estimated by recording the voltage across

the resistor box, V2 as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The input voltage to the driver,V3, was

recorded directly.
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Figure 4.2: Circuit diagram for measuring electrical power.

4.2 Measurement with shaker excitation

In this section, three different configurations were tested using an electromagnetic shaker.

In the first configuration, illustrated in Fig. 4.3 (a), the pipe shell was subjected to an

axial structural excitation by mounting the shaker to an end plate, made of high density

foam, followed by glueing the end plate to the top end of the pipe. In the second

configuration, shown in Fig. 4.3 (b), structural excitation was applied radially at the

top end of the pipe. This type of excitation can resemble the situation where a buried

pipe is subjected to an axial structural excitation from a hydrant. In this case, normally

the pipe has a ‘L’ or an inverse ‘T’ shape configuration. Applying axial excitations to

the hydrant can be deemed as a radial excitation for the horizontal buried pipe. Finally,

in the third configuration, the fluid was excited by attaching a light and rigid piston,

obtained from composite honeycomb sandwich panel, to the shaker. To ensure that the

water column was excited, the bottom part of honeycomb piston was submerged 1 cm

in the water.

For each test, the shaker was driven with 16 linear chirps ranging from 10 Hz to 1000 Hz,

each lasting 2 seconds. Signals were measured with a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz and

a low pass filter was set into the Prosig 8000 Data Acquisition System to avoid aliasing.

Although the frequency range of interest for detection is between 10 Hz and 100 Hz, a

larger frequency range was acquired for the sake of comparison of the different devices.

As shown in Fig. 4.4 , for the same electrical input, axial shell excitation delivers the least

amount of pressure to the fluid borne wave. This is due to the small radial component of

the axisymmetric shell borne wave to amplify the axisymmetric fluid borne wave. Using

this type of source configuration transfers most of the energy to the pipe wall but it

could be suitable for driving a fluid borne wave where there is a discontinuity such as
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Figure 4.3: Pipe excitation arrangement using electromagnetic shaker. To increase
energy transmission from the shaker to the pipe, the base of the shaker was clamped
to a rigid support. (a) Axial excitation to the shell. (b) Radial excitation to the shell.

(c) Direct fluid excitation.

a bend along the pipes. Direct fluid excitation is the most effective way to amplify the

axisymmetric fluid borne wave as it directly drives the fluid and less energy flux into

the shell. Radial excitation of the pipe wall will encourage flexural waves to effectively

be propagated around the pipe circumference. Although flexural waves are not coupled

to the fluid borne wave, the high radial displacement of the pipe wall at one side drove

the fluid to higher amplitudes when compared to that of axial excitation.

4.3 Excitation with the underwater speaker

Measurements of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave pressure transmission were made

by using a moving coil underwater loudspeaker 1932 type, manufactured by AQ sound,

with a diameter of 110 mm. A cabinet was built, as is illustrated in Fig. 4.5, and sealed

in the back to minimize rearward energy escape.

For comparison, the same location where the pipe was subjected to the shell excitation

was selected to apply acoustic excitation. The underwater loudspeaker needs to be

submerged to transfer energy to the fluid, so there is a small difference between the

location where the shell excitation was applied in Section 4.2 and where excitation is

applied here. Although the power transmission to the fluid borne wave is independent
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Figure 4.4: (a) FRF between the recorded pressure from hydrophone and the input
voltage to the shaker, V3, when the pipe subjected to axial shell excitation ( ), radial
shell excitation ( ), and the direct fluid excitation ( ). (b) Data at the desired

frequency range 10 Hz - 100 Hz.

to the location of excitation, the pressure value changes with distance. The test rig for

this measurement, the loudspeaker and its cabinet is illustrated in Fig. 4.6.

For each test, the loudspeaker was driven with a swept sine from 10 Hz to 1 kHz. The

sampling frequency of the recorded signal here was 2.5 kHz, and a filter was built into

the Prosig filtering above 1 kHz to prevent aliasing. Fig. 4.7 illustrates that the speaker

with the cabinet slightly decreases pressure transmission over the frequency range of 10

Hz - 100 Hz, compared to without the cabinet.

In this measurement configuration, as shown in Fig. 4.6, the back of the speaker was

near to the water surface. Therefore, a strong reflection at the boundary between the

water and the air, due to the impedance mismatch of the two media, was expected.
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Figure 4.5: The dimension of the loudspeaker cabinet in millimetres.
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Figure 4.6: (a) The pipe configuration and location of source and sensors (b) The
loudspeaker and its cabinet.

Since the speaker operates a dipole source, the reflected perturbation from the back

of the speaker, becomes in phase with the signals emitted from its front. Hence, the

reflected signals increase the transmitted pressure to the water column.

With the cabinet, the perturbation from the back of the speaker are passed, reflected

and absorbed by the cabinet. The signal absorption and possibly lower reflected from

the cabinet compared to the water surface leads to have a lower signal amplitude in PSD

compared to the speaker without cabinet.

Effects of the cabinet to increase the radiation efficiency might become more obvious

when the speaker is located at the middle of a long water filled pipe.
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Figure 4.7: (a) FRF between the recorded pressure from hydrophone and the input
voltage to the speaker, V3. (b) The data at the desired frequency range 10 Hz - 100.

The underwater speaker with ( ) and without ( ) the cabinet.

4.4 Discussion

Fig. 4.8 illustrates the results from all tests analysing the pressure wave transmission to

the fluid borne wave using different sources and configurations. The fluid borne wave is

derived with higher amplitudes when it was directly excited. Low amplitude pressure

wave transmission to the fluid borne wave from the utilised electro acoustical sources

below < 100 Hz is due to their power handling limitation. Using a device with a higher

power ramp does not guarantee a high amount of energy transmission to the fluid borne

wave at low frequencies. Therefore, the following sections discuss alternative sources of

excitation to generate high amplitude signal at the frequency bands of 10 - 100 Hz.
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Figure 4.8: (a) PSDs of the recorded pressure from the hydrophone, obtained from
different excitations and configuration. (b) Ratio between the PSDs and the input

electrical power.

4.5 Design of the pneumatic devices

The design structure of the balloon gun and of the pipe water gun is explained in this

section. Creating such devices mainly requires a mechanism able to release compressed

air in a time and pressure controllable way. How the compressed air is then drained of

the device from an outlet is also of prime importance.

4.5.1 Working principle

A pressure regulator was attached to an air compressor device to control the pressure of

the released compressed air. To control the release time of the compressed air from the

pressure regulator a three port solenoid valve was connected to the pressure regulator
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and controlled with an Arduino. The Arduino acted as a time controller and specifies

the time at which the valve opens and closes. Despite this, it was found that the opening

time of the valve could vary up to 0.5 ms due to the mechanical variation in the opening

and closing mechanisms of the valve. In view of such variances, a reference signal can

be established by wrapping a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) film, discussed in detail

in Section 4.5.2, around the hosepipe near to the output port of the solenoid valve.

A schematic of each pneumatic device is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. The utilised valve is

normally closed (see Fig. 4.9 (a)) and it operates within the required pressure range. A

reinforced pressure hosepipe was connected to the output port of the solenoid valve to

transfer compressed air from the valve to the inside of the reinforced pipe. In the case of

a pipe water gun the end of the hosepipe ends possesses a metal orifice with a calibrated

hole, as shown in Fig. 4.10. In the case of a balloon gun a rubber balloon is wrapped

around the orifice. A party balloon, made of rubber with a nominal diameter of 30 cm

was used. When the balloon is not inflated its thickness is about 0.5 mm. In light of

much higher balloon capacity compared to the volume of the transferred compressed

air, it is very unlikely to have a burst. In the case of the balloon gun, when the valve

is opened the compressed air goes into the balloon and expands it. When the valve is

closed the third port of the valve acts as an output port and it drains the trapped air in

the balloon. In the case of the pipe water gun the hosepipe is submerged and the water

fills it. When the valve is opened the compressed air pushes the penetrated water out

of the orifice and generate the required pulsation into the water filled pipe. Since most

of the buried water pipes are buried at a depth of 1 to 1.25 m, this type of excitation

source has a potential to be used and create the required pressure wave into the fluid.

The opening time of the valve can vary by 0.05 ms due to the mechanical variation in

the opening and closing mechanisms of the valve. Because of this difference, a reference

signal was established by wrapping a PVDF sensor with eleven turns around the hosepipe

connected to the output port of the solenoid valve. Providing such a reference signal,

discussed in the next section, can be suitable when the device is utilised for the detection

of buried water pipes. Hence, the next section discusses on the calibration of a PVDF

sensor.
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Figure 4.9: The diagrams of the developed pneumatic devices: balloon gun (a) and
pipe water gun (b) configurations.
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Figure 4.10: A picture of the end connections attached to the reinforce exhaust outlet.
(a) The three different tips used for the water gun, showing the difference between their

orifice diameters. (b) The three tips used for the balloon gun.

4.5.2 Sensitivity of the reference PVDF sensor on a flexible hose pipe

Analysis of PVDF sensors when bounded to a plate and shell are fully explained in

references [41] and [79] respectively. The elongation of these sensors, when they are

wrapped an integer number of times around the pipe circumference, is given by [63]:

extn = 2πN
amax

a
W, (4.3)
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where N, a and amax are the number of loops of the PVDF wires around pipe circum-

ference, the mean value and the outer pipe wall radius respectively. The W term is

the axisymmetric displacement of the pipe wall. The results from [41] and [79] show

that these sensors are sensitive in all directions of applied stress; however, they possess

greater sensitivity along their length. Thus, the output charge from the PVDF wire is

mainly dependent on their longitudinal extension and is given by [63]:

qp = extn.Sm, (4.4)

where Sm is the charge sensitivity of PVDF wires in pC/m, evaluated in this survey. As

an alternative, it is possible to find the charge sensitivity in pC/Pa rather than pC/m.

The relationship between the acoustic pressure due to the axisymmetric fluid borne wave

P1 and axisymmetric displacement of the pipe wall in the radial direction W1 is given

by [63]

W1 =
P1a

2

hE

[
1

1− Ω2/(1− v2p)

]
. (4.5)

All the parameters have been previously explained, when used in Eq. (2.18). Substi-

tuting Eq. (4.5) into Eq. (4.3) and rearrange it, gives the charge sensitivity, Sp, with

sensitivity in pC/Pa as:

Sp =
2πNamaxa

Eh

[
1

1− Ω2/(1− v2p)

]
. (4.6)

As seen from Eq. (4.5) the pressure sensitivity of PVDF wires vary depending upon the

length of wires, geometrical and material properties of pipe.

In this measurement it is assumed that the output pressure from the hydrophone sensor

exhibits the correct value of the axisymmetric acoustic pressure, and works in accordance

with the charge sensitivity given in its calibration sheet. Therefore, to calibrate the

PVDF sensors, via the hydrophones data, these two sensors are positioned at the same

location along the pipe as depicted in Fig. 4.11 and excitation has been induced in the

fluid via an underwater speaker.
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 Fluid excitation using 
an underwater speaker
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Figure 4.11: Experiment configuration used for the calibration of the PVDF sensor
using the measured acoustic pressure via hydrophone.

The excitation signal was a sweep sine with a frequency range between 10 Hz and 1kHz

and recorded with a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz. A low pass filter was built into the

acquisition system, filtering signals above 1kHz so as to avoid aliasing.

The initial charge sensitivity of the PVDF was set up for 1 pC/m. By dividing the

pressure measured via the hydrophone and the pressure measured via the PVDF wires,

Eq. (4.8), and the data given in Table 3.1, the sensitivity of the transducer can be

estimated, as illustrated in Fig. 4.12 (a). The obtained sensitivity is in agreement with

the specification supplied by the manufacture.

Wrapping the PVDF sensors around the circumference of flexible pipes, however, adds

stiffness to the pipe wall and Eq. (4.5) will no longer reveal the true value of the

contained fluid pressure. For the flexible pipe, the relationship between the pressure

and the radial displacement of the pipe shown in Eq. (4.5) is converted to [80]:

W1 = P1

(
a2

hpEp
+

a2

hwEw

)[
1

1− Ω2/(1− v2)

]
. (4.7)

Assuming that the wire thickness is small compared to the pipe radius, substituting

Eq. (4.7) into Eq. (4.3) and rearranging provides that the modified pressure sensitivity,

Smode, is given by [80]:
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the FRF of the pressure measured via PVDF wires and
hydrophone with respect to the voltage sent into the speaker between 10 Hz - 1000
Hz. (a) FRF ratio of the two transducers, exhibits the sensitivity of the PVDF wire in

pC/m. (b) Phase lag between the two transducers.

Smode =
Sp

1 +
hwEw
hE

 a

a+
h+ hw

2


2 . (4.8)

The pressure sensitivity of the reference PVDF sensor, using Eq. (4.8), for eleven turns of

the PVDF sensors around the pipe circumference, is evaluated approximately 0.4 pC/Pa.

The parameter, which was used to evaluate the pressure sensitivity of the PVDF wires

for this measurement is illustrated in Table 4.1.

The standard deviation, presented in Table 4.1 implies slight differences between the

measured pressures from the two transducers.
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Table 4.1: Properties of PVDF wire and the flexible hosepipe used to calculate the
pressure sensitivity of the PVDF wire wrapped around the circumference of the flexible

hosepipe.

Mean radius (m) Wall thickness Young’s modulus (GPa)

Flexible pipe 6.5× 10−3 (a) 2.5× 10−3 (h) 0.2 (E)

PVDF charge sensitivity

2.35× 108 pC/extn 7.25× 10−4 (aw) 2.5× 10−3 (hw) 1.45× 10−3 (Ew)

4.5.3 Parametric study

In this section experimental studies were undertaken on the rig shown in Fig. 4.1, in

order to characterise the performance of the developed devices. The fluid pressure was

measured via the hydrophone at 1.3 m from the water surface. For the both devices,

an initial measurement was carried out by adjusting the pressure regulator to release a

pressure of 3 bar, and the valve was set to open for 20 ms and close for 4.98 seconds. The

signals were acquired for a time duration of 80 seconds, using 16 firings from the valve,

at a sampling rate of 2.5 kHz. A low pass filter with a cut-off frequency at 1 kHz was

used to avoid aliasing. To fill the reinforced exhaust with the water, the last 20 cm of it

was placed like a coil and submerged to the water at the top of the pipe. Following this,

further experimental work has been performed to investigate the effect of changes on the

generated acoustic wave into the water filled pipe to some parameter such as increasing

the compressed air pressure and release time as well as the size of outlet orifice. A

picture of the orifices attached to the end of reinforce exhaust is illustrated in Fig. 4.10.

The PSDs of the transmitted pressure obtained by the balloon gun from changing the

aforementioned parameters are plotted in Fig. 4.13. Due to high changes to the value

of the PSD at low and high frequencies it is difficult to discuss on the result by looking

at Fig. 4.13 (a). Since the low frequency region is of the interest, it was decided to plot

the data between 10 -100 Hz in Fig. 4.13 (b). As illustrated from Fig. 4.13 (b), by

doubling the pressure of the compressed air, the PSD of the recorded signal increases

approximately 6 dB. Increasing the release time or changing the diameter of the orifice

seem to have minor effects on the generated signal compared to its initial setup.

A similar procedure was followed for the pipe water gun and the results are plotted in

Fig. 4.14. Similar to the obtained data from the balloon, a rapid change to the value

of the PSDs from low to high frequencies makes it difficult to discuss on the result by
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Figure 4.13: PSDs of the water pressure generated by the pipe balloon gun. ( ):
Compressed air supplied at 3 bar for 20 ms duration with a 2.4 cm diameter orifice.
( ): Time of the release increased to 80 ms. ( ): Pressure increased to 6 Pa. ( ):

orifice diameter reduced to 0.8 cm and (-.-): increased to 3.5 cm.

looking at Fig. 4.14 (a), therefore, the results are replotted in the frequency range of

interest in Fig. 4.14 (b). As shown in Fig. 4.14 (b), a considerable change to the values

of the PSDs were observed by increasing the size of the orifice from 0.4 cm to 0.8 cm

and 3.5 cm. In this case, the PSD amplitude increased 10 dB at 20 Hz-75 Hz and 6 dB

from 75 Hz-100 Hz, when the orifice diameter increased to 3.5 cm. Changes to the time

duration seems to have no considerable effect on the obtained data, while doubling the

pressure of the compressed air increased the PSD value by 12 dB, from 50 Hz to 100 Hz.

4.5.4 Comparison

In this section a comparison between the obtained data from the two pneumatic devices

and the results from the loudspeaker is made. As shakers cannot be inserted into the

buried water pipes and generate an in-pipe excitation along the pipe, its data excluded

in this section. The PSDs of the measured pressure from the two pneumatic devices
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Figure 4.14: PSDs of the water pressure generated by the pipe water gun. ( ):
Compressed air supplied at 3 bar for 20 ms duration with a 0.4 cm diameter orifice.
( ): Time of the release increased to 40 ms. ( ): Pressure increased to 6 Pa. ( ):

orifice diameter increased to 0.8 cm and (-.-): 3.5 cm.

with a pressure of 3 Pa, release time of 20 ms and orifice diameter of 0.8 cm, plotted in

Figs. 4.13 and 4.14, are compared to the results from the loudspeaker with the cabinet,

illustrated in Fig. 4.7, and replotted for convenience in Fig. 4.15. As illustrated in

Fig. 4.15, using the balloon gun as the excitation source will drive the fluid more

strongly, approximately 20 dB higher in PSD amplitude, compared to the pipe water

gun. Since the number of chirp signal used for the loudspeaker was equal to the number

of pulsations made from the pneumatic devices, it might be fair to compare their results

to one another. Although lower value of the signal was obtained from the loudspeaker

at frequencies up to approximately 100 Hz, it can drive the fluid with higher amplitude

afterward. One might claim that amplifying the signal through the power amplifier will

cause to generate a higher pressure wave from the loudspeaker into the fluid. It should

be noted that the maximum power at which the loudspeaker can operate is 20 watt. In

the loudspeaker measurement, the maximum current that passed through the resistor
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box was 0.4 ohms. Assuming that the resistance of the loudspeaker is constant and is

8 ohms, the loudspeaker can approximately perform 24 dB better at the best. This,

however, does not mean that the data at the frequencies below 100 Hz also benefit from

such improvement. It is worth to note that the developed device has potential to be

used within smaller pipes down to 1 cm and are the most cost-effective devices that can

be utilised for the pipe detection.
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Figure 4.15: PSDs of the water pressure in logarithmic scale, generated by the balloon
gun ( ) and by the pipe water gun ( ) with a pressure of 3 Pa, release time of 20
ms and orifice diameter of 0.8 cm; and PSD of the water pressure obtained from the

loudspeaker ( ).

4.6 Pressure loss along the reinforced exhaust

As the compressed air flows through the reinforced exhaust its pressure drops with

respect to the material properties and length of the exhaust. To illustrate the pressure

drop of the outgoing gas flow, a test with a 2 m reinforced exhaust was conducted to

excite the fluid pipe and repeated when the exhaust length was increased to 15 m. For
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the both tests the pressure regulator was adjusted to a release pressure of 3 bar, and

the valve was set to open for 20 ms and close for 4.98 seconds.

The water filled pipe configuration and the hydrophone location is the same as the one

illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Although the focus of this chapter is centred on the performance

of the developed pneumatic sources, here the third port of the solenoid valve, discussed

in Fig. 4.9, was closed and the device was acting as a pipe air gun. Because we are

interested on the reduction to fluid pressure due to the drop pressure along the exhaust

this is a reasonable test to perform.

The PSDs of the output signals of the hydrophone from the two repeated test, using the

pipe air gun are illustrated in Fig. 4.16. With using longer exhaust, the peaks and the

depths location in the PSD is changed. By calculating the difference between the peaks

and the depths which occurred at approximately same frequency it is founded that the

PSD amplitude reduced 360 times, meaning that by increasing the exhaust length by

one meter the PSD amplitude reduces 48 Pa2/Hz.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Recording data from the hydrophone resulted from the air-gun
excitation, ( ) 2 m and ( ) 15 m.

4.7 Analytical simulation for the balloon gun and water

gun

This section aims to provide a theoretical explanation of the acoustic signature generated

by each pneumatic source. The model for each source, illustrated in Fig. 4.17 has three
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components: 1- compressed air discharging from the air compressor 2- dynamics and 3-

pressure perturbations.

The first component of the model, the rate of gas flow from the air compressor toward

the reinforced exhaust, is assumed to be identical for each source. On the contrary,

the other two components of the model are relatively different for each source. Hence,

different approaches under a number of assumptions are followed to describe them.

 

Compressed air 

transferring along the 

exhaust 

Expansion of 

the balloon End orifice 

area 𝐴 

Surrounding water Surrounding water Water pulsation 

End orifice 

area 𝐴 

Compressed 

air  

Figure 4.17: Schematic of the balloon gun and the water gun. The discharged com-
pressed air is the source of energy which causes an inflation-deflation and a shuttle

motion to the balloon and water gun receptively.

Because of buoyancy, the inflated balloon moves toward the water surface. Likewise,

an intense discharging of the water from the reinforced exhaust, pushes the end orifice

opposite to the direction of discharging. The buoyancy effect might become important

in marine exploration, for example, the reduction to the hydrostatic pressure changes

the bubble oscillation periods and its emitted pressure wave field. In this simulation,

the effect of such a phenomenon on the wave perturbation from each source is discarded

and it is assumed that (1) the process of compressed air discharging and draining is very

quick and (2) the end connector, illustrated in Fig. 4.10 is weighty enough to resist the

movement.

4.7.1 Outgoing compressed air flow

The rate of mass discharging from the air compressor port to the exhaust,
dqout
dt

, can be

expressed by:

dqout
dt

=


√

γ

Rg

(
γ + 1

2

)(γ+1)/2(γ−1) ppn√
T
At

√
1−

(
(Pe/ppn)− bc

1− bc

)2

for subsonic flow,√
γ

Rg

(
γ + 1

2

)(γ+1)/2(γ−1) ppn√
T
At for supersonic flow,

(4.9)
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where γ,Rg, T and At are the ratio of heat capacity, specific gas constant, temperature

of the air compressor gas and the cross section area of the nozzle throat respectively.

The ppn, pe and bc terms are the released compressed air pressure, pressure inside the

exhaust and the critical pressure ratio of the gas in the compressor port respectively.

When
pe
ppn

< bc the outgoing gas flow is supersonic and vice versa. For convergence-

divergence nozzles, bc, is given by:

bc =

(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2
e

)
, (4.10)

where Me is the nozzle Mach number and needs to be calculated from:

Ae
At

=
1

Me

(
2

γ + 1

)(γ+1)/2(γ−1)(
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2
e

)(γ+1)/2(γ−1)
. (4.11)

In the above equation Ae is the cross sectional area of the nozzle outlet. Provided that

the flow is subsonic, the pe parameter in Eq. (4.9) should be estimated by the pressure

at the valve outlet, which is linked to the source dynamics.

As illustrated in Eq. (4.9) rate of mass flow from the air compressor to the exhaust is

a function of the valve’s inlet and outlet port size, its opening time as well as the inlet

and the outlet (ambient) pressure. To connect the valve to the pressure regulator and

the air compressor device, snap couplings and snap adopters with the port and nozzle

dimension of 2.5 cm and 5 mm in diameter respectively, are used. The solenoid valve

orifice size was 2.2 mm in diameter as well. Therefore, in this simulation it is assumed

that the outlet and the throat port are equivalent to the solenoid valve orifice and the

pressure regulator port dimension respectively. The other parameters that are used to

estimate the rate of outgoing mass flow, is illustrated in the following table.

Table 4.2: Parameters used to calculate the volume of the compressed air flow through
the orifice of the valve.

Parameter value Parameter value Parameter value

Rg 287.06 J/kgK γ 1.4 Ppn 3 ×105 Pa

Ae 3.8 10−6 m2 T 273+ 25 K t 30 ms

At 2 10−5 m2 Pe 101325 Pa
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The value of air transmission to the fluid was estimated by substituting the parameters

illustrated in Table 4.2 into Eqs. 4.11, 4.10 and 4.9, and is evaluated to be 9× 10−4 m3.

The compressed air is discharged from the chamber in tens of milliseconds followed by

draining it in the same amount of time. Thus, a Gaussian pulse can be used to represent

the volumetric compressed air flow into and discharge from the end orifice as follows:

s(t) = Se
−
t2

σ2 , (4.12)

where S is the source amplitude and σ determines the width. The source amplitude

is normalised to make its peak to be equivalent to the total discharge compressed air

volume from the valve.

4.7.2 Balloon dynamics

In this section, the balloon dynamic is described by the Gilmore equation that is widely

used for modelling the air guns signatures. Gilmore described the bubble dynamics by

[81]:

RR̈

(
1− Ṙ

c1

)
+

3

2
Ṙ2

(
1− Ṙ

3c1

)
= Han

(
1 +

Ṙ

c1

)
+
R ˙Han

c1

(
1− Ṙ

c1

)
, (4.13)

where R, Ṙ = dR/dt and R̈ = d2R/dt2 are the bubble radius, first and second derivative

of the bubble’s radius in time respectively. The c1 term is the fluid wave speed, explained

in Eq. (2.6). The Han and ˙Han terms are the enthalpy difference and its derivative

respectively. The enthalpy difference can be expressed by [81]:

Han = nb

(
p∞ +Bb

(nb − 1)ρf

)[(
p+Bb

(p∞ +Bb

)(nb−1)/nb

− 1

]
, (4.14)

where Bb and nb are constants: nb= 7 and Bb = 304 MPa for water. The compressed

air pressure inside the bubbles p and the ambient pressure p∞ can be expressed by [81]:

p =
mRGT

V
+ pv −

2σ

R
− 4µṘ

R
, p∞ = p0 + ρ∞ghb. (4.15)
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Here pv, σ, µ and hb are the vapour pressure, surface tension,the water viscosity term

and the depth at which the balloon is located.

There are two fundamental differences between the approach followed in this section and

the Gilmore equation.

(i) In the seismic air gun modelling, a constant compressed air volume and consequently

a constant radius is assumed while in the balloon gun, the balloon undergoes a rapid

inflation/deflation. Parametrizing the radius with a Gaussian pulse shape whilst resem-

bles the situation that balloon gun drives its surrounding fluid, it causes singularity to

Eq. (4.13) when R(t) = 0. Therefore, it was decided to parametrise such a procedure

into the pressure emission from the valve. The relation between the air pressure Pair

and its volume Vair is given by:

Pair =
nairRgTair

Vair
, (4.16)

where Tair and nair are the temperature and the number of moles of compressed air.

In the balloon gun, the pressure is constant while its volume change. Nevertheless, in

this simulation it is assumed that the volume is constant and the pressure change in

accordance with Eq. (4.12). Accordingly, the source amplitude is normalised to make

its peak to be equivalent to the maximum pressure of discharging compressed air.

(ii) For modelling the air gun signature, the discharged compressed air is surrounded by

water. In this study, similar phenomenon is under investigation, however, the compressed

air is surrounded by a flexible membrane. To include this effect, the surface tension

term is specified in accordance with the balloon surface tension. The balloon surface

tension has not measured by the author. The surface tension of a similar balloon to the

one used in this study was measured in reference [82]. The results indicated that the

balloon surface tension changes rapidly, from 40 N/m to 50 N/m when its circumference

changes from 0 cm (deflated balloon) to 30 cm. For the balloon gun source, the balloon

undergoes a rapid inflation/deflation, with the maximum circumference of approximately

6 cm. Therefore, the surface tension is allowed to change rapidly from zero to 42 N/m

and from 42 N/m to zero. The time variant of the balloon surface tension is assumed

linearly changes with time.
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4.7.3 Acoustic wave perturbation from balloon gun

The acoustic wave emission from the balloon gun is expressed via a similar formula that

used to describe the air gun signature, expressed by Keller and Kolodner [83]. The

difference between the formula presented in this section and the one used to describe

the air gun signature is that the pressure perturbation in the water filled pipe contains

no geometrical loss. Hence the pressure wave emission to the pipe can be explained by:

∆p(t, r) = ρFl

[
V̈b
4π
−

V̇ 2
b

32π2

]
, (4.17)

where V̇ = dV/dt and V̈ = d2V/dt2 are the first and second derivative of the assumed

spherical shape with respect to time respectively.

4.7.4 Balloon gun results

In light of pressure drop along the exhaust, discussed in Section 4.6, the pressure value,

at the desired point along the pipe is estimated using Eq. B.5. The reflection coefficient

of the pipe end is assumed -1. The reflection coefficient is normally a complex number,

changes with respect to the material properties of the pipe end and frequency, which

could be estimated from the data plotted in Fig. (3.9). The PSD of the pressure at

location 1.3 distance from the top end of the pipe is then estimated and plotted in Fig.

4.18 against the experimental measurement when the pressure, opening time and orifice

diameter were set to 3 bar-20 ms-0.8 cm respectively.

The high amplitude pressure perturbation in the fluid at frequencies 20- 40 Hz could be

due to the interaction of the reflected pressure wave and the balloon oscillation, which

is not included in the analytical simulation. The higher amplitude of the analytical

simulation compared to the experimental data at frequencies above approximately 250

Hz could be due to the further reduction to the water filled pipe reflection coefficient,

compared to the one assumed in the analytical simulation.
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Figure 4.18: PSDs of the pressure at a 1.3 m distance from the water surface. ( )
results from experimental study where the pressure, opening time and orifice diameter
of the balloon gun were 3 bar-20 ms-0.8 cm respectively, ( ) results from analytical

simulation.

4.7.5 Water gun modelling

In this modelling the water gun is assumed operating as a pressure transmitter. When

the compressed air drives its inside water ,the generated wave then propagates along the

exhaust and re-radiate to the desired pipe. Full derivation of wave propagation along

the pipe is provided in Appendix B. It was shown that the pressure wave at any point

along the pipe, in the frequency domain, can be expressed by:

p(xe) = p0

(
e−ike1xe + r̂ee

−ike1(2le−xe)
)

1 + r̂ee−2ike1le
, (4.18)

where p0 is the pressure generated from the device, the r̂e term is the reflection coefficient

associated to the end orifice,xe is the location for estimating the pressure, le and ke1 are

the length and wavenumber of the exhaust contained fluid respectively. From the Euler

equation, the particle velocity can be explained through:

u(xe) =
p0
ρce1

(
e−ike1xe − r̂ee−ike1(2le−xe)

)
1 + r̂ee−2ike1le

. (4.19)
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In he above equation the ρf and ce1 terms are the density and wave speed of the exhaust

contained fluid respectively.

There are two approaches to identify the reflection coefficient:

(i) Finding the reflection coefficient from the formula given for the change of cross section

due to an impedance mismatch. As illustrated in Fig. 4.19, provided that there is no

reflection in the second medium, the reflection coefficient can be expressed by:

Area S2Area S1

A2

B2

A1

B1

Figure 4.19: Positive and negative outgoing wave in a medium with a cross section
area of S1 to the second medium with a cross section area of S2.

r̂e =
B1

A1
=
S1− S2

S1 + S2
. (4.20)

(ii) In the second method, which is adopted to find the reflection coefficient, it is assumed

that the impedance at the end orifice is equivalent to the radiation impedance of a piston

vibration. The reason of selecting this method is that it takes into account the effect of

loading from the surrounding medium to the excitation source. From Eqs. (4.18) and

(4.19) the exhaust output impedance can be explained as:

Z(le) = ρcSa
e−ike1le + r̂ee

−2ike1le

e−ike1le − r̂ee−2ike1le
, (4.21)

where Sa is the cross section area of the end orifice. Kinsler et al.[84] explained the

piston radiation impedance function as:

Zrad = Rrad + iXrad, (4.22)

where Rrad and Xrad are the radiation resistance and reactants respectively:
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Rrad = Za

[
(k1ao)

2

2
− (k1ao)

4

223
+

(k1ao)
6

22324
− ...

]
, (4.23)

and

Xrad =
Za

π(k1ao)2

[
(2k1ao)

3

3
− (2k1ao)

5

325
+

(2k1ao)
7

32527
− ...

]
. (4.24)

In the above equation, Za =
ρfc1
ao

, where ao is the orifice radius. By setting Z(L) = Zrad,

the reflection coefficient and hence the pressure and particle velocity at x = l can be

estimated from Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) respectively.

4.7.6 Wave radiation from water gun

The pressure wave emitted from the piston in far field, in the desired pipe where there

is a spherical geometrical attenuation, can be explained by Kinsler et al. [84]:

p(xp) =
iωρfa

2
ou(le)

2xp
e−ik1xp

[
2J1(kao sin(θ)

kao sin(θ)

]
, (4.25)

where J1 is a Bessel function of order one, θ and r is the angle and the distance between

the source and the sensor respectively. The ao term is the end orifice radius.

The pressure wave radiation from the pipe water gun into the pipe, which contain no

geometrical attenuation at low frequencies, where ka� 1, can be explained by:

p(xp) = iωe−ikxp ρf
2

u(le)

π
. (4.26)

4.7.7 Water gun results

The pressure radiation from the analytical simulation and the experimental data for

when the pressure, opening time and orifice diameter were set to 3 bar-20 ms-0.8 cm

respectively, is plotted in Fig. 4.20. The figure shows the PSD of the pressure at 1.3

m distance from the excitation source using the method explained in Appendix B and

similar to the balloon gun the pressure drop along the exhaust, discussed in Section 4.6

is taken into the account. The reflection coefficient of the pipe end is assumed -1. Lower
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amplitude of the experimental data compared to the theory originates from using the

end connection to assemble the end orifice to the reinforced exhaust. Such a part acts

as a Helmholtz resonator, which decreases the amplitude of the generated wave to the

desired pipe. The effect of end orifice connection has not included in the modelling.

Because the environment noise is dominant at frequencies above approximately 300 Hz,

a Gaussian noise with a mean and variance deviation of 0.15 and 6×10−4 is added to

the signal.
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Figure 4.20: PSDs of the pressure at a 1.3 m distance from the water surface. ( )
results from experimental study where the pressure, opening time and orifice diameter
of the pipe water gun were 3 bar-20 ms-0.8 cm respectively, ( ) results from analytical

simulation.

4.8 Summary

This study was carried out with the aim of developing vibro-acoustic techniques to

determine the location of buried water pipes using an excitation source inside the pipes

that can be moved along the pipe length. Due to promising results from the previous

vibro-acoustic technique at low frequencies (<100 Hz), a novel pneumatic device, the

balloon gun, has been designed with the aim of generating high amplitude low frequency

pressure wave into buried water pipes with wide range of diameter. Another pneumatic

device called pipe water gun has been re-engineered for the same purposes. Although the
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obtained pressure wave from the pipe water gun is slightly lower in amplitude compared

to the balloon gun, it can produce a pressure wave, at the frequency range of interest,

into the fluid comparable to current underwater loudspeakers that can fit into a typical

buried water pipe. The main disadvantage of using a shaker is its immobility. Current

underwater speakers can be an ideal source of excitation to drive the fluid when they

are used in water filled pipes with relatively large diameter > 25 cm.



Chapter 5

Analytical simulation of low

frequency wave radiation from a

buried water pipe

In this chapter an analytical model is developed to help cast some light on the concept of

the vibro-acoustic technique and bring out the dominant physical processes. By applying

an excitation to a buried water pipe, several waves are, to a certain extent, generated

within the pipe and will propagate along its length. Of the propagating waves, the

re-radiation from the axisymmetric fluid borne wave effectively gives rise to the surface

vibration. Additional to conical wave fronts, spherical wave fronts due to direct wave

propagation into the surrounding medium, from the exciter are expected. The pipe

configuration used for analytical model, the assumptions, the analytical description of

the two wave types radiation and propagation within the assumed medium are explained

in Section 5.1.

From the point where the amplitude of the conical wave fronts become dominant, the

pipe path can be manifested. In light of highly attenuated conical wave fronts recorded

at the surface, it was proposed by Muggleton et al. [25] to exploit the phase lag or

the time delay of the recorded surface vibration rather than the magnitude. As an

arctangent operator is used to extract phase data, the resultant values are limited to

(−π, π), which is called wrapped phase. A wrapped phase image shows several phase

jumps which complicate the process of the pipe detection. To reconstruct contiguous

85
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signature of the spherical wave fronts and particularly conical wave fronts, a robust two-

dimensional phase unwrapping algorithm is required. For understanding the general

concept of phase unwrapping, a review of one-dimensional unwrapping is presented in

Section 5.2. With a two-dimensional image, made of several erratic regions, applying

one-dimensional phase unwrapping to the row and the column of the image leads to the

propagation of errors along the image [85].

A new unwrapping algorithm with the aim of reducing the computational effort is pro-

posed in Section 5.3, implemented upon the wrapped analytical data and its performance

examined.

To isolate the erratic regions and untangle the unwrapping problem, hundreds of two-

dimensional algorithms have been designed and developed during the last three decades

[86]. Such developed algorithms can be divided into two categories: local and global

unwrapping algorithm. A robust algorithm from each category is described in Sections

5.4.1 and 5.4.2 respectively. In section 5.4.3 each described two-dimensional unwrapping

algorithm is applied to the wrapped data, to facilitate greater insight into the use of

vibro-acoustic technique for pipe detection. Having observed spatial aliasing due to low

wave speed of spherical wave fronts, a simple method was proposed in the aforementioned

section to increase the resolution of the image. A further investigation on the unwrapped

data was carried out in Section 5.6 to find out the region where each wave type is

dominant as well as estimating the wave speed in each region.

5.1 Analytical explanation of the vibroacousitic technique

In this section, a theoretical explanation of the vibro-acoustic technique, experimentally

applied in Chapter 6, is given. In the theoretical modelling the following assumptions

are made:

• Surrounding medium is isotropic and homogeneous, therefore the effect of the

body waves reflection, refraction and mode conversion due to soil heterogeneity

are discarded. In a real medium, composed of different layers, additional waves

might be generated such as Lamb wave and Stoneley wave at the interface of

two different layers. Furthermore other wave types such as Biot waves exist due
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to the soil porosity. Here the aim, however, is to use a simple model which can

encapsulate much of the essential physical process within the surrounding medium.

• The pipe is buried in a semi-infinite medium and only two types of wave will

be formed within the surrounding medium; spherical and conical wave fronts.

Although superposition of body waves at the surface of the half space generates

surface waves, they undergo faster attenuation than the body wave. Hence their

effects are not considered in this modelling. The effect of the body wave reflection

at the surface as well as re-excitation of the pipe by the reflected wave is neglected.

Furthermore, the effect of shear coupling at the pipe-soil interference is discarded

and a lubricant connection between the two medium is considered.

Expected wave radiation from the buried pipe configuration used for experimental inves-

tigation in Chapter 6, when it was subjected to a structural and an acoustical excitation

is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 respectively. A solid and a dashed line show gener-

ation of spherical and conical wave fronts into the external medium respectively. Conical

wave fronts are resulted from the axisymmetric fluid borne wave propagation along the

pipe. The spherical wave fronts, are due to direct wave radiation from the exciter and/or

wave radiation from the discontinuities along the pipe into the surrounding medium. For

the test rig shown in Fig. 5.1, a high amplitude spherical wave spreading from the right

angled bend is expected. This type of test rig can be deemed as a soil excitation via a

large vertical buried stinger. The axisymmetric fluid borne wave is mainly excited at the

right angled bend, where a coupling (mode conversion) between fluid and the structural

borne waves takes place.

When the pipe is subjected to an in-pipe excitation, the radiation of the spherical wave

fronts into the external medium might be due to the high amount of pipe wall expansion

and contraction at the source location as well as the direct wave radiation from the exciter

into the surrounding medium. In this case, generation of the conical wave fronts into

the surrounding medium is resulted from direct fluid excitation leading to propagation

of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave into the pipe. Generation of the spherical wave

in the surrounding medium is assumed due to both direct wave propagation from the

exciter and wave radiation from the discontinuities into the surrounding medium.

As seen in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, spherical waves radiate at the discontinuities along the

pipe. The places far away from the exciter location, however, do not possess high value
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the wave propagation into the pipe and the surrounding
medium when it is subjected to a structural excitation, in XZ plane. The dashed blue
and the solid red lines with the arrow show the radiation from the pipe wall and point

source into the external medium respectively.
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Figure 5.2: A schematic of the expected wave propagation into the pipe and the
surrounding medium when it is subjected to an internal excitation, in XZ plane. The
dashed and the solid lines with the arrow show the radiation from the pipe wall and

point source into the external medium respectively.

of the source strength and their effects can be neglected. A comprehensive modelling of

the wave radiation from the point sources and the pipe is knotty and beyond the scope

of this study.

Although different measurement grid can be utilised in practical measurement, the se-

lected grid of measurement points in here is the one that covers the whole length of the

pipe, and is shown in Fig. 5.3. The grid spacing is set at 1 m and 0.75 m in the x and

the y axis respectively.

In the next chapter, experimental measurements will be carried out using a number of

geophones which can record the surface vibration velocities in three orthogonal direction.

Since the pipe axis is unknown and velocity is a vectorial quantity the surface vibration
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Figure 5.3: A plan view of the measurement grid point used to record the surface
vibration in the analytical model. The grid spacing is set at 1 m and 0.75 m in the x

and the y axis respectively.

in the vertical plane is of interest only. Accordingly, an investigation was carried out to

identify the induced vibration in the desired plane.

5.1.1 Wave radiation from a point source

A theoretical explanation of the spherical wave generation, shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig.

5.2, within the surrounding medium is given in this section. The harmonic vibration

velocity of the surface, based on the assumption made in Section 5.1, due to the pulsation

of a buried monopole source in the positive r direction can be given by:

Vpoint(r, t) =
V1point
rpoint

ei(ωt− krrpoint). (5.1)

Here V1point represent the amplitude of the generated body wave, which might be com-

plex i.e.V1point = |V1point|ei(φ), |V1point| is the magnitude and φ is the relative phase. The

term -krrpoint represents a phase delay term due to the increasing distance from the point

of excitation, in the positive rpoint direction. Suppressing time dependence for simplicity

in Eq. (5.1) allows expressing the phase change per unit of distance. A Schematic of

a spherical wave front which spread uniformly into the surrounding medium is given in

Fig. 5.4.

In the following simulations it is assumed that only shear and compressional waves

spread into the surrounding medium. Although the generated ground vibration from

the shear waves consists of two polarized wave with the perpendicular particle motion,

due to symmetry of the medium discriminating these polarized waves are not achievable

within the surrounding medium. Upon their arrival, however, these two polarized waves
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Figure 5.4: A spherical spreading of the body wave into surrounding medium. The
coordinates of the source are (0, 0,−hb). The location of displayed geophone is (x, 0, 0).

can be differentiated [87]. The resultant surface vibrational velocity amplitude, when a

shear wave impinges to it, in the vertical plane, can be explained by:

DISV,point = cos(θpoint) =

√
x2 + y2√

h2b + x2 + y2
. (5.2)

To find the surface vibrational velocity amplitude, due to the impingement of spherical

compressional wave fronts to the surface, in the vertical plane, its amplitude should be

multiplied to the following parameter:

DIP,point = sin(θpoint) =

√
h2b√

h2b + x2 + y2
. (5.3)

Consequently, the vibration of the ground surface in the vertical plane can be expressed

by:

Vpoint(r, t) = DIP,point
VP
rpoint

e−ikP rpoint +DIr,point
Vr
rpoint

e−ikrrpoint . (5.4)

The effect of soil damping is included by using a complex wave number as follows:

k =
ω

c
(√

1 + iηm
) , (5.5)
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where ηm is a surrounding medium loss factor.

5.1.2 Wave re-radiation from pipe wall

This section discusses on the theoretical explanation of the conical wave radiation from

a fluid filled pipe into the surface. A schematic of axisymmetric waves propagation

and conical wave re-radiation to the surrounding medium is shown in Fig. 5.5. Of

the axisymmetric waves, the fluid borne has the highest contribution on the radial

displacement of the pipe wall. Owing to the higher wave speed of the axisymmetric fluid

borne wave the emitted wave fronts from the pipe wall possesses an angle. Accordingly,

the travelling distance of conical wave fronts illustrated in Fig. 5.5 (a) is longer compared

to the one depicted in Fig. 5.5 (b).
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Figure 5.5: Conical wave re-radiation from the pipe wall to the surface . (a) side
view (b) front view . Dpipe is the actual distance of wave travelling from the pipe to
the surface and is used for spatial phase estimation while the hb distance is used for

geometrical attenuation.

The radial component of the conical wave radiation from the pipe wall to the surface

can be explained by:

rpipe,point =
√
y2 + h2b , (5.6)

where y is the distance of the measurement point with respect to the pipe axis at the

surface and hb the depth of the buried pipe.

A theoretical investigation by Gao et al. [88] on the same pipe experimented in Chapter

6, illustrated that the vertical displacement of the surface are controlled by shear conical

waves below (< 200 Hz). Since the results from the vibro-acoustic are mainly focused

at low frequencies (approximately below 100 Hz), effects of compressional conical waves
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were excluded. The angle of shear conical wave fronts emission from the pipe, illustrated

in Fig. 5.5 (a), into the external medium can be expressed using Snell’s law as:

θpipe = arccos

(
cS
cr

)
, (5.7)

where cs and cr are the speed of axisymmetric fluid borne and the shear wave in the

surrounding medium respectively. Hence the radiated wave distance from the pipe wall

to the surface can be explained by:

Dpipe =
rpipe,point
sin(θpipe)

. (5.8)

In this simulation, it is assumed that the surface vibrational velocity is only due to

vertically polarised shear waves. Therefore to simulate their recorded particle vibration

velocities by gephones its amplitude should be multiplied by:

DIr,pipe = cos(θpipe)

√
h2b√

h2b + y2)
. (5.9)

Consequently the surface vibrational velocity due to shear conical wavefronts impinge

to the surface can be expressed by:

Vpipe(x, r) =
Vs−rDIr,pipee

−i (ksxpipe + krDpipe)
√
rpipe,point

, (5.10)

where Vs−r is the amplitude of the wave radiated from the pipe wall, which might be

complex i.e. Vs−r = |Vs−rt|eiφs−r , |Vs−r| is a magnitude and φs−r is a relative phase. ks

is the wave number related to the axisymmetric fluid borne wave within the pipe. The

xpipe term is the distance that the wave travels inside the pipe and is given by:

xpipe(x, r) = x−Dpipe cos(α), (5.11)

where x is the distance of the measurement point with respect to the origin where

(x = 0). Attenuation of the fluid borne wave amplitude due to the radiation loss is
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included by adopting the low frequency radiation impedance formula, given by Junger

and Feit [89], into the axisymmetric fluid borne wave number given by [64] :

k21 = k2f

(
1 +

2Bf/a

Eph/a2 − ω2(ρph) + i(ωzrad1)

)
. (5.12)

All the parameter are defined when previously used in Eq.(2.7), in Chapter 2. The

radiation impedance zrad1 which contains resistive and reactive components, can be

explained by:

zrad1 =
+∞∑
m=0

(ρmaω(π/2 + iln|krm1a)|) . (5.13)

Having the wave number variable to define the radiation impedance value in Eq. (5.13),

to estimate the wavenumber of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave; its value should be

calculated recursively.

5.1.3 Spherical and conical wave radiation from a buried pipe

The harmonic surface vibration velocity due to simultaneous impinges of the shear con-

ical and spherical waves to it, discussed in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, can be explained

by:

Vtotal(f) = Vpipe(x, r, f) + Vpoint(r, f). (5.14)

Mathematical derivation of Vpipe and Vpoint are described in Eqs. (5.4) and (5.10) re-

spectively. Extraction of the phase data from Eq. (5.14) can be achieved by applying

arctangent function as follows:

ψ(f) = arctan

(
Re(Vtotal(f))

Im(Vtotal(f))

)
, (5.15)

where Re() and Im() refer to real and imaginary component and arctan is the four quad-

rant arctangent function. Due to employing of the arctangent operator, the resultant

phase data is limited to (−π, π), called wrapped phase.
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Similarly there are several other fields in which the four quadrant arc tangent function

is employed and thereby wrapped phase images are generated.

In most of such applications, namely, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), synthetic

aperture radar (SAR), adaptive optics, optical and microwave interferometry and seismic

processing, etc, the phase is a physical quantity. For instance, the degree of magnetic

field inhomogeneity in the water/fat separation problem in magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), the ground surface height for geophysical study in interferometry, wave-front

distortion in adaptive optics, relationship between the object phase and its bispectrum

phase in astronomical imaging [90].

5.1.4 Simulation Prameters

The material properties of the parameters used in this simulation are gathered in Table

5.1.

Table 5.1: Material properties of MDPE pipe, external and internal medium.

Parameter Description of parameter MDPE Water soil

a Mean radius (m) 8.45× 10−2 - -
h Wall thickness (m) 11× 10−3 - -
E Young’s modulus (Gpa) 1.65 - -
v Poisson’s ratio 0.4 - -
B Bulk modulus (Gpa) - 2.18 0.053
G Shear modulus (Gpa) - - 0.02
η Material loss factor 0.06 - 0.05
ρ Density(m3) 880 1000 2000

Along with soil density, substituting the value of bulk modulus and shear modulus,

illustrated in Table 5.1, respectively into Eqs. (2.36) and (2.39) reveals the wave speeds

of the shear and compressional wave. Following the identification of the wave speed, the

wave number of each wave can be found using Eq. (5.5).

On the grounds that the described pipe parameters are identical to the experimented

pipe in Chapter 3, the wavenumber and attenuation of the axisymmetric fluid borne

wave can be found in the aforementioned section. The wave speed of shear conical wave

fronts, emitted from the pipe wall to the medium, is analogous to the spherical shear

body waves.
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The relative amplitude of spherical and conical wave fronts depends upon type of exciter

and the location to where the pipe is subjected to an excitation. Approximate amplitude

of each dominant wave type into the surrounding medium might be identified through

examining spatial unwrapped phase plot from experimental data which are discussed in

Chapter 6 and Section 5.6.

To obtain coincide results with the in-pipe excitation measurements in Chapter 6, par-

ticularly in Sections 6.3 and 6.5, it is assumed that the pipe discussed in Section 5.1,

undergoes an excitation at the reference location and the shear and compressional spher-

ical wave fronts hold two times higher amplitude compared to the conical ones. It means

that:

|VP | = |Vr| = 2|Vs−r| = 1 m/s (5.16)

Furthermore it is assumed that the generated waves are in phase; meaning that φVp =

φVr = φVs−r = 0.

5.1.5 Wrapped phase image

To have a better insight about the spatial wrapped phase image, wrapped values of

the simulated model are plotted in Fig. 5.6 at four frequencies. As seen in Fig. 5.6,

specifically at 55 Hz after approximately a nine metre distance from the origin, an

ordinary conical shape phase jump or fringe appears along the wrapped phase plot

and its number increases by increasing frequency. In experimental data, low signal to

noise ratio, interference of several wave types and heterogeneity within the surrounding

medium might not allow clearly visualising such trends along the wrapped phase images.

The illustrated wrapped phase images incorporate a multiple integer of 2π out of phase

from the true phase. To retrieve the signature of underlying contiguous wave fronts

an unwrapping operator has to be applied. Hence, the next three sections reviews the

literature on phase unwrapping principle

5.2 One-dimensional phase unwrapping

Phase refers to the location of a point along a wave in respect of a reference point or

the comparative movement between two or more waves. The phase is a characteristic of
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Figure 5.6: The wrapped phase data in radians, governed from the simultaneous
shear conical and spherical wave fronts propagation into the elastic medium at four

frequencies between 35 Hz and 95 Hz, spaced every 20 Hz.

a signal, however, it can be treated as a signal by itself. As an example lets assume the

recorded complex signal is a sinusoidal signal of frequency 5π:

x(t) = ei5πt 0 < t < 1, (5.17)

and we wish to reconstruct from x(t) the continuous phase φ(t) = 5πt through the

arctangent operator, which can be counted as a wrapping operator:

ψ(f) = arctan

(
Re(x(t))

Im(x(t))

)
. (5.18)

True and wrapped phase of Eq. (5.18) are plotted in Fig. 5.7. As seen in Fig. 5.7,

although the wrapped phase encoded time delay information, it is a multiple integer of

2π out of phase from the true phase. In other words, with the exception of the phase

jump area, the gradient of the wrapped phase and its true value are identical.

In 1983, Itoh [91] mentioned that the one-dimensional phase unwrapping can be achieved

by applying summation to the wrapped differences of the wrapped phases:

φ(N) = φ(1) +
N∑
t=2

W {φ(t)− φ(t− 1)} , (5.19)
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Figure 5.7: Plot of the true and the wrapped phase of Eq. (5.18). The true phase is
a linear function while the wrapped phase in a saw tooth function. Phase unwrapping

usually achieved through adding an appropriated multiple of 2π radians.

where W is the wrapping operator and wrap the data of the bracket in the interval

(−π, π). φ(t) is the wrapped phase value at point t. The two main problems which im-

pede to successfully reconstruct the one-dimensional unwrapped phase from its wrapped

data are under sampling and noise contamination of phase.

5.2.1 Phase sampling rate

Provided that the phase difference between two successive points exceeds π radians, the

phase unwrapper recognise the existence of a wrap at this location. This could be either

an actual phase wrap or due to the under sampled data, called fake wrapping. Obviously

the output phase from the signal is in the wrapped form and its recognition is difficult.

Nevertheless, the problem can be addressed by sampling the signal itself at the Nyquist

rate or higher. In other words, by imposing the Nyquist criterion on the recording signal,

it can be assured that the phase difference between any two consecutive points is less

than π radians.

5.2.2 Effect of noise

Apart from aliasing, noise is another source of errors which might cause calamitous

failure in phase unwrapping. To avoid fake wrapping in a phase image, the variance of
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the phase should be low enough to avoid catastrophic results. There are two ways to

illustrate the effect of noise on the phase unwrapping process, expressing by (1) Noise

variance and (2) Signal to noise ratio parameters. The effect of noise variance on the

phase unwrapping process can be explained by adding white noise to the same phase

data expressed in Eq. (5.17), as follows:

φ(t) = 5πt+ n(t). (5.20)

The true phase is sampled well above the Nyquist limit to avoid phase aliasing. Differ-

ent noise variances are chosen to illuminate the effect of noise variation on the phase

unwrapping process. Then the noise contaminated phase data is wrapped into (-π, π):

ψ(t) = W(5πt+ n(t)). (5.21)

Following this, the noisy wrapped signals are unwrapped with the Itoths method and

the results are illustrated in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: The effect of noise variance on phase unwrapping. The lower solid line
is the true phase signal and the higher curves are the unwrapped results for the data

with noise variance of (π/8)2, (π/4)2 and (π/2)2 respectively.

The lines above the original phase represents the unwrapped results with increasing the

noise variance. The unwrapping can capture the noisy estimate of true phase until the

noise variance reaches to π/8. The first phase jump is evident for noise variance of π/4

and catastrophic results occur when noise variance= π/2.
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To reduce the noise variance and improve phase quality, the signal quality itself should

be improved. Signal averaging are normally adopted to reduce phase noise variances.

For example, in Cross Spectrum Density (CSD) function, the variation of the phase

value when nd number of averaging was performed can be explained by:

V ar|φ| ≈
1− γ2xy
2γ2xynd

, (5.22)

where γxy is the coherence function. For low coherence, Eq. (5.22) becomes Var|φ| ≈
1

2γ2xynd
, which should be less than (π/8)2 for unwrapping. Hence:

1

2γ2xynd
<
(π

8

)2
→ γ2xy >

32

π2nd
≈ 6.4

nd
. (5.23)

As shown in Eq. (5.23), by increasing the signal averaging, the obtained phase data

from even very low coherence data can be unwrapped. Depending upon the variation

to the phase value, the unwrapped phase may not represents the original noisy phase.

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is another parameter that can be used to express the effect

of background noise on the unwrapping process. To this end, complex Gaussian noise

n(t) is added to the phasor signal used in Eq. (5.17) as follows:

x(t) = ei5πt + n(t). (5.24)

Here the SNR defined as the peak signal divided by the noise variance. The wrapped

phase is extracted as explained in Eq. (5.18) and the phase unwrapping was achieved by

the Itoh’s method explained in Eq. (5.19). The unwrapped phase results for different

SNR values are shown in Fig. 5.9.

As seen in Fig. 5.9, the unwrapping results resemble the true signal until the SNR

reduces to 3. The first fake phase jumps appears for SNR=2, and catastrophic results

occur when the SNR drops to near unity.

To have a better understanding about the effect of SNR on the unwrapping process, the

contaminated signal by a noise cloud is shown in Fig. 5.10. Increasing the variance of

the noise to cover the origin, the signal can swing in both magnitude and phase from

one instance in time to the next. When the signal phase pass from zero, π radians
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Figure 5.9: Effect of noise on phase unwrapping. The lower line is the original phase.
The next higher lines are the unwrapped results for SNR =10, 3, 3 and 1 respectively.

catastrophic results occur when the SNR drops too low.

phase change happens. Such rapid changes to the phase cannot be distinguished from a

genuine phase wrap. Hence, the unwrapping algorithm cannot reconstruct the relative

true phase.

signal phasor, s(t)

Im

Re

noise cloud phasor, n(t)

Figure 5.10: Effect of noise on phase unwrapping when the complex phasor of interest
is perturbed by a noise cloud.
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5.2.3 Applying one-dimensional unwrapping to the wrapped phase im-

age

This section is an attempt to expose the issue of applying one dimensional phase un-

wrapping to the rows and columns of a wrapped phase image. In this method, phase

unwrapping achieved through integrating the wrapped phase difference between any

two successive points along the rows and columns of a wrapped phase image and can be

explained by:

φ(x, y) = φ(x0, y0) +
M∑
x=1

N∑
y=1

W {∆φ(x, y)} . (5.25)

Here φ(x, y), φ(x0, y0) are the unwrapped phase at an arbitrary point (x, y) and the

initial point (x0, y0) respectively. ∆ is the phase difference between two successive pixels.

As seen in Eq. (5.25), the unwrapped phase at pixel (x1, y0) can be estimated from the

unwrapped phase at the pixel (x0, y0) plus the wrapped phase difference between (x0, y0)

and (x1, y0).

It is possible to either apply the unwrapping to the rows and then to the columns or vice

versa. In practice, applying such a plain unwrapping algorithm to a wrapped phase image

containing noise contaminated or spatially aliased region, causes the propagation of

errors, called residues, over the image [85]. Without phase image unwrapping operation,

the errors do not propagate on its own throughout a wrapped phase image. To prevent

degrading of unwrapped phase images, first the residues location must be identified and

then be somewhat isolated from the rest of pixel during the unwrapping process. A

method of detecting residues Rs is integration of the phase difference in a 2 × 2 closed

path as shown in below [85].

Rs = Ro

[
ψi+1,j − ψi,j

2π

]
+ Ro

[
ψi+1,j+1 − ψi+1,j

2π

]
+

Ro

[
ψi,j+1 − ψi+1,j+1

2π

]
+ Ro

[
ψi,j − ψi,j+1

2π

]
,

(5.26)

where, Ro is an operator which round the value inside the bracket to the nearest integer.

Providing that a residue exists, the value of Rs in Eq. (5.26) is 1 or -1 and Rs = 0

indicates that there is no residue. RS = +1 indicates the presence of positive residue

or positive polarity and when RS = −1, a negative residue or polarity exist in the
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calculated pixel. A brief explanation on identifying the residue in a two-dimensional

matrix is illustrated in Fig. 5.11.

(a) (b)

Δ1

(xi , yj)

(xi -1, yj) (xi-1, yj +1)

(xi , yj +1)
Δ4

Δ2

Δ3

Pixel under
investigation

Figure 5.11: (a) The pixel under intergeneration (b) in a wrapped phase image.

As an example, the one dimensional unwrapping algorithm is applied to the simulated

wrapped phase images, shown in Section 5.1.5, parallel to the y and x axis respectively,

and plotted in Fig. 5.12. By applying the one-dimensional unwrapping algorithm, the

shapes of the unwrapped images almost change for every frequency. The appeared

artefacts at the middle of the contour plots at 35 Hz could be an ideal simulation results

to confirm experimental results in [25]. The two parallel lines originated at a 4 m distance

from the excitation source, are due to the residues propagation from the aforementioned

location. The residues location is illustrated in Fig. 5.13.

The data at 55 Hz reports the supremacy of conical wave fronts on vibrating the surface

after a six metre distance from the excitation source. Owing to the equal number of

positive and negative residues along the final unwrapping path, x-direction, the propa-

gation has not observed at the region where the conical wave fronts are dominant. At a

2 m distance from the excitation point along the x axis, however, two residues propagate

and stop at a 6 m distance from the same source, where they reaches to their opposite

polarity, illustrated in Fig. 5.13.

Despite spatial aliasing at the proximity of the excitation source at 55 Hz, the errors has

not propagated along the image. Therefore the propagation of errors along the image is

mainly affected by the presence of the residue and the method of unwrapping. Spatial
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aliasing referred to the situation where the difference in phase between any two pixels

is beyond π radians. The frequency at which the two sources; pipe and direct source,

violets the Nyquist sampling rate for the spatial unwrapping,is explained in Appendix

E.

Similar to 35 Hz, at 75 Hz the wave fronts from the source directly propagated to the

medium, appeared around the excitation source and the pipe wave dominates along the

pipe axis in a narrowed area. For the same reason explained for 35 Hz and 55 Hz, errors

propagate from the residues. At 95 Hz, the spatial aliasing from the point source can be

clearly seen at where it is dominant and the wave fronts from the pipe wave are reversed

shape hyperbole. A reverse to the conical wave fronts at 95 Hz, is due to the higher

changes to the phase data related to the propagation of the residue at a 6 m distance

from the excitation source, along the image.
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Figure 5.12: Applying one-dimensional phase unwrapping algorithm to the wrapped
phase governed in radians.The red spot illustrates the origin.

5.3 Radial phase unwrapping

Here a new technique for unwrapping two-dimensional image with the aim of reducing

the computational effort to find the pipe axis is proposed. In this technique the data is

unwrapped with respect to a reference point; the position where the excitation applied

to the pipe. Such a location normally can be found using spatial magnitude plots. Lets
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Figure 5.13: Residues of wrapped images illustrated in Fig. 5.6. The small black
dots, filled blue and green dots illustrate the residue of 0, +1 and -1 respectively.

assume W is the wrapping operator which wraps the phase φf (f) to the interval (−π, π).

For this case, the frequency wrapped phase value of each point can be explained by:

W[φf (f)] = ψ(f)φf + 2πℵ(N), (5.27)

where φ(f) is the true phase at frequency f . ℵ(N) is an integer number and selected so

that:

− π < ψ(f) < π (5.28)

An image M(x, y, f) comprises wrapped phase data on the rows x and y and might

contain several phase jumps as all the points value are limited into the interval (−π, π).

Provided that the image points are sampled at the Nyquist rate or higher, wrapped

phase difference or the wrapped partial derivative of each measurement point can be

explained by:

W{∆M(x, y, f)} = W{M(x, y, f)−M(x, y, f − 1)} (5.29)

The wrapping operator is implemented to extract the true phase differences, specifically

from the areas where a phase jump occurs. Then the algorithm proceeds to transform

the phase gradient data at each frequency, from Cartesian to polar coordinates. The

reason for this transformation is to help the procedure of the data unwrapping in the
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radial direction. Therefore less computational effort is required to identify the path.

This approach relies on the assumption that the measured data above the pipe axis

has high quality and do not hold any residue. The procedure of data transformation

algorithm from Cartesian to polar coordinates can be summarized as follows:

1. Defining the grid of data in the polar coordinate system that cover the data location

in the Cartesian coordinate.

2. Transforming the grid point from the polar to the Cartesian coordinate system.

3. Applying a bilinear interpolation to find the new data at the required grid point.

The algorithm find the value of the unknown point utilising a weighted sum of the

four neighbouring points. A detail explanation of the algorithm is explained in

reference [92], and for brevity is not repeated here.

Only when the spatial phase differences between any transformed points in the radial

axis exceeds the interval (−π, π), can a finer polar grid be used to have data at Nyquist

rate or higher. Before continuing, it should be noted that the reason for transforming

the phase difference rather than the actual wrapped phase is due to the limitation of

the wrapped data to the interval (−π, π). With applying the bilinear interpolation, the

estimated pixel value might be undesirably altered by the phase jump areas.

Upon the estimation of the phase gradient in the polar coordinates, the frequency

wrapped phase difference of each point, in the polar coordinate, is added to its pre-

vious value,

M(r, θ, f) =
n−1∑
f=1

W{M(r, θ, f − 1) +M(r, θ, f)}. (5.30)

Upon adding the phase gradient of each pixel to its previous value, the constructed phase

image will exceed the interval (−π, π). Therefore a wrapping operator was applied to

the data to produce a wrapped image in the frequency range of interest.

Next, one-dimensional phase unwrapping operator is applied along the radius to the

wrapped data with respect to the origin. It is important to apply the unwrapping

function parallel to the radial axis. A schematic of one-dimensional unwrapping when

it is applied to data in Cartesian and a polar coordinate is illustrated by an arrow

in Fig. 5.14 (a) and (b) respectively. Then the algorithm proceeds by returning the
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Figure 5.14: Data located in (a) a Cartesian and (b) a polar coordinate system. The
red arrows show the direction of applying one-dimensional unwrapping algorithm into

each coordinate system.

data back into its initial grid in the Cartesian coordinate. Since the Cartesian location

of the unwrapped data in the polar coordinate was previously specified, the bilinear

interpolation exploited to estimate the data on its initial coordinate with a finer spacing.

By applying the bilinear transformation, the requested data might lie beyond the image

axes. To recover the missing data, an algorithm based on sparse-representation image

decomposition was adopted which is fully explained in detail by Garcia [93].

5.3.1 Results from Radial unwrapping

The developed unwrapping algorithm was applied to the wrapped data, which was dis-

cussed in Section 5.1.5 and the results are presented in Fig. 5.15. On the basis of the

results showed in Fig. 5.15, it can be concluded that the width of the conical wave’s

pattern is not confined to its pipe axis at the surface. They also provide confirmatory

evidence that after some distance from the excitation point only the pipe wave domi-

nates. In practice, the starting region where the pipe wave dominates depends upon the

relative particle velocity from the pipe wall compared to the source wave. For the pur-

poses of removing the effect of under sampling, sometimes called spatial phase aliasing,

in where the body waves dominates, the grid data in the polar coordinates selected 0.2

m and π/20 in the r and the θ axes respectively. With the presence of several distur-

bances along the image, radial phase unwrapping might cause them to propagate along

the image. In an attempt to prevent the propagation of errors along the image and

isolate the unreliable areas, hundreds of two-dimensional unwrapping algorithms have

been designed in the past three decades [86]. Using such unwrapping algorithms and
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Figure 5.15: Illustrative of spatially unwrapped phase, in radians, using radial un-
wrapping. Transformation from Cartesian to polar coordinates carried out with a thin-
ner grid in the polar coordinate; 0.2 m and π/20 in the r and the θ axes were selected.

The corresponding wrapped data is illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

applying them to the two-dimensional wrapped data might bring to light new informa-

tion. The principle behind all of such algorithms can be divided into two categories. A

robust algorithm from each category is explained in the forthcoming section.

5.4 Two-dimensional phase unwrapping

Two-dimensional phase unwrapping algorithms try to minimize the effect of corrupted

pixels on the rest. Several algorithms are proposed on this matter. The differences

between the established algorithms are the computational effort and accuracy of results.

Most of the developed unwrapping algorithms can be classified into two major categories:

local and global phase unwrapping algorithms. A thorough review of these two classes

of phase unwrapping algorithm is established by Ghiglia and Pritt [90]. The aim of

this section, however, is to explain a robust algorithm from each category followed by

applying them to the simulated wrapped phase images explained in Section 5.1.3.
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5.4.1 Quality guided path unwrapping algorithm

Of the local unwrapping techniques, quality guided path unwrapping algorithm is se-

lected in this section. In this method the unwrapped phase is accomplished by integrat-

ing the wrapped phase difference between two successive points, along a definite path.

Quality guided algorithm requires a quality map to lead the algorithm for unwrapping

high quality data first and unwrap the rest based on its quality in descending quality

order.Therefore a reliable quality map can dramatically enhance the output.

Among the previously developed quality maps, the two-dimensional second difference

quality map introduced by [94] has been nominated by several researchers (e.g. Abdul-

Rahman [95]), as the most robust quality map. This quality map, however, reveals the

badness of the data rather than the goodness. Therefore the reciprocal of the output

describes the goodness of pixels. The algorithm defines the goodness of pixel QM by

[94]:

QM(i, j) =
1√

H2
d(i, j) + V 2

d (i, j) +D1(i, j) +D2(i, j)
, (5.31)

where;

Hd(i, j) = Υ(ψ(i− 1, j)− ψ(i, j))−Υ(ψ(i, j)− ψ(i+ 1, j)),

Vd(i, j) = Υ(ψ(i, j − 1)− ψ(i, j))−Υ(ψ(i, j)− ψ(i, j + 1)),

D1(i, j) = Υ(ψ(i− 1, j − 1)− ψ(i, j))−Υ(ψ(i, j)− ψ(i+ 1, j + 1)),

D2(i, j) = Υ(ψ(i− 1, j + 1)− ψ(i, j))−Υ(ψ(i, j)− ψ(i+ 1, j − 1)).

Here Hd(i, j) and D1 illustrating the second difference in the horizontal and Vd(i, j) and

D2 illustrating the second difference in the vertical direction of the matrix. The Υ[ ]

term is a one-dimensional unwrapper.

The quality path unwrapping algorithm starts by adding the reliability value of each

pixel to its neighbouring pixels. The accumulated value is written at the edge where the

two pixels are connected. The pixel reliabilities and edge values of a part of a wrapped

image are illustrated in Fig. 5.16 (a) and (b) respectively.

The unwrapping algorithm starts by unwrapping pixels which share the highest edge

value. In Fig. 5.16 (c), the pixels g and f are first unwrapped with respect to one

another. Next, the unwrapping applied to the wrapped pixels with the next highest
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edge value; a and b which in this case constructs the second group. The unwrapping

algorithm follows such a trend and unwraps the pixels with respect to their reliability

values in the descending order; performed next between i and j. As seen in Fig. 5.16

(d) and (e), of the wrapped pixels the edge connecting pixels a and e has the forth

highest value. Therefore, the unwrapping of pixel e carried out with respect to pixel a

and therefore three pixels a, b and e are in the same group.
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Figure 5.16: An example of unwrapping of a part of a wrapped image using quality
map. (a) The reliability and (b) edge values of pixels. (c) Unwrapping pixels which have
the highest edge value. (d) Unwrapping the wrapped pixels with respect to each other
and a group of unwrapped phase. (e) Unwrapping the wrapped pixels, which has the
highest edge value, with respect to a unwrapped group. (f,g) Unwrapping two groups
of unwrapped phase with respect to each other (h) Unwrapping two pixels with respect
to each other followed by re-unwrapping them with respect to the bigger unwrapped
group. (i) Unwrapping the smaller unwrapped group with respect to the bigger one.

(j) Unwrapping the last pixel with respect to the unwrapped group.

A similar trend is followed for the wrapped pixels which share the highest edge value

with any unwrapped pixel group. Provided two groups share a highest edge value, the

unwrapping carried out between the two group, as illustrated in in Fig. 5.16 (e) and (f).

In this case the smaller group is unwrapped with respect to the other one. In Fig. 5.16

(f) the two groups with a blue and purple colour share the edge value of 1.9 which is

the highest value compared to the other wrapped values. In the situation of equal pixel

number for each group, the unwrapping between the two groups can be carried out in

either way. As seen in 5.16 (g) and (h) the rest of pixels are unwrapped according to
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their edge value and connected to the purple group. The disconnected unwrapped group

and pixels shown in Fig. 5.16 (h) and (i) are unwrapped with respect to the purple group

and the final unwrapped image is achieved as shown Fig. 5.16 (h). As a whole, in this

unwrapping algorithm three cases are possible:

1- There is two wrapped pixels. The two pixels should be unwrapped with respect to

one another.

2- There are two pixels; one of which is previously unwrapped and belongs to a group

and the other one is wrapped. In this situation the wrapped pixel should be unwrapped

with respect to the wrapped pixels.

3- There are two group pixels which are previously unwrapped independently, while

they share the highest edge value. The pixels belongs to the smaller group need to be

unwrapped with respect to the bigger group.

As seen in Fig. 5.16, the unwrapping is carried out along a certain path and the indi-

vidual pixels are under focus at each step rather than the whole image.

5.4.2 Weighted least squared method

Weighted least squared method is a branch of global phase unwrapping algorithm.

Global phase unwrapping methods are the second class of two-dimensional phase un-

wrapping algorithms. Calling the approaches global unwrapping is due to the minimiza-

tion of errors over the entire wrapped phase images. These approaches aim to find an

unwrapped phase when rewrapped, the error between the gradient of the re-wrapped

phase and initial wrapped phase is minimised, as illustrated in bellow:

ε2 =‖ solution− problem ‖2 . (5.32)

For an image containing some corrupted regions, large amount of unnecessary computa-

tions, however, have to be carried out over the corrupted area. As this technique focuses

on minimization of the phase gradient difference, equalizing the contribution from the

high quality and residues pixels might generate undesirable results. A weighting func-

tion, for instance the one explained in Section 5.4.1 can be used and wight the phase
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data prior to unwrapping. Eq. (5.32) with a weighting function can be rewritten as:

ε2 =

M−2∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

U(i.j)
(
φi+1,j − φi,j −∆x

i,j

)2
+

M−1∑
i=0

N−2∑
j=0

V (i, j)
(
φi,j+1 − φi,j −∆y

i,j

)2
,

(5.33)

where ∆x
i,j and ∆y

i,j are the wrapped value of the wrapped phase difference between

two successive pixels along the x and y direction of the image. The φi,j term is the

unwrapped phase solution which minimises Eq. (5.33). The U(i,j) and V(i,j) terms are

the gradient weights given for the x-gradient and y-gradient of a wrapped phase image

respectively. These gradient weights can be expressed by:

Uxi,j = min(%2i+1,j + %2i,j), V
y
i,j = min(%2i,j+1 + %2i,j), (5.34)

where %i,j is the quality of the pixel (i,j), 0 6 %xi,j , %
y
i,j 6 1. The quality map can

be calculated using, for example, the function discussed in Section 5.4.1. Eq. (5.33)

explains the relation between the weighted phase difference at the rows and the columns

and their unwrapped phase φi,j , which can be simplified to:

U(i, j)∆xφ(i, j)− U(i− 1, j)∆xφ(i− 1, j)+

V (i, j)∆yφ(i, j)− V (i, j − 1)∆yφ(i, j − 1) = ρi,j

(5.35)

where

ρi,j = (U(i, j)∆xψ(i, j)− U(i− 1, j)∆xψ(i− 1, j))

+ (V (i, j)∆yψ(i, j)− V (i, j − 1)∆yψ(i, j − 1))
(5.36)

Eq. (5.33) can be transformed into a matrix vector to form a problem into a linear

system as:

Dφ = ρ, (5.37)

where φ is the columns vector unwrapped phase solution and D is the discrete weighted

Laplacian operator defined in the left hand side of Eq. (5.36).

Solving the weighted least squared method directly through Fast Fourier transform ,FFT,

and Discrete Cosine Transform, DCT, can not be achieved [96]. Instead, Gauss-Seidel

relaxation method can be used and provide the unwrapped phase iteratively using the
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equation:

φi,j =
U(i, j)φi+1,j + U(i− 1, j)φi−1,j + V (i, j)φi,j+1 + V (i, j − 1)φi,j−1 − ρ(i, j)

vi,j
,

(5.38)

where vi,j is defined by:

vi,j = U(i, j) + U(i− 1, j) + V (i, j) + V (i, j − 1). (5.39)

The convergences of this algorithm is slow and normally multigrid methods are used

to accelerate it. Furthermore, a number of iterative methods for instance Picard itera-

tion method, the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) and the weighted multigrid

algorithms, have been developed to solve the weighed method [96].

5.4.3 Applying the two-dimensional phase unwrapping to the wrapped

data

The quality guided path following and the weighted least squared unwrapping are ap-

plied to the wrapped data explain is Section 5.1.5, and the results are illustrated in

Figs. (5.17) and (5.18) respectively. Although the unwrapping algorithm of these two

methods is different from one another, the obtained results are somewhat identical.

The produced plots are very similar to the ones obtained from the radial unwrapping

algorithm, which were illustrated in Fig. 5.15. Because the unwrapping operations

were performed without increasing the wrapped phase image resolution, above approx-

imately 50 Hz, a corrupted area from under sampling can be seen, at where the body

waves dominate, in Figs. (5.17) and (5.18). Presence of the corrupted areas suggest

that the absolute difference between two successive samples is larger than a value of π.

In both figures, the corrupted area from under sampling are well localised and the er-

ror does not propagate throughout the unwrapped phase images. At higher frequencies

(aproximately > 160 Hz), which is not presented here, the wrapped phase data from the

conical wave fronts violates the spatial Nyquist sampling criterion and whole the image

is contaminated with spatial aliasing and the results are no longer presentable.
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Figure 5.17: Illustrative of spatially unwrapped phase, in radians, using quality
guided path following approach explained in Section 5.4.1. The unwrapping opera-
tion was performed without increasing the wrapped phase image resolution and the

corresponding wrapped data is illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.18: Illustrative of spatially unwrapped phase, in radians, using weighted
least squared approach with the quality factor explained in Eq. (5.31). The unwrapping
operation was performed without increasing the wrapped phase image resolution and

the corresponding wrapped data is illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

5.4.4 Improving the image resolution

This section aims to propose a simple method to overcome the problem of phase aliasing

in the wrapped and unwrapped images. In this method, frequency wrapped phase from

each pixel is exploited to resample the wrapped image at the Nyquist rate or higher.
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Wrapped phase difference or the partial derivative of each measurement point can be

calculated as follows:

W{∆M(x, y, f)} = W{∆M(x, y, f)−M(x, y, f − 1)}. (5.40)

By assuming that the frequency wrapped phase data is well sampled, the value of the

wrapped phase difference in Eq. (5.40) should lie into the interval (−π, π). Next, a

bilinear interpolation should be applied to the wrapped phase differences matrix so as

to increase the image points. Therefore, the new matrix contains a higher number

of measurement points compared to its initial. Then, the interpolated data at every

frequency is added to its previous value followed by re-wrapping the image as follows:

W{∆M(x, y, f)} =
n−1∑
f=1

W{M(x, y, f − 1) +M(x, y, f)}. (5.41)

The reconstructed signal now has higher points compared to its initial grid points. After

applying the two-dimensional unwrapping operator, the bilinear interpolation is again

used to represent the data at its initial grid spacing.

Each of the two-dimensional unwrapping algorithms is applied to the wrapped phase

data, based on the description given in Section 5.4.4. The unwrapped phase data from

the quality guided path and the weighted least squared method is illustrated in Fig.

5.19 and Fig. 5.20 respectively. As shown in the two following figures, there is no sign

of spatial aliasing at the areas where the body waves are dominant. The data from the

following figures suggests that tracing the pipe via the vibro-acosutic technique, provided

that the Nyquist sampling rate is not violated, should not be limited to a low frequency

region. This view is grounded on the assumption that below the ring frequency, most

of the energy are carried by the axisymmetric fluid borne wave, causing re-radiation of

energy into the external medium.

5.5 Performance of the proposed unwrapping algorithms

This section aims to discuss performances of the unwrapping algorithms applied to the

simulated wrapped phase images displayed in Fig. 5.6. The radial unwrapping outcomes
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Figure 5.19: Illustrative of spatially unwrapped phase, in radians, using quality
guided path following approach. The resolution of images is increased artificially.
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Figure 5.20: Illustrative of spatially unwrapped phase, in radians, using weighted
least squared approach with the quality factor explained in Eq. (5.31). The resolution

of images is increased artificially.

was very similar to that of two-dimensional unwrapping. Given that the method is very

simple to be implemented, it does not benefit from any quality map. In this case, it is

very likely to have propagation of errors along the image. To advance the technique, a

weight function can be incorporated to the algorithm to isolate the residues.

Both adopted two-dimensional unwrapping algorithm are able to successfully unwrapped

the images. Owing to have negligible output difference, it is hard to nominate any of
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which as a more robust algorithm. Because of less computational requirement of quality

guided path following method, it was decided to select it for unwrapping the phase data

in the next chapter.

5.6 Discussion on the data analysis

Further investigations on the unwrapped phase data of the model illustrated in Section

5.1.4 allow:

1. to determine the region where the two wave types; spherical and conical waves are

dominant.

2. to estimate the wave speed of the pipe and the surrounding medium.

Given that the shape of appeared continuous wave fronts illustrates the approximate

dominance region of each wave type, it is worth to indicate from where exactly the

magnitude of the the conical wave front become comparable to the body wave fronts.

With the experimental output, determining such regions are not feasible. The reason of

recalculating the input wave speeds from unwrapped phase data, is to check whether it

is feasible to end up with the desired values.

5.6.1 Width of conical wave fronts

In this section, the discussion will point to identifying the region where the shear conical

and the spherical wave fronts are dominant. Although the dominant region of each

source slightly alters with the excitation frequency, it is worth to estimate it for a single

frequency. The selected region, shown in Fig. 5.21, involves six measurement lines

crossing the pipe axis starting from one metre distance from the origin.

Quantifying the amplitude of the surface vibrational velocity from each source is achieved

by taking the absolute value of each wave equation at the specified location and fre-

quency. As seen in Fig. 5.22, these results provide confirmatory evidence that the

region where several wave types contribute with similar amplitudes, are not reliable and

can be referred as corrupted areas. In this context, the aforementioned area is the re-

gion where the conical wave fronts starts to dominate. Identifying the dominant area of
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Figure 5.21: The selected measurement points, highlighted with red dots are in grid
lines perpendicular to the pipe axis, started from 3 m up to 7 m distance from the

origin.

each source in practice depend partially on how and where the pipe is subjected to the

excitation, on pipe configuration, material properties of the pipe, on the internal and

external media and is different from case to case.

If the point source comprises a relatively high amplitude compared to the pipe source, at

a distance far away from the excitation source, plane wave fronts should appear on the

plot. To have a deeper insight about this phenomenon, lets assume that only a single

wave emitted from the point source causes the surface vibration. The radial distance

from the point source to the measurement point can be explained by:

r2 = x2 + y2 + h2 = Y 2 (1 + x2/y2 + h2/y2) . (5.42)

Provided that y � x, h , Taylor expansion of equation(5.42) gives:

r = Y (1 + x2/2y + h2/2y + ...) −→ r ≈ x2/2y + h/2y. (5.43)

As a result, at a far away distance from the excitation point the appearance of a plane

wave from the point source is expected. Owing to a higher amplitude of pipe source,

under an in-pipe excitation compared to the structural excitation, after some distance
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Figure 5.22: A comparison between the amplitudes of the body waves and the shear
conical waves, for each grind line perpendicular to the pipe axis shown in Fig. 5.21 at

55 Hz, in m/s.

from the excitation source the surface vibration become due to mostly a conical wave

front.

5.6.2 Estimation of the pipe source wave speed

On the obtained numerical results, inversion analysis is carried out, to find the value

of the pipe source wave speed. To this end, a number of points above the pipe axis

illustrated in Fig. 5.23 are selected for further examination.

There are several ways to extract the pipe wave speed. In here, the gradient of the

difference between two measurement points along the pipe axis is used. Therefore the

wave speed along the pipe, c1, can be obtained as follows:

c1 =

 2π

d

df

(
W

(
dψ(f)

dx

))
m/s, (5.44)
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Figure 5.23: The selected points for post processing. The black points parallel to the
pipe axis are used to estimate the wave speed within the pipe. The blue points per-
pendicular to the pipe axis are used to estimate the wave speed within the surrounding

medium and the red spot illustrates the origin.

where:

W

(
dψ(f)

dx

)
= W (ψx2(f)− ψx1(f)) , and

(
dψ(f)

dx

)
= ψ̇(f). (5.45)

Here the subscript 1 and 2 refer to the two subsequent measurement points along the

pipe axis at the surface. The obtained wave speed from the two sets of points is plotted

in Fig. 5.24. The value of the estimated wave speed from the two points at the middle

of plots deviates from its nominal value and possesses higher fluctuation compared to

the other one.

Deviation of wave speed values associated with each two sets of the points are reported

in Table 2. Although the relatively faraway location along the pipe axis encodes more

accurate information of the pipe wave speed, attenuation of the pipe wave due to the

pipe material damping and the radiation loss might lead to masking of the signal by the

environmental noise.

Coupled with the interference of the spherical and the conical wave front, a common

source of error in practical measurement is due to the misplaced sensors within the
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Figure 5.24: Illustration of the pipe wave speed estimated from the point located at
12 m and 13 m distance; ( ), 17 m and 18 m; ( ), distance from the point source
at the surface. The input wave speed for the pipe source; ( ). Below 100 Hz the data

variation is extremely high and further 200 Hz it becomes negligible.

Table 5.2: Deviation of the wave speeds due to interference of the conical and spherical
wave fronts.

Data related to 100 Hz to 200 Hz bandwidth
Distance of the point source set
from the source at the surface

Standard deviation
Mean value of the wave speed

deviation from theory

First two set points located at (12 m-13 m) 10 m/s 35 m/s

First two set points located at (17 m-18 m) 5 m/s 10 m/s

measurement grid. A closer look at Eq. (5.44) indicates that increasing the distance

between the two grid points along the pipe axis by εP causes underestimation of the pipe

wave speed by
εP
c1

(m/s). Furthermore, the ground surface normally is not perfectly flat,

leading to an increase to the approximation of the estimated value. In this cause, if the

next point is not on the same level, the approximation would be
εG

cs−SV
(m/s), where

cs−SV is the speed of shear conical wave fronts emitted from the pipe.

5.6.3 Estimation of the wave speed in the soil

To estimate the speed of dominant wave within the soil, two-measurement points in a

line crossing the pipe at the origin should be selected. This automatically excludes the

effect of the conical wave fronts, leading to a better estimation. Since the distance from

the point source to the measurement points at the surface varies with rp =
√
y2 + h2d
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the speed of the dominant wave can be identified by using the phase data from the two

measurement points as follows:

c =
2π

d

df

(
df

dx

) (√y2 + h2d −
√
y2 + h2d

)
(5.46)

Applying the above equation to the selected points phase data, results in an erroneous

wave speed shown in Fig. 5.23. On the basis of the illustrated data it can be concluded

that at the presence of the two waves, utilising the above equation would not be effective.

Hence, for the wave speed estimation to be effective, a wave decomposition must be

performed a priori. In practice, it is likely that the ground surface vibration is due

to only one wave type. Removing one of the utilised body wave amplitude leads to

obtaining the nominal wave speed but for brevity it is not shown here. In the case

where a surface wave dominates, Eq. (5.46) should be equal to zero.
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Figure 5.25: Estimation of the wave speed within the surrounding medium. Data
obtained from the two points in the line that crosses the pipe axis at the origin shown

in Fig. 5.23.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter an analytical simulation was developed to provide a new insight into the

concept of vibro-acoustic technique.

An important requisite to localise buried pipes through the vibro-acoustic approach

is unwrapping the obtained phase data with the assistance of a robust algorithm. A
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brief review on the concept of unwrapping processes and the shortcoming of applying

one-dimensional unwrapping algorithm to the wrapped image was fully discussed.

A simple unwrapping algorithm, named radial unwrapping, was developed with the aim

of reducing the computational effort. Having applied the algorithms to the simulated

wrapped images, it was learned that the body waves only dominate near to the source and

are local. In addition, interference of the body waves and shear conical wave front does

not take place at a lateral distance far form the pipe axis; along the pipe. Provided that

the there is no reflection from the pipe end, after a certain distance from the excitation

source, the pipe waves dominates over the whole image rather than a narrow area over

the pipe axis.Although the radial unwrapping is suitable to reconstruct a continuous

shear and conical wave fronts, it is unable to isolate the region where residues exist.

Therefore, the technique is not sufficiently robust to be applied on the experimental

data. Adding a weighting, however, can solve the problem.

Given that hundreds of unwrapping algorithm were previously developed for different

applications, a state-of-the-art algorithm from two major categories of two-dimensional

unwrapping are explained in detail and applied to the wrapped simulated phase data.

Even though from the unwrapped phase images the region where each wave is dominate,

further post processing is carried out to indicate the location where the pipe waves

amplitude become comparable to that of source waves.

Coupled with the attenuation, spatial aliasing causes the pipe localisation become limited

to a limited frequency band. In this regard, the role of spatial aliasing is more important.

In this simulation it is shown that the reconstructed surface vibration form the body

started to have aliasing from some region at 50 Hz. Although it was attempted to

overcome such an issue through artificially increasing the measurement points, yet it is

not clear to whether the method is feasible on the experimental data.

Further attempt to estimate the wave speed and attenuation of the each wave type

was carried out. It was shown that it is very unlikely to end up with the same input

value. Even though it is assumed only one wave type emitted from the pipe, estimating

its input value was severely affected by the point source wave. As at well below the

ring frequency, the axisymmetric wave causes most of the radiation to the surrounding

medium, it was suggested to work out on the data at higher frequency ranges >100
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Hz. Likewise exploring the data at higher frequency ranges >200 Hz might reveals the

dominated source wave speed.



Chapter 6

Experimental investigation to

trace buried water pipes

The purpose of this chapter is tracing buried water pipes using the designed pneumatic

devices in Chapter 4 and validate the simulation in Chapter 5. To benchmark the

effectiveness of the designed pneumatic devices, different exciters such as standard me-

chanical and electro acoustical exciter are employed as well. The obtained results are

analysed in detail and compared to each other.

To check the repeatability of measurements, more than one test was made for each

measurement. Discussing all the data in detail, however, is not possible due to the

large mount of data acquired. Therefore, repeatability of the measurements are briefly

discussed for each sources. Furthermore, to facilitate the interpretation of the results,

the back ground noise level was recorded and discussions about the signal to noise ratio

are provided in in Section 6.7.

Measurements with the speaker were made on the 13th and the 14th April 2018. The

temperature on both days during the measurements was approximately 10 °C. There

was no raining from one day before starting the measurements and the soil was dry.

The measurement with the pipe water gun was made on 5th May 2018. The day was

sunny and the temperature was approximately 22 °C. there was no raining up to three

weeks before the measurement and the soil was dry.

124
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The shaker measurement on the water filled and the empty pipe was made on the 11th

and the 17th of May 2018 respectively. On both days, the days was sunny and the

temperature was approximately 15 °C. During the measurement on 17th of May the soil

was dry, but there was a light raining when the last five array of the grid was recorded.

The measurement with the pipe balloon gun was made on the 11th and the 15th of June

2018. The days were sunny and the temperature during the measurements on both

days was approximately 20 °C. As measurements were carried out on different days, the

soil condition varies from case to case. Nevertheless, for all measurements the soil was

relatively dry and there was no raining at the day before conducting the measurement.

6.1 Description of the experimental rig

The rig consists of a 18 metre long, medium density plastic pipe (MDPE) with Young’s

modulus of 2× 109 (N/m2), wall thickness of 11× 10−3 m and a mean radius of 8.45×

10−2 m, buried approximately 1 to 1.25 metres deep into the soil [25]. As illustrated in

Fig. 6.1, access to the pipe can be gained at two positions; (i) from the pipe start point

where the pipe right angled bend brings the pipe to the surface (ii) and from a pit at

the pipe end. A schematic of the test rig is shown in Fig. 6.1 and the accesses to the

pipe are labelled. As seen in Fig. 6.2 the pipe was previously instrumented with two

small pipes to remove trapped bubbles and to monitor the pressure respectively [97].

The main pipe could not be filled up to the rim and the last approximately 50 cm of the

vertical pipe was empty. Assuredly, the less the pipe is pressurised the lower radiation

from the fluid dominated axisymmetric wave to the surrounding medium is expected

when subject to an excitation. Having observed a water accumulation at the manhole,

a water leak from the small pipe near to the pipe end was suspected.

Second connected pipe
to the main pipe

First connected pipe to
the main pipe

Ground surface

Flanged pipe and
the end plate

The pit; second access
point to the pipe

First access point
to the pipe
x

z

y

Figure 6.1: A schematic of the experimental test rig.
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Figure 6.2: Placing pipe into the ground: (a) before burying the pipe; (b) burying
the pipe to the ground and covering its main axis via sandy soil [97].

It is well-known that the axisymmtric fluid borne wave causes radiation to the surround-

ing medium. That said, applying any intentional excitation that is able to transfer a

high amplitude low frequency signal to this wave, will then lead to the detection of

buried pipes through the vibro-acoustic technique. To assess the feasibility of using in-

pipe excitations for pipe tracing, the pipe was subjected to internal excitations at three

different locations. The selected internal excitation locations were at the right angle

bend, and at 6 m and 12 m offset from it. In this measurement, the first and the second

access point to the pipe are referred to as starting and ending point respectively.

Recordings of the ground surface vibration, using tri-axial I/O SM-24 geophones, were

carried out over a rectangular grid of measurement points, spaced 0.75 metre apart in the

y and 1 metre apart in the x direction. The origin for every measurement is assumed

the location at which the excitation is applied to the pipe and the pipe runs up the

centre-line in all of them.
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Figure 6.3: A plan view of the measurement grid points used to record the surface
vibration. (a) First selected location for the exciter and its measurement grid. The
selected measurement grid points for the shaker is the same as this one. (b) Second
selected location for the exciters and its measurement grid points (c) Third selected

location for the exciters and its measurement grid.

The first grid covers the whole length of the pipe plus two metres behind the excitation

point, where the right angle bend brings the pipe to the surface . The second and the

third grid cover the pipe length from the 6 metres behind their excitation position up

to the pipe end; where the manhole allows the access to the pipe, as illustrated in Fig.

6.3. A photograph of the geophone array used to measure the ground surface vibrational

velocity is illustrated in Fig. 6.4.
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The utilised internal sources are the two pneumatic exciters, which are developed and

re-engineered in Chapter 4, as well as the Coomber 1932 underwater loudspeaker that

was used in the same chapter. For the sake of comparison, the pipe was subjected also

to a similar excitation source that was used in reference [25]. The mechanical excitation

was only applied from the start point to the pipe.
 

 

 

(a)  

(a)  

Run of pipe  

Geophone’s positions   Run of the pipe  

Run of the pipe  

Measurement points  

(b)  

Access point to the pipe   

Figure 6.4: Experimental set up employing an in-pipe excitation technique to locate
buried MDPE pipes. (a) Illustration of the third geophone array, the excitation source
located on the ground surface and the pipe’s main axis at the surface. (b) The position

of the sixth geophone array.

6.2 Signal processing

The ground surface vibration velocity was measured with seven tiaxial geophones with

the sensitivity of 21

(
m/s

V

)
, using the Prosig 8000 DATA Acquisition System which

possesses 24 input channels. The measurement system is illustrated in Fig. (6.5).

A noise free reference signal with high level of correlation to the input signal to the system

is required to find a reliable phase spectrum. This signal can be acquired by recording the

supplied voltage to the acoustic and the mechanical device. For the pneumatic sources,

the output signal from the PVDF sensor was routed to the Brüel and Kjær charge

amplifier type 2635 and recorded via the Prosig. Furthermore, in all measurements, an

extra reference signal was acquired via placing a hydrophone near to the exciters.

The data from the acquisition was stored in a PC for further analysis. If cross spectrum

form Sxy, between the input source to the system and measured ground surface, might

ends up with several unwanted phase jumps. Reducing the number of jumps can be
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Figure 6.5: A picture of the Prosig and the laptop used to digitised and store the
data.

achieved by dividing the obtained cross spectral density to the spectrum density of the

point, SV yref(f), which is the closest to the excitation source. Hence:

SV ynorm(ω) =
SV y
SV yref

. (6.1)

The output of SV ynorm is a complex number, with the magnitude spectrum of |Sxy.ref |

with the phase spectrum ψ = arctan [Im(SV ynorm)/Re(SV ynorm)] where Re and Im refer

to the real and the imaginary parts of the recorded signal and arctan is the four quadrant

arc tangent operator, hence −π < ψ < π. Therefore the obtained measured phase is

wrapped between −π and π and a phase unwrapping algorithm is required to reconstruct

a continuous phase lag as fully discussed in Chapter 5. Of the explained unwrapping

algorithms, the quality guided path following method, which was explained in Section

5.4.1 is utilised in this section.

Assuming buried pipes are a good transmitter of vibrational energy, many pipe locator

devices are designed to process magnitude data for addressing the pipe location. Sensing

the magnitude of the ground surface vibration in the current technology lead to a poor

detection rate specifically in noisy areas. Despite this, the magnitude of the surface

vibration velocity suddenly drops after a distance of order 2-3 metres from the excitation

point. Provided that the excitation is reproducible, however, the use of magnitude data
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|Sxy,ref | might allow recognition of any discontinuities along the pipe and provide some

information about the sudden changes to the properties of the external medium [25].

6.3 Measurement with the pipe balloon gun

In this section, measurements were carried out to map the buried pipe using the pneu-

matic device with a balloon. A picture of the designed pneumatic devices is illustrated

in Fig. 4.9. The pressure regulator attached to the air compressor valve specifies the

pressure of the realising compressed air, transferring to the solenoid valve. An Arduino

specifies the time at which the current and voltage are sent to the valve through the

power supplies and hence controls the opening and closing of the valve. When the

solenoid valve opens, the compressed air is transferred through the reinforced hose pipe

and expands the balloon which is surrounded by water. Immediately after closing of the

valve output port, the third port opens to drain the trapped air in the balloon. This pul-

sating expansion and relief drives the fluid with high amplitudes at low frequency. The

PVDF sensors wrapped around the reinforced exhaust was provided a reference signal.

The hydrophone at 15 cm distance from the balloon was for measuring the fluid excita-

tion and was not related to the operation of the proposed vibro-acoustic technique. The

signal from the PVDF sensor and the hydrophone were input into two separate Brüel

and Kjær charge amplifiers, of Type 2635.

The utilized signal was composed of 8 pulses of 30 ms, each segment had 5 second

duration. The signal was measured with a sample rate of 1 kHz, and with a low pass

filter built into the DAC unit eliminating frequencies above 400 Hz to avoid aliasing.

Discussion on the reproducibility of the pipe balloon gun is given in Appendix C.

Cross Spectrum Density (CSD) between the recorded pressure from the PVDF wire

and the recorded surface vibrations from the geophones were computed by segmenting

averaging using a rectangular window of 5000 samples with 50 % overlap.

6.3.1 Measurement data from the first grid

The measurement grid point and the excitation source location, used in this section, is

shown in Fig. 6.3 (a). The way at which phase information was extracted from the
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experimental data and the unwrapping process are explained in Sections 6.2 and 5.4.1.

The contour plots of the unwrapped phase for a number of sample frequencies are given

in Fig. 6.6 for a 10 Hz interval, from 37 to 97 Hz.
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Figure 6.6: Contour plots of spatially-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD be-
tween the ground surface vibration and the pressure sensed by the PVDF wire, in
radians, using balloon gun. The x- and y-axes correspond to the axes shown in Fig.

6.3 (a).

The obtained data at 37 Hz shows spherical wave fronts near to the source location. The

backside spherical wave fronts at the pipe end is due to the energy radiation from the

pipe end. Emergence of the surface vibration due to conical wave fronts become more

evident at 47 Hz and 57 Hz. The image at 67 Hz is reassuring and most of the conical

wave fronts dominate. From the graph at 77 Hz, 87 Hz and 97 Hz, the contribution

of the conical wave fronts on the ground surface vibration is obvious up to 12 metre

distance. The frequency band at which the pipe location become the most obvious is

67-77 Hz.
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6.3.2 Measurement data from the second grid

The measurement grid point and the excitation source location, used in this section,

is shown in Fig. 6.3 (b). The way at which phase information was extracted from

the experimental data and the unwrapping process are explained in Sections 6.2 and

5.4.1 respectively. The contour plots of the unwrapped phase for a number of sample

frequencies are given in Fig. 6.7 for a 10 Hz interval, from 32 to 62 Hz.

Similarly to the results in Section 6.5.2, the obtained data from this section illustrate

both the source position and the conical wave fronts signature. The misshape of the

wave pattern is due to the reflection from the pipe end can for every contour plot. Lower

energy transmission to the frequency above 80 Hz, result in higher noise contribution

on the phase data and decreased its reliability.

6.3.3 Measurement data from the third grid

The measurement grid point and the excitation source location, used in this section, is

shown in Fig. 6.3 (c). The contour plot of the unwrapped phase for a number of sample

frequencies are given in Fig. 6.8 for a 10 Hz interval, from 40 to 55 Hz.

At higher frequencies, phase aliasing occurs and the results are not presentable, meaning

that the surface vibration is determined by the direct source waves and conical wave

fronts are not dominant. Furthermore, closing to the pipe end, high amount of the wave

reflection and radiation in the pipe and into the surrounding medium is expected.

6.4 Measurement with the pipe water gun

By removing the balloon, the device can be used as a pipe water gun. The utilized signal

was composed of 8 pulses of 30 ms, each segment had 5 second duration. Reproducibility

of the pipe water gun is examined separately in the lab and the results are given in

Appendix C.

The signal was measured with a sample rate of 1 kHz, and with a low pass filter built into

the DAC unit eliminating frequencies above 400 Hz to avoid aliasing. Cross Spectrum

Density (CSD) between the recorded pressure from the PVDF wire and the recorded
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Figure 6.7: Contour plots of spatially-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD be-
tween the ground surface vibration and the pressure sensed by the PVDF wire, in
radians, using pipe balloon gun. The x and y axes correspond to the axes shown in

Fig. 6.3 (b).

surface vibrations from the geophones were computed by segmenting averaging using

a rectangular window of 5000 samples with 50 % overlap. The way at which phase

information was extracted from the experimental data and the unwrapping process are

explained in Sections 6.2 and 5.4.1 respectively. The contour plot of the unwrapped

phase for a number of sample frequencies are given in Fig. 6.9 for a 10 Hz interval, from

45 to 75 Hz.

The frequency band at which the pipe location become the most obvious is 50-60 Hz

and some of the frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The other set of measurement

was not producing any presentable results and it is suspected that this is resulted from
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Figure 6.8: Contour plots of spatially-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD be-
tween the ground surface vibration and the pressure sensed by the PVDF wire, in
radians, using balloon gun. The x and y axes correspond to the axes shown in Fig. 6.3

(c).

an extreme reduction to the level of pipe pressurisation, in other words the water level

at which the pipe was filled.

6.5 Mapping the pipe using a standard electroacoustic de-

vice

In this section an underwater speaker was adopted to generate a pressure wave into the

pipe contained fluid. The speaker initially worked as a dipole source: while the front

pushes the fluid out, the back pulls fluid in. It is well-known that dipoles do not radiate

low frequency sound as well as monopole do [38]. Therefore the speaker was boxed for

turning it into a monopole source. It is assumed that the excitation source is 100 %

reproducible. As shown in Fig. 6.10 a hydrophone was placed at the front of speaker to

record the pressure of generated disturbance to provide an extra reference signal, which

has not been used in data processing.

The utilized time extended signal was composed of 64 linear chirps from 10 Hz to 400

Hz, each lasting two seconds. The signal was measured with a sample rate of 1 kHz,

and with a low pass filter built into the DAC unit eliminating frequencies above 400

Hz to avoid aliasing. Cross Spectrum Density (CSD) between the input signal to the

speaker and the recorded surface vibration from the sensor was computed by segmenting

averaging using a rectangular window of 2000 samples with 50 % overlap.
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Figure 6.9: Contour plots of spatially-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD be-
tween the ground surface vibration and the pressure sensed by the PVDF wire, in
radians, using the pipe water gun. The x and y axes correspond to the axes shown in

Fig. 6.3 (a)

Using a low frequency of excitation results in the acoustic wave travelling further down

the pipe thus minimising the effect of the pipe wall damping. The effectiveness of

the cross spectrum density function for tracing the buried pipes is highly affected by

environmental noise. A large number of averages were selected for increasing the signal-

to-noise ratio leading to manifest the presence of the signals that are masked by noise[98].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.10: A photograph of the (a) un-boxed and (b) boxed loudspeaker and the
location of hydrophone.

6.5.1 Measurement data from the first grid

The measurement grid points and the excitation source location, used in this section,

is shown in Fig. 6.3(a). Phase information was extracted from the experimental data

and unwrapped as explained in Sections 6.2 and 5.4.1 respectively. The contour plot of

the unwrapped phase for a number of sample frequencies between 52 Hz and 75 Hz is

depicted in Fig. 6.11.

Below 50 Hz, the phase data was erratic which is due to (i) the poor performance of the

geophone below 50 Hz and (ii) the inability of the speaker to generate low frequency

signal below 50 Hz. As seen in Fig. 6.11 at 45 Hz, lower energy was transmitted to

the fluid, resulted in detecting signal up to 5 metre distance from the excitation source.

The environmental noise seems to cover the rest of the image. From 52 Hz up to 75 Hz,

the pipe main axis can be identified, up to 12 m, through looking at the patterns of the

conical wave fronts within the image. The reason for the 3 metre offset of the spherical

wave fronts from the excitation source location at 75 Hz has not been identified yet.

The offset was observed also in the two forthcoming measurements.

The frequencies at which the pipe location is the most obvious are 60 Hz and 75 Hz .

As shown in Fig. 6.11 conical shear wave fronts are not limited to a confined area over

the pipe axis at the surface. In this case, the signature of the shear conical wave fronts

appeared up to 13 m distance from the origin.

Although the frequency phase data is trustworthy from 40 Hz to 200 Hz, the pipe

location could not be inferred above 80 Hz. As previously discussed in Chapter 5, at
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Figure 6.11: Contour plots of spatially-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD
between the ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the speaker at six fre-

quencies in radians. The x and y axes correspond to the axes shown in Fig. 6.3(a).

higher frequencies, aliasing will make the wrapped data unreliable unless adopting a

better experimental resolution or developing a new unwrapping algorithm. As the speed

of dominant wave types near to the excitation source region differs from the rest, the

signature of conical wave fronts is yet noticeable at higher frequencies, above 80 Hz up

to 200 Hz, starting from approximately 4 metre distance ( in this measurement) from

the origin. Above 200 Hz, the variation of the phase data rises and spatial aliasing take
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over the whole image. In the aforementioned frequency range, it is very likely that the

measured signal becomes less coherent to the input signal and the environmental noise

become dominant.

6.5.2 Measurement data from the second grid

The measurement grid points and the speaker location, used in this section, is illustrated

in Fig. 6.3(b). The illustrative results for a number of sample frequencies between 45 Hz

and 79 Hz is depicted in Fig. 6.12. The images below 55 Hz do not show any convincing

results to infer the pipe location. As explained in the foregoing measurement, this is due

to the poor performance of the source and the sensors at low frequencies. In the 65 Hz -

80 Hz frequency bands, the signature of the shear conical wave fronts becomes apparent

up to approximately 6 m distance from the source position. At some frequencies, e.g.

65 Hz, the sign of spherical wave fronts appeared at multiple locations along the image.

Analysis of the magnitude data may provide a better understanding on the existence of

multiple spherical wave spreading into the external medium.

The frequency bandwidth over which the shear conical wave fronts become more obvious

in the image is limited to 70- 80 Hz and some illustrative results is shown in Fig. 6.12.

In this frequency range the expected origin of the spherical wave shifted about 3 m from

the source location. The shifting might be resulted from the discontinuity along the

pipe, where high value of wave reflection occurs along the pipe. Illustrating the PSD

of the surface vibrational velocity might lend support to the aforementioned claim that

the appearance of spherical wave fronts is due to high amount of energy reflection at the

discontinuity along the pipe.

6.5.3 Measurement data from the third grid

The measurement grid points and the speaker location, used in this section, is illustrated

in Fig. 6.3(c). The contour plot of the unwrapped phase for a number of sample

frequencies between 40 Hz and 80 Hz is depicted in Fig. 6.13. Although the excitation

source was relatively close to the pipe end, similar to the illustrative results in the two

foregoing sections, the obtained data below 55 Hz still is not convincing to address

the pipe location. Beyond 60 Hz, the emitted shear conical wave fronts become more
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Figure 6.12: Contour plots of spatially-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD
between the ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the loudspeaker at six
frequencies in radians. The x and y axes correspond to the axes shown in Fig. 6.3(b).

evident. As the excitation source was close to the pipe end, the surface vibration was

due to several sources namely spherical wave spreading from the loudspeaker and the

pipe end and radiation from the pipe wall.

The frequency band at which the pipe location become the most obvious is 60-70 Hz

and some of the illustrative results is shown in Fig. 6.13. As mentioned in the foregoing,

the reflection from pipe the end as well as the direct wave radiation from the source

misshape the pattern of conical wave fronts.
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Figure 6.13: Contour plots of spatially-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD
between the ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the loudspeaker at eight
frequencies, in radians. The x and y axes correspond to the axes shown in Fig. 6.3(c).

6.6 Mapping the buried pipe using structural excitation

The vibro-acoustic technique used in this chapter was initially developed by Muggleton

et al. [25], as part of Mapping The Underworld project to locate buried plastic water

pipes. A shortcoming of their method was applying one dimensional phase unwrap-

ping on their results. The measurements in this section are performed using structural

excitation, similar to that performed by Muggleton et al. [25]. The aim of repeating

the measurement is to benchmark the performance of acoustical exciters with respect

to the structural exciter. To shed some light on the data obtained from the previous

vibro-acoustic technique, the pipe was loaded with a structural excitation when it was:

(i) filled with the water and (ii) empty.

The utilized time extended signal was composed of 64 linear chirps from 10 Hz to 400 Hz,

each lasting two seconds. The signal was measured with a sample rate of 1 kHz, and with

a low pass filter built into the DAC unit eliminating frequencies above 400 Hz to avoid
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aliasing. Cross Spectrum Density (CSD) between the input signal to the speaker and

the recorded surface vibration from the sensor was computed by segmenting averaging

using a rectangular window of 2000 samples with 50 % overlap. In this measurement it

is assumed that the excitation source is 100 % reproducible.

The grid of measurement used for this section is shown in Fig. 6.3(a). The way in

which phase information was extracted from the data and the unwrapping process,

are explained in Sections 6.2 and 5.4.1 respectively. Pipe instrumentation for applying

structural excitation is displayed in Fig. 6.14.

(a) (b) (c) 

   

 Figure 6.14: Instrumentation of the rig for applying structural excitation to the pipe
at the location where the right angle bend bring the pipe to the ground surface. (a)
Instrumenting the pipe with two brackets at both side of the pipe circumference. The
two brackets have a nut and bolt; one of their side mounted to the pipe wall and the
other side allow connecting them to an I beam. (b) Placing the I beam on the brackets
and screwing it with bolt ant nuts. (c) Placing the shaker on the bar. The shaker was

screwed to the bar.

By applying such an excitation to the pipe, an energy exchange between the axisym-

metric fluid and shell dominated wave takes place at the bend location. In this case,

the vertical pipe act as a long stinger for the horizontal pipe. By this way of excitation,

bending waves are encouraged to propagate along the empty pipe and cause energy ra-

diation to the surrounding medium. For the water filled pipes, nevertheless, high value

of the water bulk modulus counteracts the radial displacement of the pipe wall under

bending wave displacement.

Two sets of results for the empty and the fluid filled pipe subjected to the structural

excitation are shown in Fig. 6.15(a) and (b) respectively. The illustrative results are

the two-dimensional unwrapped phase of the normalised frequency response function

between the ground surface vibration velocity and applied voltage to the shaker. The

utilised phase unwrapping algorithm and the normalised FRF are explained in Sections

5.4.1 and 6.2 respectively.
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Figure 6.15: Contour plots of two dimensional spatially-unwrapped phase of nor-
malised CSD. The x and y axes correspond to the axes shown in Fig. 6.3(a). (a)

Empty pipe and (b) fluid filled pipe.

The obtained data from 35 Hz up to 65 Hz shown in Fig. 6.15(a) and (b) reports the

circulation of the spherical wave fronts up to 2 meter distance from the excitation point.

From approximately 2 metre distance from the excitation point and up to the end of the

plot, in phase lines perpendicular to the pipe axis can be seen. Due to the similarity of

the phase change value and its shape along the two images, it can be concluded that a

spherical wave dominates the entire image in both cases.

As seen in Fig. 6.15(a) at 55 Hz and Fig. 6.15(b) at 45 Hz the curvature of the wave

fronts slightly change from 5 m to 10 m distance from the origin. The exact reason of

such changes yet have not identified, nevertheless, it might be due to the combination

of the spherical wave fronts and re-radiation from the pipe wall to the medium. Having

observed the spatial aliasing starting from 10 metre distance up to end of the contour

plots, it can be concluded that the spherical wave fronts dominated in those area. The

spatial aliasing is a very common practical problems which occurs due to poor resolution

of the image. Provided that any conical waves is dominated after a couple of meters

from the excitation location, the spatial aliasing should not have been occurred. With

the spherical waves controlling the entire image, its no wonder the spatial aliasing region

increase when increasing the frequency from 75 Hz to 85 Hz.

The results beyond 95 Hz for the empty pipe is not presented as the image was greatly

affected by the spatial aliasing. Nevertheless, a very narrow signature of conical wave
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fronts from the fluid filled pipe was observed approximately from 95 Hz to 125 Hz located

at 6 m up to 10 meters from the excitation point. Discovering a way to overcome the

spatial aliasing of the image, might lead to locate the pipe up to a certain distance from

the excitation point.

From the results, it can be concluded that whilst the transmitted energy to the fluid

borne wave is critical to ensure that the surface vibration is resulted from the conical

wave fronts, the conical wave fronts themselves might be masked by other wave types,

particularly in this case by spherical wave fronts.

6.7 Post processing of the magnitude data

This section aims to analyse the obtained data at some specific points and compare the

results from different exciters. The reason of this has a two-fold motivation. Firstly, there

was a need to support the view that the corrupted region of the image obtained from the

shaker excitation above 55 Hz, shown in Fig. 6.15, is due to the spatial phase aliasing.

Secondly, provides confirmatory evidence that the frequency phase data of the in-pipe

exciters are reliable and its value changes linearly with frequency and is associated to the

shear conical wave fronts. It should be noted that each implemented measurement took

a day and the data has been collected in different days and the environmental conditions

of each test slightly differed from one to another.

6.7.1 Frequency magnitude data of the first grid

The frequency unwrapped phase data obtained from three points corresponding to the x

and y coordinates (-2 ,0), (14 ,0), (18 ,0), i.e. directly above the pipe 2 m backside, 14 m

and 18 m front side from the excitation source are plotted in this section. These selected

locations represent the extreme boundaries of the measurement grid. In view of the fact

that first grid point is at 2 m distance before the pipe starting point, it should reflect

the phase disturbance of the spherical wave fronts. The second point is selected at 14 m

distance from the front-side of the exciter, on account of providing a cross comparison

between the obtained data from different exciters and assess the ability of each exciter

for driving the fluid borne wave. The phase data from the last grid point might support
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the view that only some part of the pipe was detected by the speaker and the pipe water

gun. The phase of the surface vibration for this point might be due to noise, only.

A number of similar phenomenon observed on the data are, for sake of brevity, explained

only once. The phase jump at 20 Hz might be related to the natural frequency of the

I/O SM-geophones. Below 20 Hz the phase data are no longer reliable while after 25 Hz,

linear phase changes is observed. Although, extrapolation of the phase data from any

graph does not result in a line crossing the origin, mapping the pipe, however, depends

upon the relative phase gradient of each point. Several phase jumps also appeared

on the plot at higher frequencies. Whilst normalised spectra are used, they still exist

in the frequency phase plot. These phase jumps also appeared on the data obtained

from unwrapped phase data of CSD between hydrophone and the PVDF sensor. Phase

reversal in the horizontal displacement on the minima magnitude of surface vibration

is mentioned by Jette and Parker [37]. These jumps, however, are not expected in the

vertical plane. The data for the first point; x = 0, y = −2, is plotted in Fig. 6.16. In

light of the fact that the selected measurement point was located before the starting of

the pipe, the recorded surface vibration should be a function of spherical wave fronts.

Further analysis, however, is required to justify the dominant wave type around the

excitation source, at the surface.

Using different excitation sources, different phase data is obtained. Except the water

gun, the rate of phase change from each device, with respect to the frequency is identical.

Furthermore, above 50 Hz the slope of phase change increases. Between 25 Hz - 60 Hz,

the averaged PSD of the speaker is five times lower than the ambient noise, meaning that

SNR= 0.2 or -7 in dB. With 64 signal averaging, the unwrapped phase from the speaker

resemble to the shakers and pipe balloon gun unwrapped phase data. The data yielded

from phase and coherence plot in Fig. 6.16 provides strong evidence that the phase data

where the coherence drops even below 0.1 and with -10 dB SNR is still reliable. The

PSDs from the shaker and the pipe balloon gun are much higher than the PSD of the

noise level. Therefore, the captured unwrapped phases resemble to the true unwrapped

phase signal fore each exciter.

The unwrapped frequency phase data of the second grid points, which is located at 14 m

in front of the excitation source, is plotted in Fig. 6.17(a). As seen in Fig. 6.17(a), after

approximately 55 Hz the rate of unwrapped phase signal from the speaker is similar to
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Figure 6.16: (a) Frequency-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD between the
ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the loudspeaker or the pressure
sensed by the PVDF wire. (b) Ordinary coherence (c) PSD of the surface vibration at

the grid location corresponding to x = 0, y = −2.

that of the shaker and the pipe balloon data. Before 50 Hz the coherence of the speaker

data is below 0.1 and with a PSD amplitude close to the background noise level, meaning

than SNR is unity or zero in dB and the unwrapped phase data is not reliable. The phase

data from water gun is highly erratic with low coherence and the same vibration level

to the background noise level which explain the reason of failure for tracing the pipe.

From approximately 60 Hz up to 85 Hz the averaged sloped of unwrapped phase signals

from the pipe balloon gun and the shaker on the water filled pipe are very similar to
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that of the speaker. Such a consistency confirms the view that ground surface response

is due to the same source of excitation, i.e. axisymmetric fluid borne wave. In view of

spatial aliasing shown in Fig. 6.14(a) and high unwrapped phase slop from the shaker

on the empty pipe, the acquired data at this point from 50 Hz to 100 Hz could be due to

a point source originated from the elbow illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The difference between

the slope of phase signal. i.e. at approximately 60 Hz for the empty pipe excitation by

the shaker means changing to the wave type that dominantly vibrates the surface.

25 50 75 100

10-16

10-14

Figure 6.17: (a) Frequency-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD between the
ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the loudspeaker or the pressure
sensed by the PVDF wire. (b) Ordinary coherence.(c) PSD of the surface vibration at

the grid location corresponding to x = 0, y = 14.
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A considerable reduction in the magnitude of the surface vibration at a distant point

from the excitation source, narrows the bandwidth of detection. This reduction, however,

should be low at lower frequencies, provided that the surface vibration is due to the re-

radiation of conical wave fronts from the pipe wall to the surrounding medium. The

area of interest in this study is between 50 Hz - 100 Hz. At the foregoing region the

surface vibration from the pipe balloon gun has the highest value, while other exciters

were not able to produce high magnitude data at the selected point. Therefore, it can

be concluded that the pipe is a better wave transmitter compared to its surrounding

medium.

The frequency phase data from the last point is plotted in Fig. 6.18. At this point it

is expected that reflection from the pipe end cause spreading of spherical wave fronts

or Rayleigh waves into the surrounding medium. As is shown in Fig. 6.18, the rate of

phase changes from all devices, except water gun are relatively flat over the bandwidth

of measurement. From the magnitude data it can be seen that the surface vibration from

the pipe balloon gun is well above the background noise, in PSD amplitude. Beyond 60

Hz, the rate of phase change from the speaker is slightly lower compared to the shaker

excitations and the pipe balloon gun.

The phase data from water gun is erratic and the coherence as well as the PSD results

suggest that the excitation from this source was not strong enough and no acoustic wave

reflection at the pipe end occurred.

6.7.2 Spatial magnitude of the first gird

In many companies that offer pipe location services, use of the magnitude plot is prefer-

able when searching for leakage within the pipe. Moreover, use of the magnitude plot

might allow recognition of any discontinuities along the pipe [26]. Therefore, the PSD

of the recorded ground surface vibration relative to the vibration velocity measured by

the geophone adjacent to the excitation point is plotted in Fig. 6.19. For the sake of

comparing the magnitude plot of each source, the contour plots of the magnitude are

plotted at 65 Hz, in dB relative to the vibration velocity measured by the geophone

adjacent to excitation point.
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Figure 6.18: (a) Frequency-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD between the
ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the loudspeaker or the pressure
sensed by the PVDF wire. (b) Ordinary coherence. (c) PSD of the surface vibration

at the grid location corresponding to x = 0, y = 18.

Large values of the magnitude data near to the excitation point are attributed to a high

energy flux into the pipe and particularly to the surrounding medium from exciters.

Only in Fig. 6.19(a), the yellow spot at the end of the measurement gird is appeared,

implies a strong reflection from the pipe end. In addition, high amplitude of the signal up

to a 6 m distance from the excitation point implies high energy radiation from the pipe

wall to the surrounding medium over its axis. The other contour plots only illustrate

the excitation point location.
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Figure 6.19: PSD of the surface vibration at 65 Hz, in dB, relative to the vibration
velocity measured by the geophone adjacent to the excitation point. Experimental study
performed using the (a) balloon gun (b) water gun (c) underwater speaker (d) shaker
excitation on the water filled and (e) empty pipe. The red spot at (0,0) coordinate

illustrates the excitation location.

6.7.3 Frequency magnitude data of the second grid

The aim of this section is to shied some light on the obtained by the measurement grid

shown in Fig. 6.3(b). To this end, the obtained data from four points corresponding to

the x and y coordinates (0 ,2.25),(12 ,0), (-6 ,0), (8 ,0), i.e. 2.25 m offset perpendicular

to the pipe axis from the excitation point, directly above the pipe 12 m , -6 and 8 m

from the excitation point. These selected locations represent the extreme of the second

measurement grid excluding the grid point above the excitation source to exclude the

near field effect.

The trend of linear phase change from the pipe balloon gun is observed in a narrower

bandwidth compared to the loudspeaker. The trend was observed at places where higher

magnitude and coherence was observed.

At (0, 2.25) the unwrapped phase signal from the balloon gun has a linear behaviour,

relatively high coherence value and well above the noise level at the demonstrated fre-

quency bandwidth.

Higher value of the surface vibration from the balloon gun at the pipe end compared to

the loudspeaker, also confirm higher energy transmission to the fluid. At the pipe end,

(12, 0), the PSD values of the balloon gun and the speaker are higher than the noise

level above 50 Hz and 70 Hz respectively.

Approximately after 50 Hz, the PSD values from both exciters at (8, 0) and (-6, 0) start

become higher from the ambient noise.
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Figure 6.20: (a and b) - Frequency-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD between
the ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the loudspeaker or the pressure
sensed by the PVDF wire. (c and d) Ordinary coherence and (e and f) PSDs of the

ground surface vibration.

The phase from the loudspeaker started with linear trend from where the balloon data

starts to have observable phase jump and poses multiple linearity phase change be-

haviour.

6.7.4 Frequency magnitude data of the third gird

This section aims to provide a further analysis and validate the accuracy of the measure-

ment data acquired by the third grid of measurement point illustrated in Fig. 6.3(c), as
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well as making a comparison between the obtained data from the speaker and the pipe

balloon gun.

Similar to the two foregoing sections, the linearity of the phase data from the speaker,

illustrated in Fig. 6.21(a), is observable for the measurement point (0 ,-2.25), (6,0)

approximately from 35 Hz. Their PSDs values are well above the ambient noise with

the coherence starting to increase at the aforementioned frequency range. Except the

frequency bandwidth of 50 Hz 75 Hz, the coherence data and the PSD value related to

the pipe balloon gun for the point (0, -2.25) rather drops and its phase data is no longer

reliable. After 75 Hz, however, its PSD value becomes slightly above the surrounding

noise level. Except some phase jumps, the recorded data at (6, 0) from the balloon gun

changes linearly with the frequency, possesses a relatively high value of coherence and

above 50 Hz its PSD value becomes comparable to the ambient noise and higher after

60 Hz.

Given the lower coherence value for the balloon compared to the loudspeaker illustrated

in Fig. 6.21(a) and (b), the source location and conical wave patterns are evident in

Fig. 6.21.

As expected, there are some ripples on the phase data for the measurement point (-6,

0), which are due to the reflection of the wave from the pipe end. Below 50 Hz, the

obtained data from both exciters at (-6,0), is below the noise level. Above 50 Hz, the

unwrapped phase from the speaker start to change linearly with less phase jumps. Its

PSD values start to become comparable to the background noise and approximately ten

times higher above 75 Hz.

6.8 Summary

In this chapter the designed pneumatic devices explained in Chapter 4 are used for

mapping the buried pipe through the vibro-acoustic technique. The results from the

pneumatic devices illustrated in both, Chapter 5 and this chapter highlight their im-

portance for tracing buried water pipes. Transmission of a high energy at the desired

frequency, from the balloon, allow finding the entire length (18 m) of the pipe.
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Figure 6.21: (a and b) - Frequency-unwrapped phase of the normalised CSD between
the ground surface vibration and the input voltage to the loudspeaker or the pressure
sensed by the PVDF wire. (c and d) Ordinary coherence and (e and f) PSDs of the

ground surface vibration.

The results from water gun was not as good as the balloon excitation. This is because of

changes to the test rig condition rather than the excitation source. The obtained data

from loudspeaker showed that the pipe can be tracked up to 9 metre distance from the

excitation location. This is due to the fact that most of the electroacoustic devices are

designed to drive the fluid borne wave at a high frequency, above 100 Hz.

To bench mark the performance of the in-pipe exciters, a similar measurement to the

previously used excitation source was repeated. Although a successful detection of buried
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pipes through structural excitations was reported in by several researchers and pipe

locator companies, the experimental measurement in this chapter showed that, below

95 Hz, the conical wave fronts are likely to be masked via the spherical ones. Therefore,

exploiting either phase or magnitude data might end up to a poor detection rate.

Taken as a whole, the illustrative experimental data of this chapter is promising and

experimentally validate the in-pipe excitation method for tracing the plastic pipes.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and suggestions for

future work

This chapter summarises the findings over the course of my research and demonstrates

how they help develop the explored vibro-acoustic technique to detect buried water

pipes. Some suggestions for further developing the technique are also made.

7.1 Contribution to knowledge

The focus of this study is centred on enhancing the application of a vibro-acoustic ap-

proach following on from an earlier study. The technique was previously developed by

other researchers for mapping buried water pipes, essentially plastic ones, through the

following procedures: (1) Applying an intentional excitation to drive the pipe contained

fluid (2) recoding the ground surface vibration at the vicinity of the suspected pipe

location (3) exploiting the phase angle of the frequency response function between the

recorded ground surface vibration and the input signal to the exciter whereby the pipe is

vibrated. Although an intensive study had been carried on this topic, substantial novel-

ties and helpful information have been gathered in this study. Without the improvements

made in this thesis, detection of buried pipes via the explored vibro-acoustic technique

would be a difficult task to achieve.

In the utilised vibro-acoustic technique, the distance of the pipe detection is mainly

affected by the source ability to drive the axisymmetric fluid borne wave at frequencies

154
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between 10 Hz to 100 Hz. The ambient noise dominants below 10 Hz and, beyond 100

Hz attention due to material damping of the pipe wall as well as the wave radiation

from the pipe will not allow to map the remainder of the pipe that is far away from

the excitation source. From the previous work on characterization of leak noise it is

known that at the desired frequency range, most of the radiation from the pipe is due

to the axisymmetric fluid borne wave. Therefore, the thesis began with measuring the

wave speed and attenuation of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave, in Chapter 3. Such

a measurement was previously conducted by several other researchers, however, yet no

convincing description has been made about high variances of the wave attenuation value

from the experimental result compared to the theory. Therefore, a simple analytical

simulation was developed to explain a potential reason of it. Due to the well coupling of

the axisymmetric fluid and structural borne wave, driving either of them can generate

the other one to a large extent. As a result, the wave speed and wave attenuation of

the axisymmetric structural borne wave were estimated in a similar fashion to measure

the axisymmetric fluid borne wave. Owing to the dependency of the axisymmetric fluid

and structural borne waves’ amplitude to the elastic properties of the pipe, a simple

experimental technique was proposed to distinguish between the pipe wall displacement

that arises from the two axisymmetric waves. Although several peaks appeared on the

ratio of the decomposed waves, the general trend was consistent to the theory. Such

a technique might help manifest the deterioration to the condition of pipes through

indicating the reduction in their elastic properties due to ageing.

Despite successful mapping of both iron and plastic water pipes was reported from an

earlier study, the large attenuation of the signals in both pipe types does not allow

mapping the remainder of pipe that is far away from the excitation source. A change

in the legislation allowed inside access to the UK water pipe locator companies for

determining the location and assessing the condition of buried water pipes. This then

allows for the use of moveable acoustic devices to generate acoustic waves within the pipe

at any required location, leading to overcome the attenuation problem. Locating buried

water distribution systems by means of acoustical exciters is a new area of research and

accordingly yet no prototype acoustic source has been manufactured for this matter.

Hence, the primary objective of this study was to critically assess and examine acoustic

sources, or instead develop or re-engineer one/s, which is/are reproducible, controllable,

can fit into a typical water filled pipe and drive the axisymmetric fluid borne wave with
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a high amplitude in the frequency range of 10 Hz - 100 Hz.

After intensively reviewing literature on a variety of acoustic exciter, it was learned that

current underwater vibratory devices such as underwater speakers are normally designed

to generate high frequency signals, above 500 Hz. Using a bigger and weightier underwa-

ter speaker, in addition to be big for deploying it within a typical buried pipe, might not

effectively drive the contained fluid, at the desired frequency range. Therefore, two novel

pneumatic devices are designed and re-engineered receptively, explained in Chapter 4, to

drive the pipe contained fluid with a favourable pulsation. The pressure transmitted to

the pipe contained fluid from these devices are compared with an electrodynamic shaker

and a standard electro-acoustic device. Although the obtained pressure wave from the

pipe water gun was slightly lower in amplitude compared to the underwater speaker, it

could be a potential source for driving the contained water of smaller pipes.

An analytical simulation is developed in Chapter 5 to throw new light on the concept of

the utilised vibro-acoustic technique. Although the model has room for improvement,

it was decided to make it very simple and consider only two wave types within the

surrounding medium. Owing to the use of an arctangent operator to extract phase

information, the results wrapped onto –π to π. The wrapped image contains several

phase jumps. To illustrate the ground surface response and map the pipe location, a

contiguous form of spatial phase data was required. To this end, a simple unwrapping

algorithm, called radial unwrapping, was developed and applied to the wrapped phase

data. From the analytical simulation it was concluded that close to the excitation

source the source waves are dominant and from where the pipe ground borne waves’

amplitude become comparable to the source ones, the surface vibration is controlled by

the pipe waves. Thus, from the simulation it was outlined that not every pipe exciter/

excitation configuration is suitable for the pipe detection in this technique. An important

requirement to manifest the pipe location, is to utilise an excitation source, which can

drive the pipe ground borne waves in the surrounding medium with at least a higher

amplitude to the source ground borne waves at the vicinity of the measurement. Lower

speed of the spherical wave fronts, emitted from the point source, caused spatial aliasing

at approximately 50 Hz, which lies at the desired frequency range of pipe searching in

the vibro-acoustic technique.

Such aliased or corrupted areas should be isolated from the rest of the image during the
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unwrapping process. In practical measurement, several other inconsistencies might exist

in the phase image. The radial unwrapping developed in this thesis whilst was a good

start to reveal a contiguous form of wave fronts and illustrates the surface response, it

does not contain any weighting function to isolate the unreliable phase region, during its

processing. Having reviewed, applied and compared the advanced two-dimensional phase

unwrapping algorithms, the author suggested an unwrapping algorithm for unwrapping

the experimental phase data.

The field experiments performed with the underwater speaker and the balloon gun re-

vealed the desired results. The presence of the conical wave fronts from the pipe ground

borne waves, were obvious in the unwrapped phase images. Similar to the analytical

simulation, the ground borne waves emitted from the pipe, dominates after a distance

where its amplitude became comparable the source wave. In spite of not observing such

a trend at every frequency, in 10 Hz to 100 Hz, the obtained results are enthralling for

remotely detecting buried plastic pipes. Low amounts of energy transmission from the

speaker to the pipe contained fluid, at the desired frequency range, revealed the pipe

location up to a 9 m distance from the source of excitation, while the balloon gun suc-

cessfully mapped the entire length of the pipe. The results from the water gun was not

the ones that were expected.

Furthermore, it was experimentally shown that applying axial excitation to a buried

pipe with L or inverse T configuration considerably encourage the ground borne waves

indirectly-excited from the source applied to the pipe. This method of excitation is

widely used in industry and nominated as the most effective way of driving the pipe

contained fluid for mapping buried water pipes. Nevertheless, the experimental data in

Chapter 6 showed that such a technique drives indirectly a predominant spherical wave

fronts and the radiated waves from the pipe were masked.

7.2 Recommendations for future work

This research work has been focused on detection of buried pipes using a vibro-acoustic

technique. In view of the research outputs exhibited in this study, the following sugges-

tions are made for the future work.
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• From the author point of view, further research requires to identify a ground

displacement based sensor which can be well coupled to different surface textures.

Using such a sensor might illuminate the pipe ground borne waves more visible

compared to the geophone.

• In this thesis, structural excitation was applied from a stand pipe to benchmark

the obtained data from the in-pipe excitations against it. It is advantageous to

radially vibrate the pipe from the other end where there is no elbow from the pipe

in contact to the surrounding medium. Such excitation discourages the ground

borne waves generated directly from the elbow.

• In practice locating the buried pipe should be achieved by a circular grid, recording

a circular area around the access point to the pipe or the excitation point inside

the pipe. The grid should be large enough to cover the area up to where the pipe

ground borne waves become dominate.

• Because most buried water pipes are pressurised to some extend, further research

can be carried out to illustrate the effect of pressurization level on detecting buried

water pipes.

• All the in-situ measurements in this study were conducted on an approximately

18 m long pipe. It is desirable to perform the same measurement on a longer pipe

and manifest the maximum distance at which the pipe can be located through the

balloon gun.

• In practice, water pipes are buried under the main street where the ambient noise

is higher in amplitude compared to the measurements performed in this study. To

illustrate the effect of noise on the detection, the vibro-acoustic measurement can

be carried out on a buried pipe in the main street.

• The main focus of this thesis was mapping buried water pipes by applying an

intentional excitation to their contained fluid. It might be useful to detect the pipe

using a water hammer which happens due to the surge effect from the operating

pumps or rapid open and close of the valve. The reference signal for estimating

the time delay can be achieved from attaching an accelerometer to the pipe from

an access point e.g. fire hydrant.



Appendix A

Investigation into the MDPE

material properties

In the interest of successful experimental measurements, it is of prime importance to

properly calibrate the sensors in advance. Calibration of the accelerometers that are

used in this thesis has been undertaken in this chapter. In this chapter, an investigation

into the MDPE material properties, out of which most buried water pipes are made, is

undertaken. These parameters are required to compare the measured value of the wave

number with predictions from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.11).

A.0.1 Calibration of the accelerometers

In Chapter 3, four accelerometers are used to measure the wave speed and attenuation

of the axisymmetric fluid and structural borne wave. The aim of this measurement is

to check whether the utilised accelerometers are working in phase and their sensitivities

are in accordance with the one indicated in the calibration chart. Different methods of

accelerometer calibration exist and have been well established in references [99, 100].

In this measurement, however, each accelerometer with the assumed sensitivity of 1

(mV)/(ms−2) is mounted on a calibrated shear accelerometer. The frequency response

function (FRF) between the measured acceleration and the applied voltage to the shaker

is compared to the FRF of the shear accelerometer with respect to the same parameter.

The test rig of this survey is illustrated in Fig. A.1.
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Figure A.1: Placing a PCB accelerometer on top of the shear accelerometer to cali-
brate them and check the existence of the phase lag between any two transducer.

The excitation signal was a random noise signal with a frequency range between 10

Hz and 4 kHz. The signals were acquired in a time duration of 30 seconds at the

sampling rate of 10 kHz. A low pass filter was built into the acquisition system, filtering

signals above 4 kHz so as to avoid aliasing. Fig. A.2 depicts the FRF of the shear

accelerometer with respect to the applied voltage to the shaker divided by the FRF of

the PCB accelerometer with respect to the same parameter. Deviation of the signal

from the reference signal at low frequencies <10 Hz can be attributed to the inability of

the shaker to generate signals at low frequencies, while at higher frequencies for instance

at 500 Hz and 1 kHz could be due to the machinery work was being undertaken a few

meters from the lab. Regression fitting of the data has been carried out for the ratio

of the FRF of the shear and the PCB accelerometers which are summarised in Table

A.1. As illustrated in Table A.1, the mean value of the obtained magnitude agrees

with specification supplied from manufacture. The standard deviation of the measured

magnitudes, for all calibrated transducer is less than 1 %. The maximum phase lag

deviation between the calibrated transducers and the shear accelerometer is also less 1.5

degree and is acceptable for further using of them.

A.1 Experiment on the cross section of MDPE pipe

Following the calibration of the accelerometers, a preliminary experiment was under-

taken to evaluate the material properties of the MDPE pipe, such as Young’s modulus,
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Figure A.2: Magnitude and phase of the FRF of the shear accelerometer with respect
to the applied voltage to the shaker divided by the FRF of the PCB accelerometers with
respect to the same parameter. (a) Obtained sensitivity of the PCB accelerometer. (b)
Phase lag between the FRF of the shear accelerometer and the PCB accelerometers.

Table A.1: The values associated to the calibration of the PCB accelerometers.

Piezo electric type Acc1 Acc2 Acc3 Acc4

Serial No. 108187 114879 116606 114872

Mean value of the FRF division 0.99 0.99 1 1

Variance 2× 10−5 5× 10−5 6× 10−6 6× 10−6

Standard deviation 0.005 0.0.007 0.002 0.002

Sensitivity 0.97 ± 0.005 0.99 ± 0.007 1.00 ± 0.002 0.99 ± 0.002

Manufacture sensitivity specification 0.971 0.986 0.995 0.984

Mean value of the phase lag (degree) 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.05

density, loss factor and Poisson’s ratio used in the experimental investigation. This ex-

amination was performed in order that the experimentally measured axisymmetric fluid

and structural borne wave speed could be compared with theory.

A.1.1 Estimation of the Young’s modulus

A section from the MDPE pipe, which has used for the wave speed measurement in

Chapter 3 was extracted for further analysis. The geometry of the ring under investiga-

tion is depicted in Table A.2.
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Table A.2: Geometrical properties of the ring.

Material Properties Wall thickness (m) Density (kg/m3) Mean radius (m)

MDPE 0.011 880 0.18

In this experiment, the ring weight was m = 0.0514 kg with the length of 1cm and the

density of the ring in Table A.2 was calculated using:

ρp =
mr

πL(a2e − a2i )
, (A.1)

where mr is total mass of the ring, Lr is its length, ai and ae are the inner and outer of

the its radius respectively.

The ring was tapped radially via an instrumented hammer in line with the direction of

a mounted B&K accelerometer as depicted in Fig. A.3. The data was recorded in a 0-4

kHz frequency range, via a SignalCalc Ace, with a sampling rate of 10 kHz and a low

pass filter installed into the acquisition unit, set to filter out frequencies above 4 kHz

so as to avoid aliasing. The reliability of the measured data was increased by averaging

over five impacts. The accelerometer was mounted at the side of the ring and oriented in

a way to measure the radial acceleration of the ring to observe its circumferential mode.

Radially applied 
force 

MDPE ring

Accelerometer

Figure A.3: Location of the applied force and measuring acceleration is depicted for
calculating the transfer function.

The resonance frequency of the measured data, observed in Fig. A.4, is related to its

Young’s modules via an analytical solution, given by [101]:

fn =
n(n2 − 1))

2πa2(n2 + 1)1/2

(
cph√

12

)
, (A.2)
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Figure A.4: Result for point accelerance of the MDPE ring. The plot is in dB using
a ref of 1 m/ (s2N).

where cp =
√
Ep/ρp , n = 2, 3, 4, ... is the circumferential modal number, π= 3.14 and

a is the mean radius of the ring. The termsρp and Ep are the density and Young’s

modulus of the ring respectively. The obtained Young’s modulus from each resonance

peak observed in Fig. A.4 , using Eq. (A.2) are presented in Table A.3.

Table A.3: Young’s modulus of the MDPE material corresponded to each resonance
peak observed in Fig. A.4.

Circumferential modal number n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5

Young’s modulus (GN/m2) 1.65 1.56 1.52 1.47

From examining the peaks in Fig. A.4, it was observed that stiffness of the plastic

decreases with the frequency, however in practical situation the elastic modulus of vis-

coelastic materials slightly increases with the frequency. The reasons for the difference

between the observed Young’s modules from the experimental study might be due to:

1- Random errors from noise. 2- Systematic errors 3- Real effect.

Effect of the random errors from background noise has been mitigated via five times

averaging. Possibility of systematic errors is reduced by repeating the test via a recent

calibrated hammer. Nevertheless, inserting an inaccurate sensitivity for the hammer

only influence on the magnitude of the data, rather than the location of the resonance

frequency, along the frequency axis. Thus the only reason for the observed phenomena

is might be due to the real effect or the formula presented in Eq. (A.2) becomes no

longer valid for the higher frequencies.
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The formula presented in Eq. (A.2) is valid for thin rings. It is speculated that at

higher frequencies the thickness of the experimented ring becomes comparable to cir-

cumferential wavelength. Therefore the obtained Young’s modulus was evaluated from

the resonance peak attributed to the n = 2 mode.

The modal loss factor can be calculated from the half power bandwidth of the resonance

peak, using [102]:

ηp =
fn+12 − fn−1/2

fn
, (A.3)

where fn+ 1
2

and fn− 1
2

are the two half power frequencies. The half-power point frequency

is the point, where the output power was dropped by half, and 3 dB reduces its level.

The loss factor is evaluated from the peak related to the n = 2 circumferential mode

and it is assumed that this obtained loss factor is equal to the structural loss factor at

the higher frequencies. The value of the Poisson’s ratio illustrated in Table A.4 is based

on the measurement in Section A.1.2.

Table A.4: Elastic properties of the MDPE pipe.

Material Properties Loss factor Young’s modulus (GN/m2) Density (kg/m3)

0.057 1.65 880

The pipe ring frequency, fring, and the axial shell wave speed, cs2, can be calculated

using:

fring =
cs2
2πa

, where, cs2 =

√
Ep
ρp

= 1370 m/s. (A.4)

A.1.2 Estimation of Poisson’s ratio of MDPE

Another test was undertaken on the MDPE pipe to estimate its Poisson’s ratio. Eval-

uation of this parameter is also required for evaluation of the axisymmetric fluid and

shell borne wave speed via the theoretical expression given in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.11)

respectively.

The circumferential shell stress of a pipe is given by:
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σθ =
Ep

1− v2p

(
w

a
+ vp

∂u

∂x

)
, (A.5)

where Ep, vp and a are the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and mean radius of the

pipe respectively. Referring to Fig. A.5, u and w are the shell displacement in the axial

x, and radial r ,directions respectively.
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Figure A.5: Cylindrical shell: coordinate system and dimensions.

Setting zero circumferential stress for the empty pipe, at well below the ring frequency

σθ = 0 in Eq. (A.5), allows to calculate Poisson’s ratio of the MDPE material, as the

radial strain of the pipe wall is controlled by its axial strain via Poisson’s ratio. Thus:

σθ =
Ep

1− v2p

(
w

a
+ vp

∂u

∂x

)
(A.6)

A schematic of the test rig that was used to measure Poisson’s ratio of the empty MDPE

pipe is illustrated in Fig. A.6. The experimental arrangement consists of 2.14 metre

MDPE pipe with an outer diameter of 18 cm and wall thickness of 1.1 cm. The pipe

was suspended vertically from a jack and a structural vibration was applied to it from

an electrodynamic shaker.

This equation is valid unless the fluid’s bulk modulus becomes comparable to the elastic

modulus of the pipe wall, which restrict the radial motion of the axisymmetric shell

borne waves. The εθ =
w

a
term is the circumferential strain and εx =

∂u

∂x
is the axial

strain.

Three equidistant positions are selected along the middle section of the pipe for the

measurement of the axial and circumferential strain as illustrated in Fig. A.6.. The

measurement was carried out by four accelerometers and it was decided to mount all
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accelerometers at each measurement point at the interval of π/2 around the pipe cir-

cumference and repeat the measurement three times.

At two positions, (1) and (3), accelerometers were mounted axially to measure the

axial acceleration of the pipe wall. At the midpoint, between locations (1) and (3) , the

accelerometers were mounted radially onto the pipe wall. The position of the transducers

and their distances from each other, and position of the excitation source are also shown

in Fig. A.6.

In this approach, a successful measurement is achievable when the axial distance between

sensors is smaller than a sixth of the dominant wave’s wavelength. It is also required

that the sensors are placed at a distance larger than half a dominant near field wave’s

wavelength away from each end of the pipe, where nearfield influences are significant

[63, 103].

Reducing the spacing of the axially mounted accelerometers, along the pipe length, re-

sults in identical signals at locations (1) and (3). Therefore, the measured axial stress

via subtraction of the axial pipe wall acceleration from the two positions will only eval-

uate the ambient noise. In contrast, at higher frequencies the wavelength decreases and

approaching the sensors’ spacing distance and induces errors in the difference between

the two signal estimations. Therefore finding the optimal location for the transducer is

vital in this study.

The input signal was a sweep sine started from 10 Hz to 1.6 kHz and last for two seconds.

The signal then recorded via a ProSig P8020 with sampling frequency of 4 kHz and low

pass filter was built into the Prosig, for filtering signals beyond 1.6 kHz to avoid aliasing.

The measured axial strain in the pipe wall illustrated in Fig. A.7, which was obtained

by subtracting the axial pipe wall acceleration at the positions (1) and (3), followed by

dividing them by ω2 and δL as illustrated in Eq. (A.7).

εx =
∂u

∂x
≈ (ẍ3 − ẍ1)

∆xω2
(A.7)

where ω2 and ∆x are the squared angular frequency and the spacing of the point (1)

and (3) respectively. The circumferential strain also has plotted in Fig. A.7, which was

obtained by the radially mounted accelerometer to the pipe wall, using the expression:
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Figure A.6: Experimental set up used to estimate the Poisson’s ratio of the MDPE
pipe.

εθ =
w

a
=

ẍ2
aω2

. (A.8)

In the above equation, the ẍ2 term is the measured pipe wall circumferential acceleration

with respect to the input force, and its subscript illustrate the location measurement

shown in Fig. A.6.

Figure A.7: FRF function between the measured strain and the input force, ( ):
axial strain / input force, ( ): circumferential strain / input force (solid line). (a)
Plotted results in a linear scale (b) Plotting in dB with a reference value of the (1/N).

The main peaks in Fig. A.7 at 251 Hz, 533 Hz 833 Hz, 1116 Hz and 1408 Hz are not

consistent to the presented data from the ring experiment, illustrated in Fig. A.4. This
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shift in the resonance frequency from the previous experimental study is due to the

weight of the cover at the bottom end of the pipe, which was estimated to be about 1.3

kg. This cover was previously assembled to block one end of the pipe with the aim of

further experiment on the pipe when it fills with the water. The process of calculation

of the weight of the end cover, however, is not presented in here.

By dividing the measured axial strain by the circumferential strain explained in Eqs.

(A.7) and (A.8) respectively, the Poisson’s ratio of the MDPE pipe is obtained and

plotted in Fig. A.8, which indicates a value of 0.42.

Figure A.8: Poisson’s ratio of the MDPE pipe calculated by recording the axial and
the circumferential strain of the pipe wall.

As illustrated in Fig A.8, at some frequencies the established experimental value, de-

viates from the expected value, i.e after 1.2 kHz. Above approximately 1.2 kHz, the

experimental data is no longer trustable as, one-sixth of the axisymmetric structural

borne wave’s wavelength can fit into the axial distance between sensors at position (1)

and (3). Details of the experimental data is summarised in Table A.5.

Table A.5: Details of the survey for the determination of the Poisson’s ratio of the
MDPE material. The presented data is for the frequencies between 220 Hz to 1.2
kHz, below which the signal are noisy due to similarity of the collected data from the

accelerometers.

Mean value Standard deviation Estimated Poisson’s ratio

0.042 0.09 0.42 ± 0.09



Appendix B

Pressure wave propagation along

a pipe section

This appendix explains the pressure fluctuation in a fluid filled pipe of length L when

it is excited at one end as illustrated in Fig. B.1.

𝑥 = 0 

Applying  
excitation

𝑥 = 𝐿 

𝑃+e−i𝑘𝑥  

𝑃−ei𝑘𝑥  

Figure B.1: Pressure wave propagation along a pipe section

Due to the termination placed at the other end, a reflection at the boundary is expected,

which might be complex and can be explained by:

r̂ = |r̂|eiφ, (B.1)

where |r̂| and φ are the amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient. The pressure

fluctuation as a function of x, p(x), generated by the interference of the two waves along

the pipe can be expressed by:

p(x, t) = p+e−ikx + p−eikx (B.2)
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By substituting the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L:

p+ + p− = p0,

p−

p+
e2ikl = r̂eiε,

(B.3)

into Eq. (B.2) gives:

p+ =
p0

(1 + r̂e−2ikl)
,

p− =
p0r̂e

−2ikl

(1 + r̂e−2ikl)
.

(B.4)

The pressure in the tube as a function of x, can be expressed by:

p(x) = p0
e−ikxr̂e−ik(2l−x)

1 + r̂e−2ikl
(B.5)



Appendix C

Investigation on the

reproducibility of the developed

pneumatic sources

Usually in vibro-acoustic techniques, measurements are performed with limited numbers

of geophones. Therefore having a reproducible exciter allows to identify the local maxima

of the ground surface vibrations which might be due to the discontinuity such as leak

or bend along buried pipes. To illustrate the repeatability of the developed pneumatic

output signal, a similar experiment as performed in Section 4.5.3 was conducted on the

rig shown in Fig. 4.1. The location of excitation source was 0.1 metres away the water

surface and the hydrophone was collected data, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). For all the

tests conducted in this section the pressure regulator was adjusted to a release pressure

of 3 bar, and the valve was set to open for 20 ms and close for 4.98 seconds. Each test

comprises 16 firings and lasts for 80 seconds.

The PSDs of the output signals of the reference PVDF sensor from the two repeated

tests, using the balloon and the water gun are illustrated in Fig. C.1 (a) and Fig. C.2

(a) respectively. The PSDs of the captured signals via the reference PVDF sensor for

each test were divided by each other, and the ratio is illustrated in Fig. C.1 (b), and Fig.

C.2 (b) respectively. The mean value of the obtained ratio presented in Fig. C.1 (b) and

Fig. C.2 (b), is 1.15 and 1.08 with a standard deviation of 0.29 and 0.56 respectively.
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Figure C.1: (a) Output signal from the reference PVDF sensor, averaged from eight
pulses, resulted from the balloon gun excitation, ( ) test one and ( ) test two. (b)

The ratio of the PSDs measured from the two tests.
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Figure C.2: (a) Output signal from the reference PVDF sensor, averaged from eight
pulses, resulted from the water gun excitation, ( ) test one and ( ) test two. (b)

The ratio of the PSDs measured from the two tests.
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The PSDs of the output signals from the hydrophone for each test, from the balloon and

the water gun, is illustrated in Fig. C.3 (a) and Fig. C.4 (a) respectively. The PSDs of

the captured signals via the reference PVDF sensor for each test were divided by each

other, and the ratio is illustrated in Fig. C.3 (b) and Fig. C.4 (b) respectively. The

mean value of the obtained ratio presented in Fig. C.3 (b) and Fig. C.4 (b), is 0.93 and

0.94 with a standard deviation of 0.24 and 0.36 respectively.
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Figure C.3: (a) Output signal from the hydrophone, averaged from eight pulses,
resulted from the pipe balloon gun excitation, ( ) test one and ( ) test two. (b)

The ratio of the PSDs measured from the two tests.

The frequency response between the fluid pressure recorded by the hydrophone and the

output signal from the reference PVDF sensor for each test which were conducted by

the balloon and water gun is plotted in Fig. C.5 (a), and Fig. C.6 (a) respectively.

The modulus of the frequency responses illustrated in Fig. C.5 (a) and Fig. C.6 (a) are

shown in Fig. C.5 (b), and Fig. C.6 (b) respectively.

The mean value of the obtained ratio presented in Fig. C.5 (b) and Fig. C.6 (b), is 1.15,

1.01 and 1.18 with a standard deviation of 0.11 and 0.29 respectively. In vibro-acoustic
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Figure C.4: (a) Output signal from the hydrophone, averaged from eight pulses,
resulted from the pipe water gun excitation, ( ) test one and ( ) test two. (b) The

ratio of the PSDs measured from the two tests.

technique, the reduction to the surface vibration velocity, after the source location, is of

the order of 10 dB [25]. Hence, the device are very much suitable to be used.
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Figure C.5: (a) Averaged Frequency Response Function (FRF) from eight pulses,
between the pressure recorded from the hydrophone and the reference PVDF from the
pipe balloon gun excitation, ( ) test one and ( ) test two. (b) The ratio of the

PSDs measured from the two tests.
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Figure C.6: (a) Averaged Frequency Response Function (FRF) from eight pulses,
between the pressure recorded from the hydrophone and the reference PVDF from the
pipe water gun excitation, ( ) test one and ( ) test two. (b) The ratio of the PSDs

measured from the two tests.



Appendix D

A novel method to measure

power transmission to the fluid

filled pipe

In-pipe excitation sources are developed in this thesis to generate high amplitude acoustic

waves at the desired frequency range. The effectiveness of the each excitation source to

deliver energy to the fluid borne wave can be shown by comparing its power transmission

to the fluid borne wave. In this section a new power measurement technique is explained.

D.1 Theoretical background

In short, power is defined as the rate at which work is done. The instantaneous input

power to a point of a structure can be obtain from multiplying instantaneous values of

the input force and vibration velocity of the desired point. Hence instantaneous power,

PI , can be defined as:

PI = FIVI , (D.1)

where FI and VI are instantaneous values of force and in phase velocity at a structure

point respectively. In light of investigating the vibration behaviour of structures, it is

advantageous to measure the time average power transmission. For a single frequency
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excited system, the time average power transmission, < P >, at the desired point is

defined as:

< P >=
ω

2π

∫ 2π/ω

0
FIVI , (D.2)

where ω is the angular frequency and <> illustrates time-average.

Substantial literature on power flow into a fluid filled pipe has been presented by Pavic

[76, 103–108]. The formulas developed in these papers are based on the surface vibration

measurement and can be simplified for lower frequencies. Such formulae are summarised

in the following subsections.

D.1.1 Power transmission to a fluid filled pipe

Power transmission to fluid filled cylinders is the sum of the power transmitted to the

fluid and the structural borne wave. The time averaged power transmission to the pipe

wall and the contained fluid can be obtained by integrating the stress and the particle

velocity over a duration of time t. The structural power flow into the pipe wall can be

calculated using [109]

〈
Ŵp

〉
= −1

t

∫
As (σxu̇ + σφv̇) dt = −1

2
As Re (σxu̇∗ + σφv̇∗) , (D.3)

where As is the pipe wall cross section, (∗) shows the complex conjugate and Re( )

represents the real component within the bracket. The term σx and σφ are the axial

and torsional stress into the pipe wall, which can be explained by [34]:

σx =
Ep

1− v2p

(
∂u

∂x
+
vp
a

∂v

∂φ
+ vp

w

a

)
, σφ =

Ep
2(1 + vp)

(
∂x

∂x
+

1

a

∂u

∂φ

)
. (D.4)

Axial and torsional shell velocity and their spatial derivative can be calculated using

[109]:

u̇ ≈ u̇1 + u̇2

2
,
∂u̇∗

∂x
=

u̇∗2 − u̇∗1
∆

and v̇ ≈ v̇1 + v̇2

2
,
∂v̇∗

∂x
=

v̇∗2 − v̇∗1
∆

, (D.5)
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where ∆ is the distance between transducer along the pipe. The optimal separation

distance for measuring power transmitted to a particular wave type is about one-six of

its wavelength [109].

D.1.2 Fluid power transmission

The transmitted power to the contained fluid can be evaluated using [109]:

〈
Ŵf

〉
= − 1

T

∫
Afpf u̇f dt = −1

2
Af Re{ρf u̇∗f}, (D.6)

where ω, pf and Af are the angular frequency, pressure and the cross section of area

of the contained fluid respectively. The value of the pressure and the pressure gradient
∂pf
∂x

can be calculated using:

pf ≈
pf (x1) + pf (x2)

2
, and

∂p∗f
∂x

=
p∗f (x2)− p∗f (x1)

∆
, (D.7)

where pf (x1) and pf (x2) are the fluid pressure at locations x1 and x2 along the pipe

respectively.

D.1.3 power measurement using spectral density

Verhiji [110] adopted the Pavic method and proposed a cross spectral density method to

overcome the problem of phase matching in the time domain. Based on his contribution,

the power transmission to a fluid borne wave, illustrated in Eq. (D.6), can be expressed

by:

Ŵf

Hz
=

Af
ρfω∆

Im{S
(
p(x1)p(x2)

)
}, (D.8)

where S(p(x1)p(x2)) is the cross-spectral density between the fluid pressure at locations

x1 and x2 along the pipe. The represented formula in Eq. (D.8) is related to the intensity

measurement, used in the intensity probe which is proportional to the difference of the

pressure, at two locations along the pipe followed by multiplication to the cross section
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area of the fluid region. The above formula is valid for a semi-infinite structure which

possess no disturbance reflection or a structure subjected to high frequencies.

D.2 Proposed power measurement

When the incident and reflected intensity of the propagating disturbance are comparable

to one other, the field become highly reactive for the intensity measurement. Therefore,

prior to power measurement, a wave decomposition needs to be performed to separate

the incident and reflected wave. To this end, the frequency response of the structure at

two locations can be used. The decomposition can be performed by using the recorded

pressure relative to a reference signal at the two points along a finite length pipe as

follows:

P (x1)

P (x2)

 =

e−ik1x1 eik1x1

e−ik1x2 eik1x2

P+

P−

 . (D.9)

By applying matrix inversion into Eq. (D.9), the amplitude of the incident and the

reflected wave is given by:

P+

P−

 =

e−ik1x1 eik1x1

e−ik1x2 eik1x2

−1 P (x1)

P (x2)

 . (D.10)

Using either of waves propagating in positive and negative x - direction (in this example

the positive one is used) and replacing it into Eq. (D.8), followed by rearranging, the

transmitted power to the fluid borne wave through the exciter can be evaluated by:

Ŵf

Hz
=

Af
ρfω∆

Im
{
S(P+(x1)P+(x2))

}
S(Vref Vref), (D.11)

where Vref is the input voltage to the driver.



Appendix E

Spatial aliasing frequency

associated to the pipe and source

ground-borne waves

In Chapter 5 two sources of excitation were assumed to explain the main features of the

vibro-acoustic technique. This appendix gives a brief overview of the required resolution

to avoid spatial phase aliasing from the radiation of each source to the ground surface. In

this investigation it is assumed that surrounding medium is isotropic and homogeneous.

The effects of surface waves, due to the superposition of body waves at the surface of

the half space are discarded.

E.1 Direct waves from the source applied to the pipe

Assuming two measurement points located at the surface and distanced ∆G apart. The

first point located at x1 away from the origin, and d1 distance from the point of radiation.

Point x2 is located distance d2 from the same source.
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Figure E.1: Spherical wave radiation into an elastic medium.

The value of φ(x1), φ(x2) is given by:

φ(x1) = kd1, φ(x2) = kd2, (E.1)

As illustrated in Fig. E.1 the distance of points x1 and x2 from the source can be

described using the parameters such as; depth of the point source hb and angles; α for

x1 and α+ β for x2. The phase difference between the two points is given by:

φ(x2)− φ(x2) = k (d2 − d1) = k

(
∆G

sin(α+ β/2)

cos(β/2)

)
=

k∆G (sin(α) + cos(α) tan(β/2)) .

(E.2)

To avoid spatial phase aliasing:

− π < k∆G (sin(α) + cos(α) tan(β/2)) ≤ π. (E.3)

Eq. (E.3) can be simplified to:

∆G ≤
λb
2

1

(sin(α) + cos(α) tan(β/2))
. (E.4)

To reveal the effect of the second term on the right side of Eq. (E.4), its values by

assuming α + β < π/2 is plotted. Such a assumption is required to ensure that the
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emitted wave from the point source impinges to the surface. As shown by the colours

bar of Fig. E.2, the maximum value of the second term on the right side of Eq. (E.4) is

one.

For constant ∆G, the more measurement are far way from the excitation source, the

higher α and lower β will be achieved. Therefore, the phase aliasing takes place first at

the closest region to the excitation point and then at further distances.

Figure E.2: The value of
1

(sin(α) + cos(α) tan(β/2))
by assuming α+ β < π/2.

E.2 Pipe waves

Assuming two measurement points located at the surface, distanced apart and parallel

to the buried pipe main axis. The recorded phase from radiation of the conical wave

from a buried fluid filled pipe at the two locations, provided that the point source is not

existed in the medium can be explained by:

φ(x1) = k(n,s)x(1)pipe + kbDpipe

φ(x2) = k(n,s)x(2)pipe + kbDpipe

(E.5)

Phase angle difference between the two points is indicated as:

φ(x2)− φ(x1) = k(n,s)
(
x(1)pipe − x(2)pipe

)
(E.6)
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To avoid spatial phase aliasing along the image:

− π < φ(x2)− φ(x1) 6 π −→ ∆G 6 c(n,s)/2f. (E.7)

Lets assume that the speed of the axisymmetric fluid borne wave is 300 m/s and the

frequency range of interest is 10 - 100 Hz. Therefore, the resolution of 3 m along the

pipe axis is enough to ensure that no aliasing takes place when recording the surface

vibration form the pipe wave.
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